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Abstract

The increasing concentration of human populations in modern urbanised societies has aggra-

vated the frequency and destruction of both natural and manmade disasters, and has motivated

considerable research over the last few decades. Accompanying the development of computing

technology, emergency navigation algorithms in built environment have evolved from off-line

algorithms that direct evacuees in accordance with pre-deployed static evacuation plans to on-

line algorithms that dynamically calculate egress paths for evacuees. However, these algorithms

normally consider evacuees in a homogeneous manner, and ignore the different requirements

and relative risk of death among different groups of people caused by different mobilities, phys-

ical strength, health conditions and level of resistance to hazard. Therefore, this work aims to

develop systems and algorithms to dynamically customise distinct paths for different categories

of evacuees. To this end, we borrow the concept of Cognitive Packet Network (CPN) and

adapt it to the context of emergency navigation. On top of the CPN framework, we design

several routing metrics to calculate distinct egress paths for different categories of evacuees. To

improve the inter and intra-group coordination, several cooperative strategies are proposed to

further optimise the routes calculated by the proposed routing algorithm.

To provide a more accurate prediction to the congestion level of each egress path during an

evacuation process under the effect of panic behaviours, we combine the CPN based routing

algorithm with a G-network model to analyse the congestion level on a path via capturing

the dynamics of diverse categories of evacuees under the influence of panic and re-routing

decisions from the navigation system. Finally, we extend our work to large scale evacuations,

and propose a G-network based emergency navigation algorithm to direct vehicles to safe areas

in the aftermath of a large-scale disaster in an energy and time efficient manner.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Objectives

The increasing concentration of human populations in modern urbanised societies has aggra-

vated the frequency and destruction of both natural and manmade disasters. Based on the

statistics from 31 countries reported by the International Association of Fire and Rescue Ser-

vices, in 2013, there are 2.5 fires breaking out on average every minute and the total number

of fire deaths is more than 217, 000 worldwide.

Among different groups of people, children and aged people are relatively more vulnerable to

disasters. Take fire related disasters as an example, based on the statistics from the U.S. Fire

Administration, it is the first leading cause of death for children under the age of 15 at home.

Meanwhile, compared with other groups of people, aged people face the highest relative risk

of death in a fire disaster. In 2014, aged people over 65 have a 2.6 times higher risk of death

during a fire disaster than the population as a whole. The main cause of higher fatalities for

children and aged people is their relatively low mobility and resistance to toxic gases. Hence,

it is desired to customise distinct egress paths with higher safety level and shorter distance to

exit for children and aged people.

Moreover, crowd behaviours of human being, which are common occurrences in confined spaces,

2



1.1. Motivation and Objectives 3

can have a significant impact on emergency evacuation. Destructive crowd behaviours such as

pushing and trampling caused by congestion may block evacuees and induce serious fatalities

and injuries, sometimes even more severe than losses caused by fire [DG13b]. Hence, the design

and implementation of various congestion ease mechanisms during an evacuation process has

become a major concern in the past few years.

Evacuation route planning during emergency is a highly dynamic and complex transshipment

problem. The optimal path for an evacuee is affected by the spreading of the hazard, the dy-

namic congestion level of the path, the choices and behaviours of other evacuees, etc. Therefore,

it is very difficult or nearly impossible to solve the exact optimal solution. Although Ref. [FC80]

considers evacuation route planning as a minimum cost network flow problem and can calculate

optimal routes for evacuees via utilising a linear programming approach. It is computationally

complex and does not take the influence of the spreading hazard into consideration. Hence,

heuristic algorithms that can provide an approximate solution in a computationally efficient

and real time manner have drawn increasing attention in the last two decades.

Apart from the complexity and feasibility, the design of an emergency navigation algorithm

is also affected by the underlying support infrastructures. In most of the public buildings

or other built environments, static evacuation plans have been designed and pre-deployed to

direct evacuees to safe areas via static evacuation signs and floor lighting when a disaster occurs.

However, these static evacuation plans can only achieve optimal performance when evacuees

are evenly distributed across the targeted area. Since hazard sensors have gradually become

the norm for public buildings, various wireless sensor network based algorithms have proposed

to provide dynamic evacuation plans in a real time fashion. Due to limitations in processing

power and battery power of a wireless sensor network, these algorithm are normally designed

in a simple and computationally efficient manner. In recent years, with the fast development of

cloud computing technologies, much research has made use of the enormous computing power

of cloud severs and designed more complex and accurate algorithms to guide evacuees.

Based on the above motivation, the main objective of this work is to investigate the possible

improvements that can be offered by tailoring different quality of service to diverse groups of
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evacuees. To achieve this goal, we borrow the concept of the Cognitive Packet Network, which

is a routing protocol for packet networks, to develop a wireless sensor network based multi-path

routing algorithm to search desired paths for different categories of evacuees with respect to

their specific requirements. To alleviate the number of congestion encountered by evacuees

during an evacuation process, several congestion-aware algorithms and cooperative strategies

are presented to distribute evacuees among less congested paths. To provide a more accurate

prediction to the congestion level of each egress path during an evacuation process, we combine

the CPN based routing algorithm with a G-network model to analyse the congestion level on a

path by capturing the dynamics of diverse categories of evacuees under the influence of panic

and re-routing decisions from the navigation system. Furthermore, We also use the G-network

approach to optimise fuel consumption of vehicles during an urban scale evacuation process.

1.2 Thesis outline

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents a literature review of

the existing research covered in this work, from various emergency support systems to the asso-

ciated emergency navigation algorithms on top of these systems. The fundamental theories and

concepts behind the proposed CPN based navigation algorithm [BDG13a] are also introduced

in this chapter. Chapter 3 concentrates on the simulation of an emergency evacuation pro-

cess. The general simulation models and assumptions for an evacuation process are introduced,

along with the simulation configurations and programming implementations. In Chapter 4,

existing emergency navigation algorithms that involve the idea of customising paths for evac-

uees with different requirements are reviewed, on top of these ideas, a CPN-based multi-path

routing algorithm [BG14b, Bi14] is proposed to calculate egress paths for diverse categories of

evacuees with the aid of a WSN based emergency navigation system. The simulation models,

assumptions of this algorithm and experimental results are presented. Chapter 5 extends the

idea in Chapter 4 and proposes several cooperative strategies [AB15, ABG15, BA15, BAG15]

for the adjacent evacuees to amend the instructions from the navigation system and discover

better paths in a coordinated manner. Studies related to cooperative strategies in the field of
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emergency navigation are also reviewed. The simulation models, assumptions of this algorithm

and experimental results are presented. Chapter 6 extends the multi-path routing algorithm

proposed in Chapter 4 and proposes an evacuee flow optimisation algorithm [Bi16]. A queue-

ing network model is integrated into the multi-path routing algorithm to mimic the movement

of evacuees under the joint influence of the CPN based decision-making algorithm and panic

behaviours, and therefore gives a more accurate approximation of the congestion level on each

egress path. Studies related to queueing theory based emergency navigation algorithms are

reviewed and the simulation models, assumptions of this algorithm, as well as the experimen-

tal results are also presented. In Chapter 7, an urban-scale emergency navigation algorithm

[BA16] is proposed to direct vehicles to safe areas in the aftermath of a large-scale disaster in

an energy and time efficient fashion. Research related to large-scale evacuations is reviewed. A

queueing network model is utilised to comprehensively mimic the interactions among individ-

ual vehicles and the navigation system in an evacuation process, and analyse the effect of the

re-routing decisions towards the vehicles. A gradient descent algorithm is employed to reduce

the evacuation time and fuel consumption of vehicles by optimising the probabilistic choices of

linked road segments at each road intersection. The system framework, simulation assumptions

and results are also presented. Finally, we summarise the contributions of this work and provide

several possible future research directions in Chapter 8.

1.3 Statement of Originality

This thesis is submitted for the degree of Doctor in Philosophy in the Department of Electrical

and Electronic Engineering at Imperial College London. I certify that all material in this thesis

which is not my own is acknowledged.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter is divided into two main parts: the first part presents a comprehensive literature

review of existing research in the field of building emergency navigation, from the system

construction to various navigation algorithms. The second part introduces the Cognitive Packet

Network (CPN) , which is the fundamental theory behind the proposed routing algorithms in

the following chapters. The concept, origin and routing operations of the Cognitive Packet

Network, along with its adaptation for evacuee routing problem are introduced.

2.2 Review of Emergency Navigation Systems

The study of emergency evacuation in confined spaces, which was initially motivated by defence

applications [GC98a, GHK05], has attracted much attention owing to the potential of losses

in terms of human lives and property during a disaster. Accompanying the advancement of

computer technologies, emergency evacuation systems have experienced a few stages: from

the original human experience driven systems, to the currently booming in-situ wireless sensor

network based navigation systems, towards the cloud based navigation systems which are still

in their infancy.

8
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Due to limitations in processing power, early emergency navigation systems are commonly

computer-aided information reporting systems to assist emergency managers in making de-

cisions [BKW84]. Associated emergency navigation algorithms at that time normally used

human experience or purely mathematical models to simplify an evacuation process and seek

optimal solutions. Before 1990s, research in this area is very limited. Ref. [CFS82] considers

the evacuation planning problem as a minimum cost network flow problem that converts the

original building graph to a time-expanded network; by solving the time-expanded network

via a linear programming algorithm, evacuees can obtain optimal routes and achieve shortest

evacuation time. Ref. [Hug90] designs a graph processing software to represent a underground

mine as a graph-based evacuation network in conformity to proper ventilation requirements;

each edge is assigned with a weight in terms of its distance to the source of hazard and fresh air

intake, and Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is utilised to find the safest paths for evacuees.

Ref. [SCC89] proposes a traffic monitoring and analysis system to predict the possible traffic

jams for emergency planners during urban-scale evacuations; real-time traffic data are collected

at roadside traffic counting stations and transmitted to the system via conventional telephone

lines; an evacuation simulation model is used to provide the locations and timing of occurrence

of potential traffic bottlenecks. Ref. [Gri82] presents a human experience driven emergency

alarm system to facilitate emergency authorities to evacuate residents before the landfall of a

hurricane; a “vertical evacuation” methodology is proposed to lower the evacuation time and

the issuing of “early evacuation orders” is believed to be critical in reducing fatalities. To

improve the disaster response ability in accidents at nuclear power plants, Ref. [Zor87] pro-

poses an evacuation plan to flee residents within 20 miles of the plant when a radiation leakage

occurs. Ref. [SWJ81] designs a real-time emergency monitoring and response system for a

nuclear power plant; the response decisions are based on discussions between experts at off-site

emergency response centers.

With the fast development of information and communications technology (ICT) as well as the

advent of low-costing microelectronic devices, in the middle of 1990s, research moved to the

development of complex Emergency Cyber-Physical-Human systems to direct evacuees to exits

with the aid of an on-site wireless sensor network (WSN). Until today, most of the state-of-the-
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art emergency navigation systems and algorithms are still based on static WSNs. For instance,

Ref. [FG09] presents a static WSN based distributed system to compute shortest safe paths

for evacuees; this system employs a two-tiered architecture that contains a sensing sub-system

and a decision sub-system. Ref. [TPT06] proposes a static WSN based navigation system to

direct evacuees with a variant of the temporally ordered routing algorithm [PC97]; initially, exit

sensors broadcast “initial packets” to assign each sensor with an “altitude” that is positively

correlated with its distance to the nearest exit (sensors that are nearer to the exits possess

smaller altitudes than those farther sensors); when a disaster occurs, the altitude of sensors

inside a hazardous region will be increased and escape paths will be generated along sensors

with higher altitudes to those with lower altitudes. Ref. [LDRR03] utilises a self-organising

WSN to guide a robot across a hazardous area; by using an “artificial potential field” [Kod89],

sensors can cooperatively generate a safe path without knowing the network topology.

Compared with static WSNs, mixed WSNs which contain mobile nodes can monitor uncovered

areas of static sensors and is less prone to failures in harsh hazardous environments. Hence,

some research has employed mixed WSNs to build emergency response systems. For instance,

Ref. [GG11, GG12a, GG13b] have proposed a resilient emergency support system (ESS) with

the aid of opportunistic communications [PPC06]. This system consists of sensor nodes (SNs)

and communication nodes (CNs) . SNs can detect the hazard in its vicinity and inform the evac-

uees passing by of the location, while CNs are portable devices that are taken by occupants.

Ref. [FGG11] presents an indoor autonomous navigation system composed of an intelligent

evacuation sub-system (IES) for primary use and a opportunistic communication based evacu-

ation sub-system (OCES) for backup purposes; both sub-systems are supported by pre-installed

sensors in the building, the IES utilises static decision nodes to guide evacuees in proximity

while the OCES employs mobile decision nodes carried by civilians to disseminate emergency

messages and direct evacuees when the IDE malfunctions. The experimental results show that

the use of the OCES can considerably reduce the number of fatally injured civilians during an

evacuation process. With the increasing ubiquitousness of smart phones which provide power-

ful sensing ability and suffer less from battery power limitations, many studies have integrated

evacuees’ portable devices into emergency navigation systems. For instance, Ref. [ZbFY+11]
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proposes an emergency support framework that integrates a pre-deployed WSN with the exist-

ing mobile network infrastructure to guide evacuees out of a built environment; the framework,

namely “CoWiSMoN”, employs both fixed sensors pre-installed in the building and mobile

phones carried by evacuees to collect information and send to a quick rescue response center

via short-range wireless communication links or the mobile cellular network; moreover, a cog-

nitive communication protocol that optimises both the network layer and data link layer is

designed to ease the network congestion caused by the transmission of large volumes of sensory

data and the degradation of communication quality during disasters. Similarly, Ref. [ISIK08]

presents an indoor emergency evacuation system composed of a sensor-data management sub-

system and an indoor navigation sub-system; the sensor-data management sub-system gathers

sensory information and can alert users and the building manager via mobile phones; the indoor

navigation sub-system utilises radio beacon devices to estimate users’ position; each user carries

a beacon receiver that can receive signals from beacons and transmit to the mobile phone via

Bluetooth.

The major drawback of the WSN based emergency navigation systems is the limited computing

capacity, which does not allow them to compute optimal evacuation plans in a timely manner so

as to forward this information to evacuees in the presence of time-varying hazards. Hence, some

emergency navigation systems have integrated cloud computing technologies that are accessible

via on-site WSN, to offload intensive computations to remote cloud servers. For instance, Ref.

[TWCH07] proposes a hazard surveillance system to detect unusual events in an environment

and alert residents; the system is composed of a number of static sensors, several mobile sensors

and an external cloud server; when static sensors detect unusually high temperatures, mobile

sensors will be dispatched by the cloud server to take snapshots and upload to the server for

further analysis; if a fire emergency is confirmed, the cloud server will notify the residents in

the vicinity to evacuate. Ref. [DLO+14] proposes a multi-cloud based evacuation system that

integrates an on-site WSN and remote cloud servers to calculate evacuation paths for users;

when a disaster occurs, the system launches an instance for each user to compute the desired

evacuation route; owing to the limited I/O capability of cloud providers, several cloud platforms

are employed to launch sufficient instances for evacuees and a dynamic programming algorithm
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is used to minimise the overall latency and service maintenance cost of the system.

Although the hybrid emergency response systems that integrate on-site WSNs and off-site

cloud servers can avoid the problems caused by the limited computing power of WSNs, the

disadvantages of limited battery life-time of the WSNs, as well as the high likelihood of system

malfunction during an emergency still remain. Hence, many of the studies have replaced WSNs

with smart phones carried by evacuees to build more flexible systems. For example, Ref. [CW11]

presents a building fire evacuation system that consists of radio frequency identification (RFID)

sensor tags, mobile phones with RFID reader and a back-end cloud server; since signals from

the global positioning system are unavailable inside built environments, RFID sensor tags are

used to record the temperature and location information; when a fire breaks out, mobile phones

carried by evacuees will periodically sense the RFID signals and upload to the cloud server;

the cloud server will then calculate the shortest safe route for each civilian with respect to the

distance to exit and the summed temperature along the route. Ref. [QMW+14] proposes a

smart cloud evacuation system (SCES) to post emergency messages and plans to residents in a

built environment; in the front end, a wireless intelligent sensor network (WISN) that integrates

a WSN with smartphones are utilised to collect information; in the back end, a cloud based

decision-making system is used to analyse the uploaded multimedia information (such as voice,

text, images, etc.) and calculate escape paths with a 3D simulator.

Emergency Navigation Systems

System type Period

Human experience driven system 1970s - 1990s

Static WSN based system 1995 - present

Mixed WSN based system 2006 - present

WSN & Cloud based system 2007 - present

Cloud based system & mobile phones 2011 - present
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2.3 Review of Emergency Navigation Algorithms

As the kernel of an emergency navigation system, many studies have concentrated on emergency

navigation algorithms, which aim to guide evacuees out of hazardous areas safely and efficiently.

Previous emergency navigation algorithms can be divided into two types: off-line algorithms

and on-line algorithms. Off-line algorithms focus on optimising the design of crowded sites and

evaluating the overall clearance time for all evacuees before a disaster occurs. On the other

hand, on-line algorithms aim to provide evacuation paths for evacuees in a real time manner.

The literature review for the two categories of algorithms is detailed as follows.

2.3.1 Review of Off-line Emergency Navigation Algorithms

Since research has indicated that destructive crowd behaviours, such as clogging, pushing and

trampling, can lead to serious fatalities [HFV00a], also owing to the absence of real evacuation

data [YZLF05], off-line emergency navigation algorithms have been dedicated to investigate and

design crowd behaviour models [GGO+99, ZZL09] to simulate the crowd movements in reality

and prevent destructive crowd behaviours from occurring by improving the design of built

environments. The crowd behaviour models of the off-line emergency navigation algorithms

can be classified into cellular automata models [Wol83, BMV04a, YS07, SGS14, MWS14],

social force models [HM95, HFV00a, PD05, SSL06], fluid-dynamics models [Hen71, HFMV02],

lattice gas models [FT02, TTN01, TTN01, TN03], game theoretic models [HHB03, LHWY06,

EHHK10, ZC11], agents based models [Bon02, ZM04, GJ05, PHDL07] and real biological agent

based models [SPT+03, ARN+05].

Cellular automata models discretise a given structure into uniform “cells” that each cell can

hold one person. This approach can precisely model the influence of an individual’s physical

dimensions, but is ineffective in depicting the movement speed and direction, due to the discrete

spatial structure [PM08]. The physical conditions and the movement patterns of evacuees are

normally determined by a set of local rules at each cell (one drawback is that it is relatively

difficult to customise the physical attributes of each individual civilian). Since this model can
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effectively mimic the interactions between the environments and the pedestrians, many studies

have utilised this microscopic model to simulate the pedestrian dynamics during evacuations

in the last two decades. In these models, evacuees are considered as either homogeneous

with identical physical attributes (e.g. gender, age, mobility, psychology) or heterogeneous

individuals with different characteristics. For instance, Ref. [PTLS02] utilises a homogeneous

cellular automata model to investigate the exit dynamics of evacuees in a room with different

number of exits; the arching behaviour, which is a signature of jamming that happens when the

exits are overused, is observed near the exits; a “power law behaviour” is also found: when the

exit door can evacuate more than one evacuee at a time, the evacuees will escape from the room

in bursts of various sizes. In Ref. [SGS14] a heterogeneous cellular automata model mimics

the evacuation process in a retirement house; evacuees initially belong to three groups (middle-

aged people, nursing staff and older people), and groups are also formed dynamically due to

the follow-the-leader effect. In Ref. [MWS14] grouping behaviours in evacuations are induced

by introducing “bosons” into cells of the floor field cellular automaton [BKSZ04]; bosons are

placed by evacuees as markers to increase the probability for other group members to reach

some particular cells. The resulting simulations indicate that the evacuation time decreases

with the increasing numbers of groups.

Ref. [HM95] first proposed that the motion of a crowd of pedestrians are subject to “social

forces”; in the social force model, the motion of a pedestrian is mainly affected by the destina-

tion, the repulsive forces from other objects (e.g. the pedestrian keeps a certain distance away

from other pedestrians or obstacles), the attractive forces from other objects (e.g. the pedestrian

is attracted by friends or window displays); a “direction dependent weight” is introduced into

the model since the objects behind a pedestrian have a weaker effect on the pedestrian; a “fluc-

tuation effect” is also integrated into the model to simulate the random movement behaviours

or deliberate deviations from usual motion rules. Ref. [ZKK02] combines the social force model

with a counterpropagation neural network model [HN88] to mimic crowed behaviours in panic;

the personality of evacuees is expressed as impatient and patient. the velocity and the action

of evacuees is determined by the social force model and the neural network model, respectively;

the neural network has four inputs: the personality of an evacuee, the deviation between the
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desired speed and real speed, the space on the left side of the evacuee and the space on the right

side of the evacuee; the output of the network is the action of the evacuee: follow the person in

front, evade the front person from the left side and evade the front person from the right side.

Ref. [PD05] utilises the social force model to investigate the pedestrian evacuation dynamics

in a room with an exit; experimental results show that if evacuees move at the low desired

velocities, the faster the evacuees moves, the faster they will evacuate the room; however, if

evacuees move at the high desired velocities, the “faster is slower” effect, that the faster the

evacuees wish to move the slower they can escape from the room, is observed and analysed.

Fluid-dynamics models imitate evacuee flows as fluids to study the density and speed adaptation

during an evacuation process. Compared with microscopic models, the macroscopic fluid-

dynamics models are better at simulating and analysing the behaviours of large crowds. For

instance, Ref. [Hug02] derives several equations that govern the motion of a pedestrian flow

from the “continuity equation” of fluid mechanics in physics; the proposed equations lead to

two possible regimes of a pedestrian flow: the fast-moving, low-density “supercritical” flow

in which disturbances spread within the flow and the slow-moving high density “subcritical”

flow in which disturbances are swept along by the flow; several partial differential equations,

that govern the crowd behaviours of a flow that contains different types of pedestrian, are also

studied; a pedestrian type is determined by the destination, walking speed and perception;

the analysis and experimental results show that pedestrians tend to reach each immediate

destination in minimum time rather than arriving at all destinations in overall minimum time.

Ref. [CR05] presents a continuum model to investigate the relation between evacuee density

and walking speed during a process of evacuees leaving a corridor through a door; the proposed

model is based on the Lighthill-Whitam [LW55] and Richards [Liu75] model that is used to

simulate vehicle flows; specifically, this model describes the decrease in the outflow through a

door caused by the panic “overcompression” effect of evacuees in front of the door; the analytical

results indicate that the rise of panic can dramatically decrease the outflow of evacuees when

the door is narrow.

Since a pedestrian flow is a many-body system [Tho13] that is composed of strongly interacting

persons, lattice gas models that consider pedestrians as particles on the square lattices have at-
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tracted attention since 1980s. Ref. [TTN01] utilises a lattice gas model to simulate the process

of a pedestrian flow evacuating a hall; the hall is represented by square lattices and evacuees

are randomly distributed over the lattices; each evacuee can either hold still or move in four di-

rections: forward, backward, left and right; evacuees move in the preferential direction with no

back step and cannot overlap on lattices occupied by other evacuees; different dynamical pat-

terns such as arching, flattening and pitting are observed in computer simulations; experimental

results indicate that the dynamical phase transition from the choking flow to the decaying flow

occurs at a critical time. Ref. [TN03] employs a lattice gas model to study the evacuation time

for a crowd to escape from a hall through a single exit; evacuees are modelled as biased-random

walkers and move in preferential directions; the hall is represented by square lattices and each

square lattice may contain up to one evacuee at a time; the spatio-temporal distribution of

evacuation time of evacuees is derived from simulations; the experimental results show that

the evacuation time of an evacuee depends highly on its initial position within the hall; the

effect of the exit width, initial population density and urgency level are also investigated in the

experiments;

To explicitly model the behavioral reactions of the individuals during an evacuation process,

especially the cooperative and competitive behaviours [KKN+03], many of the studies have

utilised game theory to mimic the interactive decision-making and strategy-adapting among

evacuees. For instance, Ref. [LHWY06] employs the non-cooperative game theory [FT91] to

mimic evacuees’ exit selection process when an emergency occurs in a building with multiply

exits; the procedure of the algorithm consists of two steps; in the first step, all evacuees are

considered as a “whole entity” which aims at minimising overall evacuation time while a “virtual

entity” is used to maximise the overall evacuation time by imposing the blockage influence;

hence, a two-player zero sum game is envisaged between the evacuees and the virtual entity;

the optimal strategy is found when a Nash Equilibrium [Nas51] is achieved via optimising the

probabilities for the evacuees to choose each exit and the possibilities for the virtual entity

to pick each exit (to generate congestion); in the second step, the decision of each individual

evacuee is determined by calibrating the evacuees’ probabilistic choices in terms of evacuees’

distance to exits; this is because, in reality, an evacuee will not pick a farther exit unless
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the nearer exit is congested. Ref. [ZC11] utilises a game-theoretical model to investigate

the competitive and cooperative behaviours during an evacuation process from a large single

room with one exit; During the evacuation process, when N evacuees wish to occupy the same

desired position, the conflict among evacuees leads to a N ∗N game; each evacuee can choose

to either compete or cooperate: if all the evacuees choose to cooperate, then they will all

reach the desired position; if all the evacuees are competitive, they will all be blocked at the

initial position; if one evacuee choose to compete and the rest is in a state of cooperation,

only the competitive evacuee can reach the desired position; the simulation results show that:

(1) with the increasing urgency of emergency, the cooperation among evacuees decreases; (2)

higher cooperation frequency will result in shorter overall evacuation time; (3) the imitation

behaviours among evacuees can enhance the cooperation level but reduce the efficiency of the

evacuation process.

Algorithms based on pure mathematical models have difficulty in fully representing and cap-

turing the dynamics of an evacuation process. Hence, the agent-based algorithms, which nor-

mally represent a hazardous environment with a number of autonomous decision-making virtual

agents, have drawn considerable attentions in recent years. One major advantage of the agent-

based algorithms is the ability to evolve and learn, which can lead to unanticipated behaviours

during simulations. This characteristic makes the agent-based algorithms a canonical approach

to mimic the counterintuitive emergent phenomena [Bon02]. For instance, Ref. [ZM04] utilises

a multi-agent framework to simulate a metro system in the case of a tunnel fire; the passengers

and metro personnel, the technological system, as well as the fire and smoke are simulated by

separate agents and co-evolve in an interactive manner; an effective evacuation plan is designed

by varying environmental factors, such as the number of passengers on the train, the time cost

for the train driver to open the doors, etc.; with the aid of the multi-agent computer simula-

tions which can test different scenarios, the emergency personnel can quickly customise a rescue

plan when a disaster occurs. Ref. [PHDL07] presents a prototype multi-agent simulation sys-

tem that can build a virtual environment with autonomous agents for safe egress analysis; the

proposed system consists of a geometric engine that represent the physical environment with

AutoCAD, a population generator that can produce evacuee agents with diverse age, mobility,
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etc., a global database which maintains all the state information of agents; an events recorder

that captures the behaviours of evacuee agents, a visualiser which displays the movement of

evacuees, a crowd simulation engine that is assigned to each evacuee agent to manage the in-

dividual behaviour in terms of the perception-action approach [NA95]; each evacuee agent is

modelled to makes decisions based on three basic conventions: instinct, experience and bounded

rationality [Mar94]; some emergent behaviours such as competitive, queueing and herding are

observed in the simulation.

Owning to the scarcity of human emergent behavioural data and the difficulty in conducting

genuine emergency evacuation experiments, the studies of emergent behaviours have largely

depended on simulations. Hence, in recent years, animals have been used in escape panic

experiments to study crowd evacuation. For example, Ref. [SPT+03] employs mice to study

an indoor evacuation process; mice were released into a rectangular container (simulate a large

single room) filled with tap water and were left to swim towards a dry platform; an exit is

placed between the wet and dry areas to simulate the door of the single room; the effect of exit

width and exit number on the mouse escape rate is investigated over different experimental

sessions, which are recorded with a digital video camera; the experiments demonstrate some

well-known behaviours of panicking crowd: when the exit width approximately equals to the

size of a mouse, the diffusive evacuation flow is observed; when the exit width becomes larger,

the mice evacuate the exit in bursts of different sizes that yield the power-law distributions

depending on the exit width. Ref. [ARN+05] employs a species of Cuban leafcutter ants called

Atta insularis to investigate the effect of panic-induced herding to an evacuation process from

a two-exit room; ants are introduced into a circular acrylic cell with two exits symmetrically

situated at left and right; in the first experiment which simulates a normal evacuation process,

when the ants are placed into the cell, the two exits are opened synchronously so that the

ants can escape; in the second experiment which mimics an emergency evacuation process, the

only difference from the first experiment is to inject a dose of insect-repelling liquid to generate

a panic before opening the exits; the experimental results show that ants escape from both

exits in approximately equal proportions in normal conditions but prefer one of the exits in

emergency conditions; the experiments demonstrate the theoretical prediction that the herding
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behaviour in confined spaces can generate a non-symmetrical use of two identical exit doors;

in addition, the observed evacuation dynamics are reproduced with a computer model inspired

by Ref. [HFV00a].

2.3.2 Review of On-line Emergency Navigation Algorithms

Contrary to off-line emergency navigation algorithms which aim at optimising the design of

crowded sites or generating evacuation plans for facility managers via developing various crowd

behaviour models and computer simulations, on-line emergency navigation concentrates on

combining mathematical models [KPH05] or algorithms [GW12, GW13] with underlying sens-

ing, communication and computational devices to guide evacuees out of hazardous environments

in a real time manner.

Since on-line emergency navigation algorithms require real time information exchanges with the

hazardous environment, these algorithms are usually integrated into emergency navigation sys-

tems. With the development of emergency navigation systems which are detailed in 2.2, various

emergency navigation algorithms have been proposed such as network flow based algorithms

[CFS82, Fra84, KF85, LHS03, LGS05], geometric algorithms [CCS08, WLL+13], queueing

model based algorithms [MS91, CSQ05, SS09, LMM09, DG13a], potential-maintenance algo-

rithms [LDRR03, TPT06, CCWH08], biological-inspired algorithms [GT08, JSFS09, LFLZ10],

routing protocol based algorithms [Fil10a, GG12a] and prediction-based algorithms [HO01,

BLA07, HPB+10, RGS+15].

Network flow based algorithms consider the evacuation planning problem as a minimum cost

network flow problem [FF10, AMO88]. Commonly, this type of algorithm first predicts the

upper bound of the overall evacuation time and then convert the original building model to a

time-expanded network by duplicating the original network for each discrete time unit. After

that, linear programming or heuristic algorithms are utilised to compute the optimal evacuation

plan. This type of approach can achieve the optimal solution but normally does not take the

spreading of the hazard into consideration. For instance, Ref. [CFS82] utilises a dynamic

network optimisation model to minimise the overall evacuation time and prevent “bottlenecks”
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from occurring in a large building; the building is represented by a graph model composed of

nodes and arcs; the capacity of a node is determined by dividing the space area of the node

by the typical space occupied by an evacuee; the capacity of an arc, which is defined as the

maximum number of evacuees that are allowed to traverse the arc per unit time, is determined

by the passageway width; the graph model is expanded into a time-expanded network by

duplicating the original graph model over T time periods, where T is determined by dividing

the approximate evacuation time Te by the length of a time period (10 seconds); to reduce the

computational complexity and ensure the existence of a feasible solution, the minimum feasible

building evacuation time Te is determined by the proposed bisection search algorithm; the time-

expanded network is solved via a large-scale dynamic transshipment algorithm from the GNET

program [GBB77]. Since the search complexity of a time-expanded graph grows exponentially

with the increase of the time bound T , Ref. [HT94, HT00] develop a polynomial time algorithm

to solve the evacuation problem with a fixed number of sources and exits; the evacuation

problem is converted to a quickest flow problem, which aims to send a specific amount of

flows from sources to sinks in the shortest time; the building model is represented by a graph

with integral transit times and capacities on the edges; the evacuees flows are represented by

the temporally repeated flows proposed in [FF10] rather than static flows in a time-expanded

network; the quickest flow problem with multiple sources and sinks is then transferred to

a lexicographic maximum dynamic flow problem and can be solved by using the algorithms

presented in Ref. [Meg74] and [Min73]. Since linear programming algorithms that utilise time-

expanded networks to calculate optimal evacuation plans can suffer from high computational

cost, Ref. [LHS03, LGS05] propose a heuristic-based algorithm called capacity constrained

route planner (CCRP) to produce sub-optimal evacuation plans in a time-efficient manner;

rather than transforming the original evacuation network into a time-expanded network, CCRP

employs the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [Dij59] to search only the original evacuation

network and calculate the quickest routes for evacuees; CCRP first searches the route with the

shortest arrival time from any source node to any destination node in terms of path length,

previous reservations and possible waiting time; then it allocates evacuees to this route with

respect to the capacity of the route; the CCRP algorithm will iterate the above two steps until
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all the evacuees reach the exits. These approaches can theoretically solve optimal routes with

the shortest time to exits by avoiding congestion. However, to achieve shortest time to exit,

evacuees must accurately follow the suggested paths and reach every node on schedule and may

even wait certain time at a node to avoid congestion. This is impractical in a real evacuation

process. Moreover, these approaches suffer from high computational complexity because the

time-expanded network will contain at least (N + 1)T nodes for a graph with N nodes and an

upper bound of evacuation time T . In addition, as aforementioned, the spreading of the hazard

is not considered in these approaches.

Geometric algorithms normally use a graph model to represent a hazardous environment and

take advantage of the unique properties of geometric graphs to calculate safe egress paths for

evacuees. For instance, Ref. [CCS08] adopts the localized Delaunay Triangulation method

[LCW02, LCWW03] to partition a wireless sensor network into triangular areas and construct

area-to-area egress paths with the aid of a distributed navigation protocol; each sensor, which

is the shared vertex of all the adjacent triangles, maintains the node ID, hops to the exits

and the sensed hazard level (temperature) of the neighbour sensors; the direction of an egress

path is generated from vertices with larger hop count to the exit to vertices with smaller hop

count; the safety level of a triangle area is classified into three color-coded levels (red “high”,

yellow “moderate” and green “low”) by comparing the average detected temperature of the

associated sensors with a pre-set temperature threshold; in built environments with multiple-

exits, additional wireless access points (AP) that can cover the whole environment are deployed

in the vicinity of each exit to count the number of evacuees nearby, a load-dispersion algorithm

is employed to distribute evacuees by limiting the number of users per exit; Ref. [WLL+13]

proposes a WSN based emergency navigation system to guide evacuees without the aid of

any pre-knowledge of sensor or user locations; the process of navigating evacuees to the exit

contains three stage: firstly, a road map is generated as the backbone route; secondly, the

exit is connected to the backbone route via a virtual power field algorithm; thirdly, evacuees

are directed to the backbone route via the virtual power field algorithm and then follow the

backbone route all the way to the exit; the road map is constructed via concatenating the

medial axis of the boundary of any two safe areas; as is proven in Ref. [BGJ07], the medial
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axes of the safe regions, which can form continuous curve graphs, retain the topological and

geometric features of the safe areas; in the virtual power field algorithm, the virtual power of

a point is inversely proportional to its distance from the hazard; the route from any point to

the backbone route will follow the most descending direction of the virtual power field; owing

to the expanding or shrinking of the hazard, the dangerous areas vary during the evacuation

process; hence, a local road map updating algorithm is proposed to rebuild the backbone route

of the affected areas instead of reconstructing the entire backbone route when a variation of the

dangerous areas is detected. However, the effectiveness of these approaches highly depends on

the topology of the deployed wireless sensor network. The change of the topology will induce

redeployment and re-calibration of these algorithms.

Owing to the stochastic, highly transient and nonlinear nature of an evacuation process, queue-

ing models have been proven as a useful tool to capture and analyse the dynamics of evacuees.

Normally, by treating significant locations such as doorways or staircases as “servers”, queueing

model based approaches [GM76], which generalise the Markovian models of computer systems

[Gel73], transfer building graphs to a queueing network or a number of isolated “queues” to

estimate congestion and evacuation delays. For instance, the process of pedestrians traversing

a corridor or stairwell is analysed as a state-dependent process in Ref. [MS91], a M/G/C/C

state-dependent queue model is utilised to estimate the congestion delays at corridors or stair-

wells and the overall evacuation time of an evacuation process; the pedestrian flows are classified

into three categories: uni-directional flow, bi-directional flow and multi-directional flow; the re-

lationship between the crowd density and the mean walking velocity of evacuees in the three

categories of pedestrian flows are derived from Ref. [Fru71]; the capacity of a corridor or stair-

well is calculated based on Ref. [Tre76], which indicates that the evacuee flow will cease to

move when the population density reaches 5 evacuees per square meter; the state-dependent

service rate of the three categories of pedestrian flows can be calculated in terms of the mean

walking speed and the corridor capacity; finally, the time cost for an evacuee flow to traverse

a corridor or a stairwell can be computed by the mean value analysis (MVA) algorithm in-

troduced in Ref. [FC80]. To ensure no corridors will be block during an evacuation process

in a built environment, Ref. [CSQ05] considers the evacuation planning problem as a service
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and capacity allocation (SCA) problem and searches the smallest capacity of each corridor via

modelling the building as a M/G/c/c queueing network; the M/G/c/c queueing network is

employed to calculate the average queue length at each corridor with the following steps: (1)

the average walking speed Vn of n evacuees in a corridor is calculated by the equations derived

from the congestion model proposed in Ref. [YJS89], (2) the state-dependent service rate f(n)

with n evacuees in a corridor can be computed by f(n) = Vn
V1

, where V1 is the average speed of a

lone evacuee, (3) term pn, which is the probability of n evacuees in a corridor can be calculated

by the equations derived from Ref. [CS94], (4) the average queue length of a corridor can then

be computed by L =
∑c

n=1 npn; to analyse the smallest capacity of each individual corridor,

the generalised expansion method [KS87, KS88] is used to expand the M/G/c/c queueing net-

work into an equivalent Jackson network via adding an artificial holding node in front of each

finite queue to register the blocked evacuees due to capacity limitation; After decomposing the

queueing network, a local search algorithm inspired by Ref. [SGP00] is used to search the

smallest feasible capacity of each queue. Similarly, Ref. [LMM09, LPMM11] utilise a M/G/c/c

queue model to simulate the dynamics and predict the overall evacuation time of an egress

process without hazard; rooms, corridors and stairways are modelled as queues in which the

service rate depends on the evacuee density; doors, exits and gateways are imitated as queues

in which the service rate depends on not only the evacuee density, but also the faster-is-slower

effect [HFV00b] and the crowd impatience [WLCS08]; to validate the effectiveness of the queue

system, a discrete-event simulation model is implemented via the SimEvents toolbox in the

MATLAB/Simulink environment and experimental results show that the egress time of evac-

uees in simulations highly matches with the prediction of the proposed queueing model. Rather

than simulating all the building components as M/G/c/c queues, Ref. [Wat87] models door-

ways that can pass one person at a time as M/M/1 queues; on the other hand, corridors or

stairs are modelled as M/G/∞ queues, in which the infinite number of servers imply that no

congestion occurs in corridors or stairs. Rather than using traditional closed network models

which suffer from high computational costs, Ref. [DG13a] proposes a computationally efficient

open network model with product form to predict the congestion level at each point of interest

(PoI) and the overall evacuation time with respect to average arrival and departure rates at
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each observation point; By assuming Poisson arrivals of evacuees at each originating location,

uni-directional corridors that allow at most one evacuee to pass at a time and exponentially

traversal delays at each corridor, a M/M/1 queue model is established to mimic each corridor;

hence, the average delay at a corridor can be calculated by 1
µ−λ , where 1

µ
represents the average

traversal time of a corridor and λ represents the average arrival rate of evacuees at a corridor;

the average traversal time of a path can be calculated by summing the average delay of each

corridor on it. The major drawback of these algorithms is that they consider each node (such

as a doorway or staircase) as an independent “queue” rather than considering all the nodes as a

“queueing network” and then use either the limiting probabilities for the number of customers

in an M/G/C/C state-dependent queueing model [CSM05] or steady-state solutions [DG13a]

to analyse the number of evacuees at a node. The interaction effects among linked “queues”

are normally ignored.

Potential based algorithms normally can dynamically develop navigation paths by assigning

attractive or repulsive potentials to the exits and hazards, and the evacuees move as a result of

the net attraction-repulsion in various directions. For instance, Ref. [LDRR03] presents a self-

organizing sensor network to guide users such as robots, evacuees or unmanned vehicles out of

a hazardous environment along safest paths by using the “artificial potential fields” algorithm

[Kod89]: when a sensor detects hazard, it will broadcast emergent messages including sensor

ID, number of hops to the arrived sensor (Nh) to other sensors; when a sensor receives multiple

emergent messages from the same hazardous sensor, it will keep the smallest Nh; the potential

value of a sensor generated by a hazardous sensor is calculated by 1
N2
h
; hence, the overall

potential value of the sensor is computed by summing the potential value generated by each

hazardous sensor; in this way, an attractive force is generated by the destination to pull the

user while repulsive forces are generated by the dangerous zones to push the user away from

them; the safest path is generated by following the most descending direction of the potential

field; experiments are conducted on a testbed with 50 Mote MOT300 sensors [HSW+00] and

the results indicate that the algorithm could successfully direct the objects to the destination;

however, multiple destinations may have a negative impact on the efficiency of reaching the

exits as the users move under the actuation of artificial forces; Moreover, the convergence
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time for network stabilization is relatively long due to the effect of data loss, asymmetric

connection and network congestion. Ref. [TPT06] proposes a temporally ordered routing

algorithm [PC97] based multi-path routing protocol to route evacuees to exits through safest

paths; a navigation map is manually defined during the deployment process to avoid impractical

paths; in the initialisation phase, each sensor is assigned with an altitude with respect to its

hops to the nearest exit: sensors nearer to the exits are assigned with smaller altitudes while

sensor farther from the exits are allocated with larger altitudes; when an emergency event

is detected, a sensor si within the hazardous regions will update their altitudes by A′(si) =

max
{
A(si), Aemg × 1

h2si,sh
+ hsi,se

}
, where A′(si) and A(si) represent the altitude of sensor si

before and after update; term Aemg is a large constant, term hsi,sh represents the shortest hop

distance between sensor si and the hazardous sensor sh while term hsi,se represents the shortest

hop distance between sensor si and the exit se; a hazardous region is constructed by sensors

within a predefined hop distance from the hazardous sensor; egress routes are generated from

sensors with higher altitudes to senors with lower altitudes; therefore, the update of altitudes of

hazardous sensors can ensure evacuees bypass the hazardous regions; Ref. [PTT06] extends the

algorithm in Ref. [TPT06] to a 3D environment and divides the sensors into normal sensors,

exit sensors and stair sensors in terms of location; if no available path to exits can be discovered,

evacuees will be directed to rooftops and wait for rescue. However, multiple destinations (exits)

may affect the efficiency of reaching the exits as the users move under the actuation of artificial

forces. Moreover, the convergence time for network stabilization is relatively long due to the

effect of the information synchronization, asymmetric connection and network congestion.

Millions of years of evolution has made the animal foraging behaviours become near-optimal so-

lutions of autonomous search and path-finding [GSSR97], biological-inspired approaches, which

are inspired by simple but reliable natural mechanisms, employ heuristics to search optimal

routes in a computationally efficient manner. For instance, a feed-forward neural network

model is adopted to a wireless sensor-actuator network (WSAN) for evacuation routing in Ref.

[JSFS09]; all physical nodes in the WSAN deploy a neural network with identical topology:

an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer; the input layer receives the latest two

coordinates of a pedestrian and a suggested direction is subsequently generated by the output
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layer; the neural networks are trained with a back-propagation algorithm [Mit97] in standard

situations and are deactivated when an emergency happens; hence evacuees will be directed to

exits over their normal walking paths; however, back-propagation algorithms suffer from slow

learning rate and easily converging to local minimum; furthermore, this model cannot react

to the spreading of a hazard. Ref. [LFLZ10] employs a genetic algorithm [Joh92] to minimise

the total evacuation time, travel distance and number of congestion encountered during an

evacuation process; non-domination sorting [DAPM00] is used as no priori knowledge is avail-

able to determine the weight of the three goals; the initial “chromosomes” are paths found by

the k-th shortest path algorithm [Epp98] and are incrementally evolved to feasible solutions

through crossover and mutation with respect to the path length, congestion level and hazard

intensity; as an evolutionary approach, this algorithm has advantages in solving multi-objective

optimization problem (MOP) [SMT09]; however, the computational overhead is relatively high

due to the path-finding and the evolution process. Ref. [PHL05] adopts a variation of particle

swarm optimization (PSO) to search routes and adjust velocity during evacuations; occupants

are viewed as particles to search exits; once an exit is discovered, all the other particles will

move towards it while keep their moving inertia to expand searching space; if more than one exit

is found, particles will choose the nearest exit as the destination; nevertheless, use occupants

directly to explore paths may cause severe injuries and fatalities; meanwhile, this algorithm

may induce seriously congestion and oscillation problems. Inspired by the bee colony foraging

behaviour, Ref. [SY] uses bee colony optimization [Kar05] to displace evacuees in hazardous

areas to safe areas during an emergency evacuation; hives, food sources and bees represent

safe areas, hazardous areas and evacuees, respectively; evacuees select a safe area with regard

to “attractiveness” which is determined by the distance to the area and the distribution of

people in hazardous areas; once an evacuee determines a target, it will recruit other evacuees

by sharing information of the devoted area; this algorithm obtains a robust evacuation plan at

the expense of relatively high communication overhead.

Since many of the current emergency response systems are based on wireless sensor networks,

routing protocols that are initially used for packet networks have been borrowed or adapted to

direct evacuees and improve communication quality in hazardous environments. For instance,
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Ref. [Fil10a] presents an emergency support system built on top of a WSN to guide evacuees

out of a confined space in a real time fashion; the embedded emergency navigation algorithm

is inspired by the Cognitive Packet Network routing protocol [GLX01b, GLX01a], which was

initially designed for large-scale packet networks; different from the original CPN that contains

three types of packets: smart packets (SPs) , dumb packets (DPs) and acknowledgements

(ACKs) , the variant only consists of SPs and ACKs; SPs are sent from each sensor nodes in

the WSN to search egress paths and collect hazard information in a distribute manner; when a

SP reaches an exit, which means an egress path has been discovered, an ACK will be generated

and bring back the ID and the hazard information of each sensor node along the path to the

source node that emits the SP; when the ACK reaches the source node, it will update the

QoS level of the discovered path by using a rolling average mechanism, which sums the newly

discovered QoS and previously stored value in a weighted manner; in attempting to efficiently

find the route with the best quality of service (QoS), when a SP arrives at a sensor node, it will

decide its next hop by m-Sensible routing algorithm [Gel03a]; a QoS metric is defined as sensitive

if its value is affected by the traffic through the path, such as congestion level; on the other

hand, a QoS metric is insensitive if its value is independent on the traffic assigned to the path,

such as path length or number of hops on a path; m-Sensible routing algorithm calculates the

probabilistic choices of all the neighbour nodes based on the QoS information brought back by

the previous SPs; hence, future SPs decide their next hop by yielding the probabilistic choices of

the neighbour nodes obtained by the m-sensible policy; the probability of choosing a neighbour

node is determined by
E[L(nπ(u),nπ(j),nπ(e),π)]−m∑Nn
i=1 E[L(nπ(u),nπ(i),nπ(e),π)]−m

, where L(nπ(u), nπ(j), nπ(e), π) represents the

effective length of a path π from source node nπ(u) via a neighbour node nπ(j) to the exit node

nπ(e); term E[L(nπ(u), nπ(j), nπ(e), π)] represents the expectation of L(nπ(u), nπ(j), nπ(e), π); term

Nn represents the number of neighbour nodes of the node nπ(u); it is proved in Ref. [Gel03a]

that the QoS increases with the increase of term m, hence, an m + 1-sensible routing policy

provides better QoS on the average than the m-sensible policy; to enhance the stabilisation

of network, a predefined “measurement discard threshold” is set to discard the reported QoS

(effective length) that is smaller than the threshold. Since communications which are essential

in an evacuation process can easily malfunction due to the hazard, Ref. [GG12a] proposes a
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resilient emergency support system (ESS) to disseminate emergency messages among evacuees

and direct evacuees out of a confined space with the aid of opportunistic communications

(Oppcomms); the proposed system is composed of pre-deployed sensor nodes (SNs) to collect

environmental information and mobile communication nodes (CNs) which are portable devices

carried by evacuees; to locate evacuees, each SN contains a location tag and can periodically

send a location message (LM) to CNs in proximity; when a SN detects a hazard, an emergency

message (EM) will be generated and broadcast to CNs carried by evacuees in vicinity by using

the epidemic routing [VB+00]; the EM will be stored in these CNs and forwarded to other CNs

in contact by the “store-carry-forward” paradigm [PPC06] during the movement of the evacuees;

to guide evacuees, each CN stores the building graph in its local storage and updates the edge

costs when receiving an EM; the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is triggered to calculate the

shortest safest path when the graph is updated; experimental results indicate that the proposed

system is robust to network failures during an emergency; since Oppcomms are susceptible to

malicious attacks such as flooding or denial of service, an extended study [GG12b] proposes

a defence mechanism that uses a combination of identity-based signatures (IBS) and content-

based message verification to detect malicious nodes. However, network routing protocol based

algorithms normally make decisions based on the collected sensory information rather than the

predicted situation of a path. Therefore, when evacuees traverse that path, the situation could

have changed owing to the highly dynamic nature of an evacuation process, which normally

induces a delayed feedback loop between living sensory data and routing decisions.

By inferring the spreading rate and direction of the hazards, prediction-based algorithms pre-

dict the future status in the hazardous areas and reduce the fatality rate by avoid evacuees

from traversing paths with high potential risk level. For instance, Ref. [HO01] proposes a

Monte-Carlo stochastic model to predict the spreading of the fire hazard and the movement of

evacuees during an evacuation process; the targeted building is represented by two graph mod-

els composed of nodes (compartments) and edges (passageways), one for fire spread modelling

and the other for occupant egress modelling; a discrete hazard function based on Bernoulli trials

is used to mimic the propagation of the fire; a Bernoulli trial, which is a random experiment

with two possible results: “success” and “failure”, and the probability of success or failure is
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constant whenever the experiment is conducted, is performed at each time step to mimic the

transmission of fire from a compartment to another; each edge of the two graph models is

associated with a “defective” random variable to represent the time cost for evacuees or the fire

hazard to traverse this edge; these defective random variables, which take the value “infinity”

with non-zero probability, are used to simulate the phenomena such as evacuees cannot reach

the next node owing to the capacity limitation or fire cannot reach the next node due to fire

fighting activities. Ref. [BLA07] proposes a WSN based distributed navigation algorithm to

search safest routes for evacuees by maximising the time an evacuee will remain ahead of the

hazard while traversing the route; each sensor will maintain two weighted graphs of the built

environment, a “hazard graph” and a “navigation graph”; in the hazard graph, nodes represent

the locations of sensor while edges represent the possible movement directions of the hazard

(for example, hazard may spread through walls or along corridors); the weight of an edge is the

shortest time for the hazard to propagate along the edge, these information can be obtained

from off-line hazard simulations [OC03] or estimated by emergency engineers; in the navigation

graph, nodes represent the sensor locations while edges represent the possible movement direc-

tions of evacuees; the weight of an edge is the longest time for an evacuee to traverse the edge;

when a fire breaks out, sensors that detect the hazard will broadcast the fire source location over

the senor network, then each sensor calculates the safest path to exit by maximising the overall

difference in time between an evacuee arriving each node on a path and the hazard reaching

these nodes. Since it is difficult for fire-fighters to be aware of the actual conditions in a built

environment during a fire disaster, Ref. [HPB+10] presents a novel e-infrastructure to infer the

spreading of hazard based on predictive models and living sensory data in a faster-than-real

time manner; the system consists of on-site sensors including smoke detectors and temperature

sensors, and off-site computational models that are deployed on High Performance Comput-

ing (HPC) resources; gathered sensory data is used as inputs into a Monte-Carlo fashion fire

spread model called K-CRISP [KFMUW08] to prediction the movement of fire and smoke; the

results are interpreted by using a knowledge-based reasoning scheme within an agent-based

command-and-control layer; the outputs are transmitted to fire-fighters for reference. To deal

with the highly uncertainties during an evacuation process in an unfamiliar built environment,
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Ref. [RGS+15] proposes a Dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) [Mur02] based spatio-temporal

probabilistic model to capture the uncertain nature of the hazard and crowd dynamics, and

forecast the movement of evacuees; the integrated hazard and crowd evacuation DBN model

is composed of a hazard model, a risk model, a behaviour model, a flow model and a crowd

model; each model embeds a DBN and is subject to the Markov condition; by using the inte-

grated hazard and crowd evacuation DBN model, the relations between the location of evacuees

and the hazard status of each location (dormant, growing, developed, decaying and burnt-out)

are tracked and predicted over adjacent time steps; hence, the probabilistic risk level of each

location can be derived from the model; the egress paths are calculated by Dijkstra’s algorithm

with respect to the estimated risk level of each location with the purpose of minimising the

overall fatality rate. These algorithms are developed in recent years and are quite promising

owing to the increasing popularity and tremendous computing power of the cloud computing

paradigm.

2.4 Cognitive Packet Network

2.4.1 Origin and Concept

The Cognitive Packet Network [GXS99, GLN04, GLX01a, Gel11] was initially designed to ad-

dress challenges of large scale packet networks, such as routing data packets in fast-changing

packet networks or providing different quality of service (QoS) guarantees for different end

users in multimedia networks. It was first suggested for evacuee routing in [Fil10b]. Unlike

traditional packet network protocols where routers have all the intelligence, CPN constructs in-

telligence into packets for routing and flow control through a decentralised self-adaptive decision

architecture [Gel09], offering a framework to implement learning algorithms and adaptation.

CPN contains three types of packets: smart packets (SPs), acknowledgements (ACKs) and

dumb packets (DPs). Each CPN node maintains a Mailbox (MB) storing diverse classes of

QoS information grouped under path and associated QoS measurements, which is regularly
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updated by ACKs that traverse the node. A MB will discard expired QoS information or the

worst one when reaches its capacity. SPs are sent by CPN nodes to explore the network and

gather relevant information with respect to a user-specified QoS. The measurements made by

the SPs represent their “experience” of the network state and future SPs exploit this in making

better decisions. The preferred learning method is the Random Neural Network (RNN) [Gel90]

with reinforcement learning (RL) which penalizes or rewards SP decisions so that subsequent

decisions can provide better results in meeting QoS goals. The QoS goals (routing metrics),

which are detailed in Section 4.3 and 5.4, are the inputs of a RNN. When a SP reaches one

exit, an ACK, carrying the SP’s measurements, is generated by the destination node and travels

back to source node along the discovered loop-free path. The ACK updates the MB of every

node along its path and triggers the nodes to run the learning algorithms and update the

relevant decisions. The DPs, which carry the payload, are always source-routed using the

highest ranked path information. The DPs can also be used to carry out measurements. In

summary, the first set of SPs sent aims to primarily establish connection between the source and

the intended destination while the subsequent SPs update the path to optimising a given QoS

metric. To improve performance and avoid unnecessary burden of the network, lost packets

will be discarded. A SP is considered lost if it has traversed a set number of hops or for a set

time without reaching its destination while an ACK or a DP is lost if enters a node that is not

along its specified path.

2.4.2 CPN Routing Operations

In the CPN, SPs are routed in a hop-by-hop manner independently by each CPN node. Since

the CPN is an open framework, various algorithms have been implemented to determine the

next hop of a SP, such as the “Bang-Bang” algorithm [GcX01], the Sensible routing policy

[Gel03a] and the Random Neural Network, which has been applied to various applications

[BK00] such as associative memory [GSL91, Gel91a], optimization [GKP93, GB92, Gha94],

texture generation [AGY92, AG92], Magnetic resonance imaging [GFK96], function approxi-

mation [GML99, GML04], mine detection [GKC97, AGKEK99], automatic target recognition
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[BG98b, BG98a], video compression [CGB96, GSCG96, CGG98], network routing algorithms

[GXS99, Gel11], task assignment and emergency management [GTN10a, GTN10b, GTN10c].

In this work, we use the Random Neural Network to direct SPs.

In the initialisation stage, a RNN is deployed at each CPN node. The RNN is composed of

neurons that are associated with each possible forwarding direction of SPs. Each neuron defines

a potential or excitation probability to reflect the quality of the solution. The neuron with the

highest excitation probability corresponds to the optimal forwarding direction.

As the routing process starts, each CPN node can send SPs by itself and relay SPs sent from

other CPN nodes. When a SP arrives at a CPN node, it can either choose the forwarding

direction associated with the most excited neuron or drift randomly to explore new paths.

When an ACK reaches a CPN node, it will trigger the RNN algorithm shown in Pseudocode 1

to update the excitation probability of each neuron in the RNN.

Notation Definition
a A constant between 0 and 1, typically close to 1
n The number of neurons in a RNN

j
The neuron which is associated with the neighbour node that

corresponds to the returned ACK
k The other neurons in the RNN except the neuron j

w+(i, j) Rate at which neuron i emits excitation spikes to neuron j when i is excited
w−(i, j) Rate at which neuron i emits inhibition spikes to neuron j when i is excited

Λi Rate at which external excitation spikes arrive at neuron i
λi Rate at which external inhibition spikes arrive at neuron i
λ+(i) Rate at which neuron i receives excitatory spikes
λ−(i) Rate at which neuron i receives inhibitory spikes
qi The excitation probability of neuron i
Rl l-th reward determined by a goal function
Tl l-th decision threshold that keeps track of the historical value of rewards

Table 2.1: List of symbols used in Pseudocode 1.
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Pseudocode 1 The training process of RNN.

Input: Path information brought back by an ACK
Output: The excitation probability of neurons in the RNN

1: When an ACK reaches a node, extract gathered path information from the ACK
2: Calculate the path cost G based on the collected information and the associated goal

function
3: Compute the reward Rl = 1

G

4: Calculate the decision threshold Tl = aTl−1 + (1− a)Rl

5: for each neuron i in the RNN do
6: /* Compute the current total firing rate coming out of neuron i */
7: r(i) =

∑n
m=1[w+(i,m) + w−(i,m)] (m 6= i)

8: end for
9: for each neuron i in the RNN, except neuron j do
10: /* Compare the Rl with the previous threshold Tl−1 and update weights of neurons */
11: if Rl > Tl−1 then
12: w+(i, j)← w+(i, j) + |Rl − Tl−1|
13: w−(i, k)← w−(i, k) + |Rl−Tl−1|

n−2

14: else
15: w−(i, k)← w−(i, k) + |Rl − Tl−1|
16: w+(i, j)← w+(i, j) + |Rl−Tl−1|

n−2

17: end if
18: end for
19: for each neuron i in the RNN do
20: /* Compute the updated total firing rate of neuron i */
21: r(i)∗ =

∑n
m=1[w+(i,m) + w−(i,m)] (m 6= i)

22: end for
23: for each neuron i in the RNN do
24: /* Normalize the weights of the neurons */
25: for each linked neuron m of neuron i in the RNN do
26: w+(i,m)← w+(i,m) ∗ r(i)

r(i)∗

27: w−(i,m)← w−(i,m) ∗ r(i)
r(i)∗

28: end for
29: end for
30: for each neuron i in the RNN do
31: /* Calculate the excitation probability qi of the neuron i */
32: λ+(i) =

∑n
m=1 qmw

+(m, i) + Λi (m 6= i)
33: λ−(i) =

∑n
m=1 qmw

−(m, i) + λi (m 6= i)

34: qi = λ+(i)
r(i)+λ−(i)

35: end for
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2.4.3 CPN Variations for Evacuee Routing Problem

Guiding evacuees in the presence of a spreading hazard is similar to routing packets in a fast-

changing packet network. By using CPN, each source node in a computer network can discover

routes to destinations with respect to the pre-defined QoS goals and DPs can then follow the

top ranked routes to achieve certain QoS requirements. Similarly, during an emergency, each

decision node in the emergency navigation system sends SPs to search physical paths to exits

for the evacuees in proximity. Therefore, evacuees can be considered as DPs. However, unlike

DPs, evacuees cannot be source-routed since SPs travels much faster than evacuees and the

initial paths found by SPs may become dangerous or congested. Hence, we set a movement

depth to ensure evacuees perform a path-updating after traversing a given number of nodes. In

addition, the packet rate and the maximum number of hops of SPs can have a significant impact

on the system performance as SPs are responsible for path-finding and information-gathering.

The SP rate does not need to be very high since CPN nodes function in a cooperative manner

owing to the fact that a SP can learn from the experience of other SPs. Towards the maximum

number of hops of SPs, since the two exits of the considered building models (which are detailed

in Section 3.2) are on the first floor, we logically raise the maximum SP hop count with the

increase of storey. The detailed setting is shown in Table 2.2.

Floor ID SP Rate Maximum Number of Hops
1 15/s 60
2 15/s 100
3 15/s 120

Table 2.2: The packet rate and the maximum number of hops of SPs on each floor.

2.4.4 Performance of CPN for Evacuee Routing Problem

To evaluate the performance of the CPN based navigation algorithm, we use the Distributed

Building Evacuation Simulator (DBES) (which is described in more detail in Section 3.1) to

conduct a series of fire-related emergency evacuations in a coarse graph model which represents

the three lower floors of Imperial College London’s EEE building as shown in Figure 2.1. Simu-
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lated evacuees are initially distributed in the building in a random manner and are directed to

the exits with the aid of the proposed emergency navigation algorithm. The classical Dijkstra’s

shortest path algorithm is also used as a benchmark for comparison purposes. In both algo-

rithms, the “effective length” is utilised as the routing metric to measure the QoS of an egress

path. Effective length is the cost function that compounds path length with hazard intensity

along each edge. For a given path π composed of a collection of edges E, the cost G is:

Gt,π =
∑
E

l(e) ·H(e, t) (2.1)

Where l(e) is the length of the edge, and H(e,t) is the fire intensity on the edge e at time t,

which is defined as follows:

H(e, t) =

 >> average edge length if the edge is affected by fire,

1 otherwise.
(2.2)

This ensures that the effective length of a path exposed to fire will always be greater than any

other safe path in the building.

Before running full-scale randomized simulations, we experimented with the CPN parameters,

and in particular with those related to Smart Packets. At the beginning of each simulation,

we allow each node to send SPs to provide their RNN with basic training. We noticed that 5

SPs per node is enough for them to resolve at least one egress path. In comparison with other

classical path-finding algorithm such as the Dijkstra’s algorithm that requires to send packets

to all the nodes before finding the shortest path, more than 50% of the nodes are able to find

the shortest path after 10 SP/node. These are mostly nodes located along the main paths,

which take advantage of the numerous SPs and ACKs transiting through them; while the path

length from “leaf” nodes are generally below 120% of the corresponding shortest path. We also

found that the Drift Parameter – an SP’s probability to choose the next hop at random over

the RNN’s advice – has an impact on the quality of the routes found by CPN. The first path

found by an SP provides the very first reinforcement learning to the RNN’s neurons. This path

is generally not optimal: the first SPs effectively travel at random since the RNN is not trained
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Figure 2.1: Graph representation of the building model. The two cyan stars on the ground
floor mark the position of the building’s exits.

yet. With very low drift rates, subsequent SPs will be virtually unable to explore anything

beyond this initial path that has set up the RNN’s neurons. As a result, the same sub-optimal

path is visited over and over and the same neurons are always reinforced, which results in

overtraining. While low drift rates let CPN quickly find an exit path for each node, the routing

performance soon ceases to increase and may remain far below optimal. On the other hand,

allowing the SPs to constantly drift leads to very slow set-up times, but all shortest path will

eventually be discovered since the SPs effectively perform a random walk.

Figure 2.2 presents the results of ten randomized experiments. The bars show the percentage of

successful evacuees, and the error bars show the single highest and lowest values found in any of

the ten iterations. The experiments with lower densities (30 and 60 evacuees) clearly show that

CPN reaches the performance level of the Dijkstra’s SP algorithm. As the density of evacuees

increases (90 – 120 evacuees), the Dijkstra’s algorithm progressively lose its advantage, and

become clearly detrimental to the evacuees. This is largely due to congestion forming in the
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Figure 2.2: Percentage of survivors for each scenario. The results are the average of 10 ran-
domized simulation runs, and error bars shows the min/max result in any of the 10 simulation
runs.

Number of Evacuees CPN Based Paths Dijkstra Based Paths
30 3.5 3.5
60 12.4 13.0
90 21 22.3
120 30.2 31.7

Table 2.3: Average number of nodes traversed by the evacuees that were seen to have a non-zero
queueing time that indicates some level of congestion, for different path finding algorithms. We
see (from left to right) that as the path finding algorithm gets closer to the optimal, the level
of congestion increases since more of the evacuees follow the same best evacuation paths. This
indicates the side effect of using path finding algorithms that find those paths that are safer or
easier to traverse during an evacuation.

building, as can be seen on Table 2.3. The Dijkstra’s algorithm tends to simultaneously send

all evacuees through one single optimal path, which creates a synchronized rush and results in

the highest levels of congestion. Because CPN is decentralized, each node reacts to the fire and

updates its path recommendation at a different time, and this has a tendency to disperse users

which in turn slightly reduces the congestion. Interestingly, the CPN assistance system is able

to switch before the shortest path becomes affected by fire. This is due to the fact that SPs

not only visit the shortest path, but also drift alongside it. Such drifting SPs are exposed to

the fire surrounding the shortest path; and since these SPs return with higher cost values, the

RL punishes the corresponding neuron.
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2.5 Chapter Summary

Since this thesis involves the design and implementation of various emergency navigation sys-

tems and associated algorithms that adapt to different cases and situations of emergency events,

we have begun the Background Chapter with a review of previous emergency navigation sys-

tems and related navigation algorithms. In terms of different requirements of computing power

and different means of information acquisition, the emergency response systems are categorised

into human experience driven systems, WSN based systems with static sensors, WSN based

systems with static and mobile sensors, hybrid emergency navigation systems that integrate

WSN technologies and cloud computing technologies. The associated navigation algorithms

are classified into off-line navigation algorithms that direct evacuees in accordance with a static

plan and on-line algorithm that dynamically calculate egress paths for evacuees.

After that, the Cognitive Packet Network, which is the basis of our routing algorithms, is

introduced. We overview its concepts, operation procedures, adaptations for evacuee routing

problem and its performance on this problem. We have compared the proposed CPN based

routing algorithm with the classical Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, the results indicate that

the CPN based algorithm outperforms the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm in term of evacuee

survival rates and efficiency in finding evacuation paths.



Chapter 3

General Simulation Models and

Assumptions for Emergency

Evacuations

Compared with time-consuming emergency drills (e.g. fire drills) which are commonly used to

test the evacuation plans and safety procedures provided for a disaster, in academia, computer

simulations have been introduced to investigate the effectiveness of emergency management

algorithms due to their time-efficiency, repeatability, cost-efficiency and realism (It is difficult for

disaster drills to generate genuine hazards). Various emergency evacuation simulators have been

proposed and a comprehensive literature review can be found in Chapter 2.1 of Ref. [Fil10b].

In this chapter, the simulator used to verify the proposed emergency navigation algorithms and

the general simulation models are introduced, the computer programming implementation and

configurations for an evacuation process are also presented.

3.1 The Distributed Building Evacuation Simulator

The Distributed Building Evacuation Simulator (DBES) [DFG10] is a Java-based, multi-agent,

discrete event simulation tool for disaster management. In the DBES, various autonomous

39
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intelligent agents are used to create a virtual hazardous environment by simulating different

entities (e.g. evacuees, hazards, buildings, wireless sensors) that can interact with each other.

Compared with centralised simulators such as EXODUS [Gal98] and SIMULEX [TM95], as a

distributed platform, DBES has several advantages in disaster-related simulations: (1) different

agents can be deployed and run on different computers or servers to reduce the execution time of

a simulation; (2) each simulated entity privately holds its internal data such as goals, strategies

and status information, and therefore enhances security and flexibility; (3) each simulated

evacuee operates independently without prior knowledge of other evacuees, simulated events

and the environment, and therefore can mimic an evacuation process more realistically.

The DBES is built on top of the Java Agent DEvelopment Framework (JADE) [BPR99], which

is a software framework that complies with the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents

(FIPA) specifications [BF02] to simplify the implementation of multi-agent systems. The JADE

platform is compose of a set of containers that can be run on different hosts. Each container can

contain zero or more agents. Especially, a main container must be exist in the platform to allow

other containers to register at bootstrap time. The main container contains two special agents:

DF agent and AMS agent. The DF agent provides indexing service where agents can publish

their services or find other services they need. The AMS agent is responsible for platform

management actions such as starting agents, registering agents, terminating agents or shutting

down the JADE platform, other agents can also send requests to the AMS agent to perform

these actions.

To communicate and interact with agents programmed in other programming languages or

run on other operating systems, JADE implements the standard FIPA-ACL communication

language, which deals with Agent Communication Language (ACL) messages and facilitates the

communication among local or remote agents. Besides the content, a JADE message contains

other parameters such as the message type (inform, query, propose), addresses(sender and

receiver), conversation ID, language, ontology and protocol. In the DBES, each agent contains

a message sender to send messages to other agents and a message receiver to receive messages

from other agents. When receiving a message, there are two types of receiving behaviours for a

agent: blocking and non-blocking. In the blocking mode, the agent will suspend until received
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the required message, in the non-blocking mode, the agent can proceed forward while waiting

for the message.

The DBES can simulate different aspects of emergency scenarios in built environments (such

as buildings, evacuees and disasters) and evaluate diverse courses of actions. As a multi-

agent simulator, each entity in DBES is represented by an intelligent agent to interact with

its immediate environment. For instance, evacuees are modelled as civilian agents to realise

self-observation, inter-competition and cooperation; fire agent is responsible for simulating the

breakout and spreading of fire; floor agents, which depict floors of a building, act as containers

for civilian agents as well as maintain the environment data. Figure 3.1 shows the graphical

user interface (GUI) of the DBES with one floor agent and 40 civilian agents.

Figure 3.1: The GUI of the DBES.

To conduct disaster-related simulations, various agents are implemented in the DBES as shown

in Fig. 3.2: the scenario manager agent, area agents, civilian agents and disaster agent. The

scenario manager agent is utilised to generate a scenario and manage the interaction and execu-

tion of other agents. It configures the number of civilian agents and area agents, and manages

the simulation process: it starts a simulation when all the agents have registered to the JADE

platform and ends the simulation when all the civilian agents have deregistered from the plat-

form. Area agents represent the hazardous environment via loading graph models (such as

the layout of a building) in graphML format, which is a XML-based file format for graphs.
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Civilian agents are used to represent evacuees during an evacuation process, each civilian agent

can customise its own strategies and physical attributes (e.g. movement speed, health value,

resistance to fatigue). The disaster agent is responsible for generating simulated disasters based

on appropriate hazard models. In our case, the spreading and growth of the fire-related hazard

is based on the computer model in Ref. [EBD84]. Every several seconds, the disaster agent

calculates the current fire status and sends the updated fire status to each area agent.

Since Ref. [GSX01], which utilises a reinforcement learning approach with the RNN to guide

manned vehicles within a dangerous metropolitan grid, shows that augmented reality based

simulation can achieve improved levels of realism in the representation of the physical settings,

the DBES also contains an augmented reality interface that can integrate with a real wireless

sensor network to capture real network effects such as packet loss and delay [FHL+08].

The models we use represent the physical hazardous environment as a graph. The topology of

the graph represents a given physical environment faithfully, reflecting the internal parts of a

building prior to the start of the incident that causes the evacuation. Congestion is represented

by queues (of people) at nodes. In the simulations, the graphs node and link traversal times

depend both on the state of the graph and on the nature of the entities (e.g. people, children,

older people, disabled people, etc.) that are being evacuated. Some of the parameters of the

graph (such as the length or hazard level of a link, and the congestion at the nodes) are time

varying (and updated during the simulation) based on the dynamic evolution of hazards (e.g.

smoke or fire) and the movement of people. The main limitations of the model are that (i) the

movement of evacuees is simplified, (ii) possible destructive crowd behaviours such as pushing

and trampling are ignored, (iii) and the model does not include psychological effects such as

panic. The detailed physical environment models, civilian models and navigation system models

are described in the following sections.
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Figure 3.2: The architecture of the DBES.

3.2 Physical Environment Models

In the DBES, the physical world is represented by a graph model, which encompasses a set

of “points of interest” (PoI), which are significant locations, such as doorways, corridors or

intersections, and links, which are physical paths between PoIs. To meet different research

purposes, two graph models, which represent the three lower floors of Imperial College’s EEE

building and an area near Hyde Park, in Westminster, London are involved in this document.

The detailed graph representation of the two models are shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4,

respectively.

For the EEE building at Imperial College London, the ground floor has a dimension of 24m by

45m while the other two floors have identical dimension of 24m by 60m. The height between

each floor is approximately 3m. Vertices (black round dots) in Fig. 3.3 represent locations

where people can congregate such as rooms, doorways and corridors while the two black stars

on the first floor depict the exits. There is a total of 240 vertices on the graph, including the

two exits. The spaced horizontal lines linking the vertices are the graph edges representing the

possible paths in the building. The edges connecting two floors are the available stairs in the

building.
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Figure 3.3: The graph based layout of Imperial College’s EEE building. The black stars
represent the exits on the ground floor.

The area near Hyde Park in Westminster of London, which is shown in Figure 3.4, is introduced

to evaluate large-scale evacuation algorithms. It contains 216 vertices on the graph, including

one exit.

Figure 3.4: The graph representation of an area near Hyde Park, in Westminster, London. The
black star represents the egress.
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3.3 Civilian Models

In the DBES, each evacuee is modelled as a civilian agent which stores physical attributes,

the mobility model and the health model of the evacuee. With respect to gender, age and

mobility, evacuees are classified into several categories, each category of evacuees possesses

distinct physical attributes, mobility model and health model. The general physical attributes

of an evacuee include its health value, horizontal speed, uphill speed, downhill speed, resistance

level to hazard and resistance level to fatigue. The mobility model emulates the movement

patterns of an evacuee, which is affected by the evacuee category, fatigue level and terrain

slope. The movement speed of an evacuee of category K is determined by (3.3) as follows.

V K
c =

 RfV
K
p if Dw > Dt

V K
p otherwise

where V K
c represents the current movement speed of an evacuee of category K and V K

p rep-

resents the previous movement speed. Term Rf describes the resistance to fatigue, which is

a constant that coordinates the relation between the movement speed and the fatigue level.

Term Dw represents the total walking distance of the evacuee. Term Dt stands for a distance

threshold, if the walking distance of the evacuee reaches the threshold, the movement speed of

the evacuee will reduce to RfV
K
p .

The health model describes the health condition of evacuees during an evacuation process, it

is influenced by the evacuee category, hazard level of evacuees’ immediate environment and

resistance to fatigue hazard. The health value of an evacuee is determined by (3.1) below.

Y K
c = Y K

p −RhHe (3.1)

where Y K
c represents the current health value of an evacuee of category K and Y K

p represents

the previous health value. Term He is the hazard intensity of the path segment (edge) that the

evacuee has traversed. Term Rh is the resistance factor, which is a constant that coordinates

the relation between the health value and the hazard intensity.
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Generally, evacuees are classified into 4 categories: prime-aged people, aged people, children

or ill people, and disabled people in electric powered wheelchairs. Each category of evacuee

possesses different mobility models and health models. The detailed movement speed and

health value are listed as in Table. 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

Movement Speed Prime-aged People Aged People Children or Ill People Disabled People
Direct 105 cm/s 84 cm/s 84 cm/s 157 cm/s
Upstairs 65 cm/s 53 cm/s 53 cm/s 97 cm/s

Downstairs 71 cm/s 57 cm/s 57 cm/s 106 cm/s

Table 3.1: Speeds of the four categories of evacuees.

Health Settings Prime-aged People Aged People Children or Ill People Disabled People
Initial Health Value 100 100 80 100

Resistance Factor (Rh) 1 1 1.25 1

Table 3.2: Health settings of the four categories of evacuees.

Additionally, for disabled people in electric powered wheelchairs, to optimise the motion plans

of wheelchairs during an evacuation process, an energy utilisation model is proposed to simulate

the energy consumption of wheelchairs. The energy model considers the energy utilisation for

linear motions at mean velocity, as well as the energy consumption for turns and braking.

The power consumption for a wheelchair to move straight at average speed is 109 watts, which

is measured in Ref. [CVA+95] by threadmill tests over a distance of 1500 meter. Hence, the

energy consumption can be determined by (3.7) as follows.

El = Pltl (3.2)

where El represents the energy consumption in joules of a wheelchair in linear motion, term

Pl is the power of the wheelchair in linear motion, tl is the elapsed time in seconds.

For rotational motions such as turns, the energy consumption is determined by the motor power

and turning time. The motor power for rotational motions is the product of the motor torque
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and the angular velocity of the motor.

Er = Prtr (3.3)

where Er represents the energy consumption in joules of a wheelchair in rotational motion,

term Pr is the power of the wheelchair in watts during rotational motion, tr is the elapsed time

in seconds.

The power of the wheelchair in rotational motion can be expressed as follows.

Pr = Mrωm (3.4)

where Pr represents the power in watts of the wheelchair in rotational motion, term Mr rep-

resents the torque of the motor in N · m and ωm is the angular velocity of the motor in

radian/second.

To calculate the angular velocity ωm of the motor, we first calculate the angular velocity of the

wheelchair.

ωw =
vw
Rw

(3.5)

where ωw represents the angular velocity of the wheelchair, vw is the wheels’ velocity and Rw

is the radius of the wheels. In our case, we assume that the velocity of the wheels (the speed

of the wheelchair) is 1.57m/s, and the radius of the wheels is 0.54m, which is the rim size of

the common 24-inch wheelchair tires.

Then the angular velocity of the motor can be calculated by multiplying the gear ratio of the

wheelchair.

ωm = gwωw (3.6)

where ωm represents the angular velocity of the motor, term gw is the gear ratio of the wheelchair

and ωw represents the angular velocity of the wheelchair. The gear ratio is the ratio of the

angular velocity of the motor to the angular velocity of the wheels, in our case, the the gear

ratio of the wheelchair is set to 26.25 : 1.
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The torque of the motor Mr at angular velocity ωm can be obtained from the Torque/Speed

curve of the motor, the Torque/Speed curve can be approximated by a linear model via con-

necting any two points with a line. Since the no load speed and stall torque of a motor can

be obtained from the specifications of the motor, the Torque/Speed curve of the motor can be

obtained as shown in Figure 3.5.

Torque

Rotational Speed

Stall Torque

No‐load Speed

Figure 3.5: The torque-speed curve of the motor. The torque is inversely proportional to the
speed for a fixed voltage from the battery. When there is no load on the shaft of the motor,
the motor runs at the fastest no-load speed. On the other hand, the motor produces its stall
torque when the shaft is fully loaded and stalled.

Based on the specifications of a direct current motor model (DG−M158A Gear Motor) used

for wheelchairs, we assume the no load speed of the motor is 3543 revolutions/minute(RPM)

and the stall torque is 144 N ·m. Hence, the torque/Speed curve of the motor can be obtained

as shown in Figure 3.6.

The turning time is determined by the rotation angle, turning radius and the velocity of the

wheelchair.

tr =
2πRtθ

vw
(3.7)

where tr represents the turning time of the wheelchair, Rt, θ and vw is the turning radius,

rotation angle and velocity of the wheelchair, respectively.

When a wheelchair encounters congestion, a braking event will be triggered to avoid collision.
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Figure 3.6: The torque-speed curve of the used motor model.

The subsequent acceleration process after the braking event can cost extra energy. Based on

the work-energy principle, the work done by the motor and the friction force acting on the

wheelchair equals the change in the kinetic energy of the wheelchair. During the acceleration

process, the energy consumption by the motor can be approximated from (3.8).

Ea − Ef =
1

2
mwv

2
wa1
− 1

2
mwv

2
wa0

(3.8)

where Ea is the energy consumption by the motor, Ef is the work done by the kinetic friction

force. Term mw is the mass of the wheelchair and occupant, vw0 and vw1 is the speeds of the

wheelchair before and after the work is done. Here, vwa0 is 0 m/s and vwa1 is 1.57 m/s.

The kinetic friction is the product of the coefficient of kinetic friction and the force of gravity.

Ff = µmwg (3.9)

where Ff represents the kinetic friction. Term µ represents the coefficient of kinetic friction, in

our case, we assume the tires of wheelchair and the road are dry, thus µ = 1. We also assume

the braking distance of the wheelchair is 1 meter and the total mass of the wheelchair and user

is 120 kilograms. Term g is a constant with an average magnitude of 9.81m/s2 on Earth.

Based on the above equations and assumptions, the energy consumption model for a wheelchair
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during motion can be derived: the energy consumption for the wheelchair in linear motions 69

joules per meter, the energy consumption for each braking event is 1296 joules and energy

consumption in rotational motions is 6.8 joules per degree.

3.4 Emergency Navigation System Architectures

The establishment of an emergency navigation system depends on computing and commu-

nication abilities of the existing infrastructure and the physical conditions of the hazardous

environments. Hence, various architectures of emergency navigation systems are necessary to

fulfil different cases and situations of emergency events. In this section, several architectures of

emergency navigation systems are described and the related assumptions are presented.

3.4.1 Wireless Sensor Network based Emergency Navigation Sys-

tem

Wireless sensor network based emergency navigation systems are increasingly ubiquity since

hazard sensors have become the norm for public buildings. This type of systems is suitable for

most buildings due to the limited requirements to supporting infrastructures and have become

the most common architecture for emergency navigation systems.

In this architecture, sensors which are pre-installed within the building can gather hazard

information from immediate environment and communicate with other sensors in the vicinity.

Egress paths are either pre-calculated or discovered by forwarding packets hop-by-hop to exits

with respect to certain routing algorithms. Evacuees can receive evacuation instructions either

from their portable devices or visual indicators.
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Figure 3.7: The architecture of a WSN based emergency navigation system.

3.4.2 Cloud Enabled Emergency Navigation System

Due to the limited computing power of WSNs, it is difficult to implement complex navigation

algorithms on top of WSN based emergency navigation systems. On the other hand, with the

fast development of cloud-based services, several research has integrated cloud computing into

emergency navigation systems. In this section, a general cloud-enabled emergency navigation

model is presented and proposed algorithms on top of this architecture will be detailed in

Chapter 6 and 7.

In this architecture, the emergency navigation system consists of an on-site surveillance sub-

system and an off-site computing sub-system. The on-site surveillance sub-system consists of

sensors that can detect hazards and transceivers that can exchange information between evac-

uees and cloud servers. Depending on the existing infrastructures, the surveillance sub-system

can be a pre-installed wireless sensor network that composes of sensor nodes and communica-

tion nodes or portable devices carried by evacuees. The cloud-based computing sub-system is

deployed in a data center consists of cloud servers. When a disaster occurs, the on-site surveil-

lance sub-system will gather hazard information and upload to the off-site decision-making

sub-system. The decision-making sub-system will then calculate appropriate paths for evac-

uees and disseminate the decisions among evacuees via the on-site surveillance sub-system.
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Figure 3.8: The architecture of a cloud based emergency navigation system.

3.5 Simulation Configurations and Programming Imple-

mentations

This section describes the implementation of an evacuation process from the programming

point of view. The detailed simulation procedures and configurations are presented in Subsec-

tion 3.5.1. The detailed programming models for different entities involved in an emergency

evacuation (e.g. sensors, fire, portable devices) and the programming flow for an evacuation

process are presented in Subsection 3.5.2.

3.5.1 Simulation Procedures

The procedures to start an emergency evacuation simulation in the DBES can be divided into

4 stages: (1) start the Jade platform; (2) start the scenario manager agent; (3) launch the area

agents and evacuee agents; (4) start the disaster agent.

The Jade platform is responsible for providing the peer-to-peer communication among dif-
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ferent agents and a yellow page service for agents to discover services published by other

agents. To start the Jade platform, DBES should run the launch configuration shown in

Listing 3.1, wherein “-gui” specifies that the GUI of Jade platform should be launched; “-

nomtp” inhibits the creation of default HTTP based message transport protocol; the “-imtp”

option activates a customised inter-platform message transport protocol, in this case, its value,

“jade.imtp.rmi.RMIIMTPManager” is a class with message transport protocol functionality;

the “-jade domain df autocleanup” option specifies whether DF agent will clean up registra-

tions when agents terminate, when set to true, DF agent will automatically de-register agents

as soon as they terminate.

Listing 3.1: Launch configuration of starting Jade platform.

−gui −nomtp −imtp jade . imtp . rmi .RMIIMTPManager −j ade domain df autoc l eanup true

The scenario manager agent is used to configure the parameters related to the simulated hazard

environment, including the number of fire sources, number of buildings, number of floors in each

building, number of evacuees, time to start the simulated disaster. Specifically, the “-container”

option indicates that this instance is a peripheral container and must register with a main con-

tainer, this option is unselected by default; the “-container-name” specifies a symbolic name for

this container; the “ERScenario:uk.ic.ac.eee.isn.ersimulator.scenario.ScenarioManager” option

starts the scenario manager agent with the service name of “ERScenario”, hence, other agents

can discover this service by searching the service name “ERScenario” in the DF agent. The

“-buildings”, “-fires”, “areas”, “-civilians”, “-time”, specifies the number of buildings, number

of fire sources, number of floors in each building, number of evacuees, time delay to start the

simulated disaster after the simulation starts. The “-endsimulation” option starts a monitoring

behaviour to the behaviour queue of the agent, this behaviour will periodically check if the

simulation is active. The scenario manager agent calculates the total number of agents that

should register and will start the simulation when all the excepted agents have registered. For

instance, as shown in Listing 3.2, if there are 1 fire agent (y = 1), 3 area agents (z = 3) and

30 evacuee agents (a = 30), the scenario manager will start the simulation when all 34 agents

have registered.
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Listing 3.2: Launch configuration of starting the scenario manager agent.

−conta ine r −conta iner−name ISNAM −imtp jade . imtp . rmi .RMIIMTPManager ISNAgentManager : uk . i c . ac . eee . i s n . i s n c o r e .

core . agents . ISNAgentManager ( ”OFF” , ”INFO” ) ; ERScenario : uk . i c . ac . eee . i s n . e r s imu la to r . s c ena r i o .

ScenarioManager ( ”OFF” , ”ERROR” , ”−bu i l d i ng s ” ,x , ”− f i r e s ” ,y , ”−areas ” , z , ”−c i v i l i a n s ” , a , ”−time” ,b , ”−

ends imulat ion ” )

The next step is to start area agents which represent the simulated hazardous environment.

As a distributed simulator, the area agents can be launched on the local computer as shown in

Listing 3.3 or on remote computers by specifying the “-host” option with a host name or an IP

address (shown in Listing 3.4). Key command line options of an area agent are listed in Table

3.3.

Listing 3.3: Launch configuration of starting the scenario manager agent locally.

−conta ine r −conta iner−name Floor 1 −imtp jade . imtp . rmi .RMIIMTPManager F loor 1 : uk . i c . ac . eee . i s n . e r s imu la to r .

core . agents . des . DESBHBAreaAgent( ”−ve r s i on ” , ”1” , ”−graph fo lde r ” , ”NormalDenseBuilding” , ”−g r a ph f i l e ” , ” F loor 1

. graphml” , ”−simspeed” , ”0” )

Listing 3.4: Launch configuration of starting the scenario manager agent Remotely.

−host IP −conta ine r −conta iner−name Floor 1 −imtp jade . imtp . rmi .RMIIMTPManager F loor 1 : uk . i c . ac . eee . i s n .

e r s imu la to r . core . agents . des . DESBHBAreaAgent( ”−ve r s i on ” , ”1” , ”−graph fo lde r ” , ”NormalDenseBuilding” , ”−

g r a ph f i l e ” , ” F loor 1 . graphml” , ”−simspeed” , ”0” )

Options Functionality
-version <value> Specify the GUI version of the DBES, 1 = 2D, 2 = 3D

-no-gui Disable the GUI of DBES, this will improve the simulation speed
-simspeed Specify the simulation speed of the DBES
-realtime Start a real time version of the DBES

-graphfolder <value> Specify the folder that contains the graph files.

-graphfile <value>
Specify the graph file that defines

the layout of the floor.

Table 3.3: Key command options of the area agent.

The final step to start the simulation is to launch the disaster agent as shown in Listing 3.5. The

disaster agent can generate a disaster such as fire at a specific location and simulate the spread

of the hazard via a computer model. Periodically (normally every 2 seconds), the disaster

agent synchronises the current status of the disaster with all the area agent. Key command

line options of an area agent are listed in Table 3.4.
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Listing 3.5: Launch configuration of starting the disaster agent.

−conta ine r −conta iner−name FireConta iner −imtp jade . imtp . rmi .RMIIMTPManager FireAgent : uk . i c . ac . eee . i s n .

e r s imu la to r . core . agents . des . DESFireAgent ( ”OFF” , ”INFO” , ”INFO” , ”−f i r e node ” , ”210001” , ”− f i r e i n t e n s i t y ” , ”800” ,

”−graph fo lde r ” , ”NormalDenseBuilding” , ”−startTime ” , ”0” )

Options Functionality
-firenode <value> Define the fire source location.

-fireintensity Define the initial fire intensity at the fire source.

-graphfolder
Specify the graph file that defines

the layout of the building.
-startTime Define the starting time of the disaster.

Table 3.4: Key command options of the disaster agent.

3.5.2 Programming Implementations for an Evacuation Process

Since this work concentrates on developing emergency navigation algorithms to improve the

experience of evacuees and the survival rate during an evacuation process, the programming

implementations for modelling the activities of evacuees, the interactions among evacuees and

the navigation system are the one of the key conditions for further experimentation and eval-

uation. Hence, this subsection introduces the activity model of evacuees and the navigation

system (embedded in the area agents), the interaction model among evacuees and the navigation

system, and the agent message handling mechanism underlying the models.

As a Jade-based simulation platform, the activities of the agents are typically carried out within

“behaviours”, which are implemented in the “action()” method that defines the operations to

be performed by the behaviours. In general, the behaviours can be divided into one-shot be-

haviours, cyclic behaviours and generic behaviours. In a one-shot behaviour, the “action()”

method only executes once and the behaviour will complete immediately after the “action()”

method has been executed. In a cyclic behaviours, the “action()” method will be called peri-

odically to execute the same operations and the behaviour will not complete until the agent

is terminated. In a generic behaviour, the “action()” method will execute different operations

based on an embedded status and the behaviour will complete when a certain condition is

fulfilled.
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For each evacuee agent, several one-shot behaviours are embedded to initialise its mobility

model, health model as well as other models that are related to the simulation scenario (e.g.

a mobile device model that mimics the functionalities and energy utilisation of the portable

devices carried by evacuees) when the evacuee agent is launched. On the other hand, several

cyclic behaviours are carried out to execute the periodical activities of the evacuee and handle

the message exchanges with other agents. For instance, in the context of emergency navigation,

one of the most significant periodical activities for a simulated evacuee is to decide the next

hop in the graph-based building model. Hence, one cyclic behaviour is triggered to obtain the

next hop of the evacuee when the evacuee reaches a new hop. In our case, the next hop can be

calculated by either evacuee itself with respect to its own “world perspective” or the navigation

system with regard to the collected sensory information. The detailed schematic flow diagram

of the activity model for the evacuee agents is shown in Figure 3.9.

Similarly, for each area agent, several one-shot behaviours are utilised to initialise its parameters

and execute certain operations when a given condition is met. For instance, the “FloorLoad-

ingFinished” behaviour is triggered to calculate and load certain information (e.g. the total

number of evacuees registered) when all the area agents have been launched. On the other

hand, several cyclic behaviours are embedded to mimic the operations of the navigation sys-

tem. For instance, the “RequestSimulatedEntityMovement” behaviour is triggered to calculate

the evacuation instructions and exchange information when an evacuee arrives at a new hop.

The detailed schematic flow diagram of the activity model for the area agents is shown in Figure

3.10.

Additionally, in certain cases such as tracking and analysing the behaviours of data packets

when simulating a wireless sensor network, to improve the simulation speed and reduce the in-

formation exchanges among agents, the area agents which represent different floors of a building

or different regions of an area can be integrated to one area agent by loading the entire layout of

the building or map of the area in this single area agent. Hence, the information synchronization

process among area agents can be omitted and the simulation speed can be increased.

To exchange information among different agents and trigger appropriate activities and algo-
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Figure 3.9: The activity model of the evacuee agents and the related Java methods.

rithms at the right time, as shown in Figure 3.11, an interaction model has been established to

manage the interactive behaviours during the evacuation process. Each interactive behaviour

consists of a initiator and a responder that are normally embedded in separate agents. The

initiator and the responder can carry out a sequence of message exchanges in the following
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steps: (1) the initiator in the agent A sends a message to the agent B to trigger the responder;

(2) the responder at agent B executes certain operations and then sends a reply to inform the

initiator; (3) the initiator in the agent A performs certain operations when it receives the reply.

The functionalities and usage of some of the key interactive behaviours in the DBES are listed

in Table 3.5.

Behaviours Functionality

InformSimulationStatusUpdate
Used in the scenario manager to handle the

registration and deregistration requests from area,
evacuee and disaster agents.

FloorLoadingFinished
Used in the scenario manager to perform certain
operations when all the area agents have been

launched.

SimulatedEntityRegister
Used in the area agents to handle the

registration requests from evacuee agents.

SimulatedEntityMovementAction
Used in the area agents to perform certain

operations when an evacuee agent has reached a
new hop.

SimulatedEntityDeregisterAction
Used in the area agents to handle the

deregistration requests from evacuee agents.

InformFireInitialLocationAction
Used in the fire agent to inform the

area agents with the fire source location and
initial fire intensity.

InformFireUpdateAction
Used in the fire agent to inform the

area agents with the fire update information periodically.

Table 3.5: The functionalities of the key behaviours in the DBES.

In addition, to test the performance and robustness of a given algorithm in the DBES, the algo-

rithm should be run on diverse scenarios with different population densities, different locations

of evacuees and different types of evacuees. Hence, a scenario generator application is used to

randomly or purposely generate simulated evacuees with different attributes and locations in

the given physical environment model. When the scenario manager agent or an area agent is

launched, it can parse the scenario file to obtain the information of evacuee agents from the

scenario file.
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3.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have focused on the modelling and simulation of emergency evacuation

processes. Firstly, we have introduced DBES, the simulation tool we used to generate scenarios

and validate the proposed routing algorithms. The software framework underlying the DBES

and component agents in the DBES have also been described. Secondly, we have introduced the

physical environment models that represent the physical environment of the considered disaster

scenarios. Two graph models are involved in this thesis, the EEE building of Imperial College

and an area in Westminster, London. Thirdly, we have described diverse civilian models used in

the disaster scenarios. The health model and mobility model of each type of civilian have been

detailed. In addition, an energy consumption model for electric powered wheelchairs has been

presented to analyse energy utilisation of wheelchairs for disabled people in electric powered

wheelchairs, the related energy efficiency-oriented routing metric is detailed in Section 4.3.5.

Finally, we have described the implementation of an evacuation process from the programming

point of view, including the simulation procedures, scenario configurations, and the activity

and interaction models underlying the DBES agents.
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Chapter 4

Routing Algorithms for Diverse

Evacuees

In the previous chapter, we have provided an overview of the simulation tool and models

utilised in this study. Particularly, four distinct civilian models have been proposed to mimic

the physical attributes and behaviours of aged people, prime-aged people, children or ill people,

and disabled people in electric powered wheelchairs. In this chapter, we customise one routing

metric for each category of evacuees, and make use of the proposed civilian models to validate

the effectiveness of the routing metrics in the DBES.

4.1 Introduction

Regarding the mobility, physical strength, health conditions and level of resistance to haz-

ard, evacuees can be categorized into different classes in reality during an emergency evac-

uation. However, previous emergency navigation algorithms commonly use one single rout-

ing metric to guide evacuees and ignore the specific requirements of different types of evac-

uees. This aggravates “nonadaptive crowd behaviours” (such as herding, pushing, knocking,

etc.) and increases the likelihood of inducing “destructive crowd behaviours” (such as clog-

ging, crushing and trampling), which contribute considerably to the fatalities and injuries in

62
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densely-populated disasters [Wil93]. This chapter explores a distributed emergency navigation

algorithm that employs the Cognitive Packet Network concept to tailor different quality of

service needs to different categories of evacuees via choosing appropriate routes for the associ-

ated type of evacuees. In addition, congestion has various negative impacts on an evacuation

process. For example, it can temporarily block evacuee flows and cause long-time latency.

Evacuees in electric powered wheelchairs may create an extra consumption of energy due to

the slowing down and acceleration effects caused by jamming. To minimise the total num-

ber of congestion encountered by civilians, a congestion-aware algorithm, which considers the

observed real-time congestion level, the average arrival rate and average service rate of each

PoI, is embedded in the routing metrics to predict the future congestion level of each path

and distribute evacuees to unoccupied routes. However, because sensitive metrics [Gel03b],

such as congestion, are involved in the routing protocol, the “direction oscillation problem”

[CCWH08] may occur, due to delays in the available information. This may confuse evacuees

and reduce their confidence in the emergency response system. Hence, we set a path switch

probability to ease direction oscillations. Although evacuees with portable devices retrieve a

whole path to a suitable exit each time they communicate with the system, the suggested route

should be updated periodically, due to the fast-changing path situation. Therefore, “move-

ment depth” is introduced to facilitate the evacuees to renew their routes after traversing

certain hops. Experiments are conducted in the DBES within a building model where a WSN

is deployed.

4.2 Review of Routing Diverse Evacuees in Emergency

Navigation

In this section, we review the emergency navigation algorithms that involve the consideration

of diverse categories of evacuees from two aspects: crowd behaviour models in the off-line

navigation algorithms and online navigation algorithms.

Towards crowd behaviour models in the off-line navigation algorithms, most of the research
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focuses on “normal” individuals that have identical physical attributes such as mobility and

health level. For instance, most of the flow-based models [CFS82, Fra84, HT94, HT00, LHS03]

hypothesise evacuees as continuous flows and all civilians are homogeneous. The “magnetic

model” in [OM93] sets a walking velocity for each evacuee but ignores personal requirements

as well as the effect of social interaction. Since the differences among evacuees in terms of age,

gender, mobility and psychology can aggravate destructive crowd behaviours such as pushing

and trampling, and therefore can induce unnecessary fatalities and injuries. Hence, several

recently proposed cellular automata models and agents based models have been proposed to

investigate the influence of diverse categories of evacuees to an evacuation process. For instance,

Ref. [SGS14] has proposed a heterogeneous cellular automata model to mimic the evacuation

process in a retirement house; evacuees initially belong to three groups (middle-aged people,

nursing staff and older people), and groups can also be formed dynamically due to the follow-

the-leader effect. Ref. [PHDL07] presents a prototype multi-agent simulation system that can

build a virtual environment with autonomous agents for safe egress analysis; the proposed sys-

tem consists of a geometric engine that represents the physical environment with AutoCAD,

a population generator that can produce evacuee agents with diverse age, mobility, etc. Ref.

[BYgC09] defines physical, psychological and moving attributes for each evacuee during an sim-

ulated evacuation process. However, health factors such as initial health values and resistance

to hazard which are influenced by gender, age ,etc. are not considered.

On the other hand, limited research has been dedicated to guide diverse categories of evacuees

with online emergency navigation algorithms which aim to provide evacuation paths for evac-

uees in a real time manner. Commonly, previous online algorithms search either the shortest

path or the safest path or a combined metric that integrates safety and distance factors. For

instance, Ref. [LDRR03] presents a self-organizing sensor network to guide a user (robots,

people unmanned aerial vehicle, etc.) through the safest path by using “artificial potential

fields”. The dangerous zones are considered as obstacles. An attractive force is generated by

the destination to pull the user while a repulsive force is generated by the obstacles to push the

user away from them. Ref. [TPT06] proposes a temporally ordered routing algorithm [PC97]

based multi-path routing protocol to route evacuees to exits through safer paths. A navigation
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map is manually defined to avoid impractical paths and each sensor is assigned with an altitude

with respect to its hops to the nearest exit. Combining the definition of effective length with

Dijkstra’s algorithm, Ref. [FG09] builds a decentralized evacuation system which comprises of

decision nodes (DNs) and sensor nodes (SNs) to compute shortest routes in real time. Ref.

[GFG12, GG13b] propose an opportunistic communications [PPC06] based emergency evacu-

ation system which includes SNs and mobile communication nodes (CNs). Dijkstra’s shortest

path algorithm is used by CNs to calculate the shortest path to exits.

4.3 Routing Metrics for Diverse Evacuees

In this section, we first propose a congestion-aware mechanism to ease congestion during an

evacuation process. Then we present several routing metrics that are used by SPs to search

paths for diverse categories of evacuees to fulfil their specific QoS requirements.

4.3.1 Congestion-aware Routing Algorithm

The simplest metric used in the CPN-based algorithm is the distance orient routing metric,

which is proposed and detailed in Subsection 2.4.4. It resolves the path with the shortest

effective length, which is a compound metric with respect to path length and safety. One

major drawback of this routing metric is that it does not take the influence of congestion into

consideration. Previous work in [DG13a] has proven that congestion formed at bottlenecks

can temporally block evacuee fluids and has a severe impact on the performance of evacuation

routing algorithms in high occupancy rates. Additionally, congestion can impede QoS imple-

mentation by causing undesired time latency or extra energy consumption for electric powered

wheelchairs. Hence, in this Subsection, we design a congestion-aware routing algorithm and

embed it in the three newly designed QoS metrics: the time oriented metric, the safety oriented

metric and the energy oriented metric.

Unlike previous congestion-aware algorithms, the algorithm that we proposed evaluates if the
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current congestion located at a certain node will affect an evacuee by comparing the duration

of the congestion and the potential arrival instant of the evacuee. The congestion situation at

a node when an evacuee reaches it depends on the current situation of the node and the total

number of arrivals and departures before the evacuee arrives. To estimate the total number of

arrivals and departures, we use the average arrival rate and departure rate recorded by sensors

at each node. The details are given in Algorithm 2, and we assume that if the queue length of

a node is larger than one, then congestion will occur.

Algorithm 2 Predicting the potential amount of congestion encountered by an evacuee during
the evacuation process.

Data: A path π explored by SPs from a node, nπ(1)

Result: The potential number of congestion situations encountered by an evacuee traversing
across the path, π

1: Set the total number of congestion situations, Ctotal, to zero
2: Set the total travel time, Ttotal, to zero
3: for all the edges, enπ(i),nπ(i+1)

∈ path π do
4: /* Calculate the time cost on the edge, enπ(i),nπ(i+1)

*/

5: tedge ←
Eeenπ(i),nπ(i+1)

Vspeed
,

6: where Ee
enπ(i),nπ(i+1)

is the effective length of enπ(i),nπ(i+1)
, nπ(i) is the source node of the edge,

nπ(i+1) is the destination node of the edge, Vspeed is the average speed of a class of civilians.
7: /* Compute the time cost at the node, nπ(i) */
8: if qcnπ(i) + λ̄ · Tnπ(i) − µ̄ · Tnπ(i) > 0 then

9: /* If the congestion will remain there when the evacuee reaches the node, nπ(i), then
plus the time delay caused by congestion */

10: tnode ←
qcnπ(i)

+λ̄·Tnπ(i)−µ̄·Tnπ(i)
λ̄

,
11: where qcnπ(i) is the current queue length of the node, nπ(i), λ̄ is the average arrival rate of

the node, nπ(i), µ̄ is the departure rate of the node, nπ(i), Tnπ(i) is the potential time cost to

reach the node, nπ(i). Term
qcnπ(i)

+λ̄·Tnπ(i)−µ̄·Tnπ(i)
λ̄

is the average time calculated by Little’s
formula.

12: /* If the predicted queue length when the evacuee reaches it is larger than zero, the
arrival of the evacuee will trigger congestion */

13: Ctotal ← Ctotal + 1
14: end if
15: Ttotal ← Ttotal + tedge + tnode
16: end for
17: Return Ctotal
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4.3.2 Routing Metric for Aged People

For evacuees with limited physical strength, we make use of the distance orient routing metric

to calculate the shortest path among all the safe paths for them.

Gd =
Nπ−1∑
i=1

Ee
enπ(i),nπ(i+1)

Vd
(4.1)

where π represents a particular path, Nπ is the number of nodes on the path π, Ee
enπ(i),nπ(i+1)

represents the effective length of edge enπ(i),nπ(i+1)
, nπ(i) stands for the i-th node on the path π

and Vd represents the average velocity of aged evacuees.

4.3.3 Routing Metric for Prime-aged People

In reality, for a specific evacuee, the path with the shortest time to the exit is not necessarily

the path with the shortest distance to the exit. During an evacuation process, evacuees tend to

congregate along the shortest path and cause severe congestion. Hence, for people with more

physical strength and higher mobility, it is rational to choose paths with longer distance to the

exit but less congestion. Hence, we design the time-oriented routing metric, which searches

the paths with the shortest traverse time to the exit and satisfies the QoS requirements of

prime-aged evacuees. The path traversal time of an evacuee is composed of latency at nodes

and edges, and can be computed as follows:

Gt =
Nπ−1∑
i=1

[
Dnπ(i) +Deπ(i),π(i+1)

]
(4.2)

where π represents a particular path; Nπ is the number of nodes on the path, π; and nπ(i) is

the i-th node on the path, π. Term enπ(i),nπ(i+1)
is the edge between node nπ(i) and node nπ(i+1).

Dnπ(i) and Denπ(i),nπ(i+1)
represent the delay at the node nπ(i) and edge eπ(i),π(i+1), respectively.

By replacing Dnπ(i) and Deπ(i),π(i+1)
with line 5 and line 10 of Algorithm 2, (4.2) then becomes:
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Gt =
Nπ−1∑
i=1

{
Ee
enπ(i),nπ(i+1)

Vspeed
+K[

qcnπ(i) + λ̄ · Tnπ(i) − µ̄ · Tnπ(i)
λ̄

]} (4.3)

where Ee
enπ(i),nπ(i+1)

is the effective length of the edge between node nπ(i) and node nπ(i+1). Vspeed

is the average speed of this category of civilians. K[X] is a function that takes the value zero

if X is smaller than zero or X if X is larger than or equals zero, respectively. Term qcnπ(i) is the

current queue length of the node, nπ(i); λ̄ is the average arrival rate of the node, nπ(i); µ̄ is the

departure rate of the node, nπ(i); Tnπ(i) is the potential time cost to reach the node, nπ(i).

4.3.4 Routing Metric for Children or Ill People

The safety-oriented routing metric discovers the safest paths. It can be used for sick people or

children, as they are more likely to faint due to the impact of poisonous smoke in a fire. To

estimate the hazard intensity of a node, we assume the hazard spread rate is a (cm/s) and the

hazard growth rate at a node is b. The details of this approach are shown in Algorithm 3.

Gs =
Nπ−1∑
i=1

{
1[t

nπ(i+1)
evacuee + tcurrent < t

nπ(i+1)

hr ] · b · (tnπ(i+1)
evacuee + tcurrent − t

nπ(i+1)

hr ) + Es
enπ(i),nπ(i+1)

}
(4.4)

where 1[X] is a function that takes a value of one or zero if X is false or true, respectively. The

term, t
nπ(i+1)
evacuee, is the time for an evacuee to reach node nπ(i+1), and tcurrent is the time elapsed

since the hazard occurred. The term, t
nπ(i+1)

hr , is the time for the hazard to reach node nπ(i+1); it

can be estimated with the hazard spread rate, a. Es
enπ(i),nπ(i+1)

is then the effective safety value

between node nπ(i) and node nπ(i+1). We employ Es
enπ(i),nπ(i+1)

to ensure that the value of Gs is

not nil if the hazard does not reach the path during a civilian’s evacuation process.
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Algorithm 3 Predicting the potential hazard of a path.

Data:A path π explored by SPs from a node, nπ(1)

Result:The potential hazard of the path, π

1: for the nodes, n, in the environment do
2: Find the shortest path, D, from n to the fire source by using the built-in map
3: thr ← D/a,
4: where thr is the time cost for the hazard to reach n
5: end for
6: Set the total potential hazard, Htotal, of path π to zero
7: for each node nπ(i) ∈ path π do

8: /* Calculate the potential time cost, t
nπ(i+1)
evacuee, for an evacuee to reach nπ(i+1) from the

node, nπ(i) */

9: t
nπ(i+1)
evacuee can be calculated by Algorithm 2

10: /* Calculate the potential hazard, hnode, when an evacuee arrives, nπ(i+1), from the
node, nπ(i) */

11: hnode ← b · (tnπ(i+1)
evacuee + tcurrent − t

nπ(i+1)

hr ) + Es
enπ(i),nπ(i+1)

,

12: where Es
enπ(i),nπ(i+1)

is the effective safety value of the edge between node nπ(i) and nπ(i+1)

13:

14: Htotal ← Htotal + hnode
15: end for
16: Return Htotal

4.3.5 Routing Metric for Disabled People in Electric Powered Wheelchairs

Energy efficiency-oriented routing metric searches for the path with minimum energy con-

sumption for electric powered wheelchairs, because the depletion of power for disabled people

in electric-powered wheelchairs can be fatal. The maximum theoretical range with regard to

different models of wheelchairs is approximately 28.98 kilometres, with an average energy con-

sumption of 2.27 ampere-hours [RCF+04]. However, due to the unpredictability of disasters

and daily driving behaviours [CTC+02], electric-powered wheelchairs can hardly be full-charged

when an evacuation starts and, therefore, increase the likelihood for a disabled civilian to get

stranded. The congestion ease algorithm is embedded in the energy efficiency-oriented routing

metric, as the acceleration and deceleration process can cause significant energy consumption

when a braking event occurs. This routing metric can be applied to electric powered wheelchairs
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or robots with battery power limitation.

Ge = cb · Ctotal +
Nπ−1∑
i=1

cs · Ee
enπ(i),nπ(i+1)

+
Nπ−1∑
i=2

ct · θ(nπ(i−1), nπ(i), nπ(i+1)) (4.5)

If Ctotal is the total congestion calculated by Algorithm 2, then cb is the energy consumption of

a wheelchair when a braking event happens, and cs is the energy consumption per meter when

moving straight on an edge. Ee
enπ(i),nπ(i+1)

is the effective length of the edge between node nπ(i)

and node nπ(i+1). Term ct is the energy consumption per degree when a turning event happens,

and θ(nπ(i−1), nπ(i), nπ(i+1)) is the rotation angle between edge enπ(i−1),nπ(i) and enπ(i),nπ(i+1)
. The

detailed energy consumption model for an electric powered wheelchair can be found in Section

3.3.

4.3.6 Alleviation of Oscillations

Path oscillations will occur when a sensitive metric [Gel03b] is used or the process of updating

sensor readings, and the arrival of ACKs are asynchronous when the hazard spreads quickly.

This phenomenon does not affect evacuees with portable devices, as they will receive a whole

path, but it confuses civilians using visual indicators, because the guiding direction oscillates.

In [Gel09], several ways to mitigate oscillations in packet networks are discussed, such as using

a path switch probability or a minimum QoS gain threshold to switch routes or ensuring the

usage of a path by a minimum number of packets before a path switch can occur, though this

last choice would not make sense if “packets” are human beings and the path switch is being

caused by a deterioration of the safety of certain paths. In our system, we set a path switch

probability to ease the direction oscillation on the visual indicators.

Moreover, because CPN is a source routed algorithm, each evacuee with a portable device will

obtain a route to exits when they begin to evacuate. However, some evacuees cannot stick to

the original route as the path condition varies (hazard, congestion, etc.). A simple method

for the evacuees to use the up-to-date suggestion is to adopt the top ranked route at each

hop. However, this may cause oscillations when successive decisions vary frequently. Hence, we
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use “movement depth” to ensure that evacuees only accept a new path choice suggestion after

traversing a certain number of nodes. To prevent movement depth from hindering the flexibility

of the evacuation routing and from directing civilians to hazards, the sequential decisions will

be checked periodically to verify if the hazard has reached a particular node. If the hazard has

reached any hop or edge related to these decisions, they will be discarded immediately, and an

alternate path will be used. However, this approach can also be very dangerous, since evacuees

may get close to a hazard and then have no remaining time or possibility to change to a safe

path. Thus, such approaches need to be evaluated in the context of varying degrees of risk,

which include random rates of movement of the hazard (fire, smoke, gases, etc.) itself.

Ten randomized iterations have been conducted for movement depth from 1 to 10 in a scenario

with a normal fire spreading rate and 120 evacuees. We use this scenario, because the effect of

oscillation is more obvious in high density environments due to the larger variation of congestion.

As QoS metrics can be divided into sensitive metrics and insensitive metrics [Gel03b], we

employ the time metric and the distance metric as a representative of the sensitive metric

and insensitive metric, respectively, to examine the influence of movement depth. Figure 4.1

shows that the performance of the time metric-based system reaches the peak mean value when

the movement depth is three and then decreases gradually with the increase of the movement

depth. This is because when movement depth is small (one or two), though it uses the up-

to-date suggestion, some evacuees may be temporarily trapped by the puzzled suggestion.

Meanwhile, CPN evaluates the QoS metric of a whole path other than a single edge. In other

words, the evacuees should finish the whole path to satisfy their QoS needs if the condition

does not change. If they continuously change paths, they will not follow the optimal path, but

a collection of the first edge of optimal paths. If the movement depth is too large, evacuees will

use the outdated decisions and, therefore, increase the possibility of guiding evacuees near the

hazard and backtracking. Figure 4.2 presents the influence of movement depth in the distance

metric-based system. Comparing with the time metric, the distance metric is less sensitive

to the variation of movement depth and takes on a fluctuant state when the movement depth

is smaller than or equals six. However, the system performance decreases evidently when the

movement depth is larger than six. This is because a relatively larger movement depth value will
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hinder the flexibility of CPN and may direct an evacuee near the spreading hazard. Therefore,

victims may have no remaining time to egress with an alternate route. According to the results

of the above experiments, we set the movement depth to three in our system.
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Figure 4.1: Average number of survivors out of 120 evacuees with different movement
depths in the time metric-based system. The error bars show the standard deviation of
10 experiments.
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Figure 4.2: The average number of survivors out of 120 evacuees with different movement depths
in the distance-based system. The error bars show the standard deviation of 10 experiments.
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4.4 Assumptions, Simulation Models and Scenarios

To validate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we conduct a series of fire-related

emergency evacuation simulations in the building model that represents the three lower floors

of Imperial College’s EEE building (detailed in Section 3.2). We assume that a WSN that

consists of SNs and CNs is deployed in the considered building. A SN and a DN are deployed

in proximity to each PoI: the SN collects hazard data in its immediate environment while the DN

executes the proposed decision support algorithm and sends/relays smart packets. Real-time

path suggestions can be transformed to evacuees via visual indicators that are installed at the

POI or portable devices carried by the civilians. To evaluate the performance and adaptability

of decision algorithms, we assume a fire outbreaks near the eastern staircase on the ground floor

that will soon block a main channel. Initially, evacuees are randomly scattered in the building,

and they can hear or see fire alarms and evacuate immediately. To improve the level of realism,

we employ the congestion model introduced in [Fil10a, Gor13] to simulate the chaotic collective

motion. Each PoI where evacuees can congregate is modelled as a single server with one queue.

This mimics a narrow space where only one civilian can depart at a specific time. The service

time represents the time cost for a civilian to obtain the suggestion from portable devices or

visual indicators. In the simulations, we set the service time to one second. When an evacuee

arrives a the PoI, it will not be served until all the evacuees that came earlier have departed.

4.5 Experimental Evaluation

Two experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms and six

routing algorithms are involved in the experiments: Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, CPN-

based algorithm with the distance metric, CPN with the time metric, CPN with the safety

metric, CPN with the energy metric and CPN with diverse metrics. In the Dijkstra’s shortest

path algorithm, the global hazard information is synchronised in the network by exchanging

data packets periodically, and Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is executed at each DN to

obtain the up-to-date shortest path. In the CPN based algorithms, each DN acts as a CPN node
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and sends/relays SPs to discover desired paths for evacuees. The experiments are conducted on

scenarios with 30, 60, 90 and 120 evacuees, respectively. In the first experiment, we evaluate the

performance of the three congestion-aware metrics, Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm and the

CPN with the distance metric are utilised for comparison purposes. In the second experiment,

we validate the effectiveness of the CPN with diverse metrics, which directs each category of

evacuees with a specific metric, Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, the CPN with the distance

metric and the CPN with time metric are utilised for comparison purposes. To exclude the

interferences of other factors, the evacuees in the first experiment are homogeneous with an

identical velocity and initial health value. In the second experiment, we employ four types of

simulated agents with different speeds, initial health and resistance to hazard.

Figure 4.3 presents the percentage of survivors for various routing algorithms in ten randomised

experiments. The error bars show the highest and lowest percentage of survivors in the ten

simulations. In low occupancy rate (30 evacuees), all the CPN-based algorithms reach the

performance of Dijkstra’s algorithm, which can be considered as an optimal algorithm, because

it has full knowledge of the environment and the level of congestion is low. As the popula-

tion density increases, congestion occurs more and more frequently and gradually becomes a

predominant success factor for evacuation. In this case, CPN-based algorithms outperform

Dijkstra’s algorithm for different reasons: CPN with the distance metric overcomes Dijkstra’s

algorithm, due to the nature of a decentralized system in which each decision node acts as a

sub-system and updates its path recommendation at a different time. This tends to distribute

evacuees to different routes and slightly ease congestion. CPN with the time metric and the

energy metric embed the congestion ease algorithm, because congestion can induce a time delay

and extra energy consumption (braking). CPN with the safety metric outperforms Dijkstra’s

algorithm mainly because it directs evacuees to the future safest path and reduces the prob-

ability of re-routing. Although CPN with the safety metric does not seek to ease congestion,

it predicts the time to reach a certain location regarding the potential congestion that will

be encountered. Figure 4.3 also indicates that CPN with the safety metric performs best in

relatively low population densities (30 and 60 evacuees), while the CPN with the time metric

has the largest mean percentage of survivors in high occupancy rates (90 and 120 evacuees).
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Figure 4.3: The percentage of survivors for diverse path-finding algorithms in scenarios with
homogeneous evacuees. The results are the average of 10 randomized simulation runs, and the
error bars show the min/max result in any of the 10 simulations.

Figure 4.4 shows the average number of congestion situations encountered by civilians in the

above evacuation processes. The results imply that CPN with the time metric can effectively

alleviate congestion in comparison with other algorithms. This is because CPN with the time

metric can disperse evacuees to several channels, while other algorithms tend to insist on

one main channel to the exits. Although CPN with the energy metric also adopts the same

congestion aware algorithm as CPN with the time metric, it produces more congestion, owning

to the energy utilisation on a path largely depending on the length and sinuosity of the path.

Hence, electric powered wheelchairs tends to stick to an energy efficiency route, unless a large

amount of jamming occurs on the path or the hazard reaches them. CPN with the safety metric

causes comparable congestion as the energy metric. This is because this algorithm not only

considers a node’s current fire intensity, but the situation when it reaches that node. Actually,

the safety-oriented goal function is a tradeoff between the number of congestion situations

encountered and the probability of being blocked by the hazard and switching to a detour

path.
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Figure 4.4: The average number of congestion situations appears in each scenario for different
path finding algorithms. Congestion is assumed to happen when an evacuee reaches a node
with a non-zero queue length.

To evaluate if the novel goal functions improve the QoS for different categories of evacuees,

we compare the results with Dijkstra’s algorithm and the original CPN algorithm with the

distance metric. Figure 4.5 shows the average evacuation time of the three algorithms, and the

error bars represent the maximum and minimum egress time of ten experiments. The results

confirm that CPN with the time metric achieves the average shortest evacuation time among

the three metrics. Furthermore, both CPN-based algorithms can accomplish an evacuation

process faster than Dijkstra’s algorithm in low occupancy rates (30 and 60 evacuees), while

gaining a similar number of survivors. However, the three metrics achieve comparable results

in high population densities (90 and 120 evacuees), with a slight advantage to CPN with the

time metric. This is mainly caused by the congestion formed at the bottlenecks of the network.

A large amount of evacuees have to queue for a long time at the central staircase between

the ground floor and the first floor before they can reach the ground floor. The maximum

queue length at this staircase can attain 25 for Dijkstra’s algorithm and 20 for CPN with the

distance metric. Interestingly, although the value for CPN with the time metric is 16, alternate

congestion will form near the exits as the egress becomes a new bottleneck. It indicates that in

a high density environment, the bottlenecks in the system can significantly affect the average

evacuation time. In other words, though the CPN with the time metric can accelerate the
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process for civilians to arrive in the vicinity of exits, it cannot significantly reduce the average

evacuation time under the equivalent departure rate of the exits. Figure 4.6 shows the average

health value of survivors among Dijkstra’s algorithm, CPN with the distance metric and CPN

with the safety metric. The initial health value of each evacuee is 100 units, and if a civilian

perishes, its health value will become zero. The results show that CPN with the safety metric

achieves the highest mean health value among the three algorithms, while gaining the greatest

number of survivors. The average energy consumption of each electric powered wheelchair is

shown in Figure 4.7. Compared with Dijkstra’s algorithm and CPN with the distance metric,

CPN with the energy metric consumes the least energy on average. This metric is useful for

evacuation in both emergency and standard conditions.
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Figure 4.5: The average evacuation time of 10 iterations in arbitrary time units. The error bars
represent the min/max values found in the 10 simulations.
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Figure 4.6: The average health value of survivors in 10 iterations. The error bars represent the
min/max values found in the 10 simulations.
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Figure 4.7: The average energy consumption for each electric powered wheelchair of 10 iterations
in energy units. The error bars represent the min/max values found in the 10 simulations.

In order to evaluate the performance of routing diverse categories of evacuees with different

metrics, we develop a scenario that contains four types of evacuees: aged people, young people,

children or ill people and disabled people in electric powered wheelchairs. The population ratio

of the four categories of civilians is 2:5:2:1. The movement speed and initial health value of

each category of evacuees is shown in Table 3.1 and 3.2. The aged people are set to a distance

threshold to mimic their limited physical strength. If the displacement exceeds the distance

threshold, the moving speed will reduce to one half of the initial velocity. Disabled people in
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wheelchairs are set at an analogous battery power limitation. If the battery power depletes, the

wheelchairs will stop. Besides Dijkstra’s algorithm and CPN with the distance metric, CPN

with the time metric is also employed as a comparison for its good performance in the first

experiment. The results in Figure 4.8 show that CPN with four metrics performs best, because

it provides routes that suffice the QoS needs of different categories of evacuees. Hence, fewer

evacuees will perish, due to the lack of physical strength and the depletion of battery power.

Furthermore, it can form channels for different kinds of evacuees and reduce the total evacuation

time. Compared with scenarios with homogeneous evacuees, less congestion occurs in Dijkstra’s

algorithm and CPN with the distance metric owing to the effect of different speeds, which is

similar to the “faster-is-slower effect” [HFV00b]. This slightly improves the performance of

Dijkstra’s algorithm and CPN with the distance metric. CPN with the time metric guides

evacuees to the quickest path at the cost of displacing a longer distance. Hence, some aged

people or wheelchairs that originate on the third floor may deplete their physical strength or

energy and, therefore, causing fatalities.
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Figure 4.8: The percentage of survivors for scenarios with heterogeneous evacuees. The results
are the average of 10 randomized simulation runs, and the error bars show the min/max result
in any of the 10 simulations. “CPN with four metrics” depicts the CPN-based algorithm to
route four kinds of evacuees with the related metric.

Figures 4.9–4.13 show the number of visits of each edge in a scenario with 120 homogeneous

evacuees. The thickness of the solid line is proportional to the number of visits. The edges

that have not been traversed are shown as dotted lines. Figures 4.9 and 4.10, which use the
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shortest path routing metric, show that the shortest egress path on the ground floor is overused

by evacuees. Most evacuees select the identical main channel to egress and cause continuous

congestion. In both Dijkstra’s algorithm and CPN with a distance metric, 96% of the evacuees

use the main exit in the middle, and only 4% of the evacuees escape from the alternative exit.

Figure 4.11, which employs the shortest time routing metric, shows that several channels are

formed on the ground floor to transmit evacuees. This phenomenon does not appear on the

other floors, because the corridors on the first and second storey are narrow. Meanwhile, the

distribution of evacuees is more balanced between the two exits, with 79% of the evacuees

departing from the main exits and 21% of the civilians choosing the alternate exit. Therefore,

the probability of congestion is reduced, and the latency in the evacuation process is decreased.

Figure 4.12 shows that CPN with the safety metric initially directs most evacuees on the first

and second floors to the central staircases, which are part of the future safest route, because

the fire starts near the eastern staircase on the ground floor. The safety metric also adapts

the safest path with the spread of the hazard. As can be seen from the ground floor, the

main channel is gradually pushed away from the fire source as the fire propagates. Figure 4.13

confirms that although CPN with the energy metric also employs the congestion ease algorithm,

it does not switch routes as frequently as CPN with the time metric. This is because an energy

efficiency route depends not only on the predicted congestion that will be encountered on the

path, but also on the length and sinuosity of the path.

Figure 4.9: Evacuee movements with the Dijkstra’s algorithm routing.
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Figure 4.10: Evacuee movements with the CPN shortest-path metric routing.

Figure 4.11: Evacuee movements with the CPN shortest-time metric routing.

Figure 4.12: Evacuee movements with the CPN safety metric routing.
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Figure 4.13: Evacuee movements with the CPN energy efficiency metric routing.

4.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed several routing metrics and designed a CPN-based multi-path

routing algorithm to customise routes for diverse categories of evacuees by making use of SP’s

characteristic that each SP can explore routes based on its own routing metric. Compared with

other optimal algorithms, this algorithm is particularly efficient in resource-limited wireless

sensor network-based systems, as CPN allocates overhead in proportion to the possibility of

finding a desired path. We have proven that the proposed routing metrics can improve the QoS

level, as well as increase the total number of survivors by considering the effect of potential con-

gestion. The experiments with heterogeneous evacuees indicate that the CPN-based algorithm

with diverse metrics can distribute evacuees to multiple routes and achieve better performance.



Chapter 5

Cooperative Strategies in Emergency

Navigation

In the previous chapter, we have presented a multi-path routing algorithm with several routing

metrics to guide different categories of evacuees. However, this routing algorithm is insensitive

to the sudden changes in the hazard environment such as injury of civilians or abrupt congestion

caused by evacuees of the same category. Hence, in this chapter, we extend the research in the

previous chapter and propose several cooperative strategies for evacuees to further optimise the

behaviours of evacuees during an evacuation process.

5.1 Introduction

Studies have indicated that cooperative collective behaviours can benefit an evacuation process.

For instance, by employing a cellular automata model to mimic grouping behaviours, Ref.

[MWS14] shows that the evacuation time decreases with the increasing numbers of groups.

Although various cellular automata and agent based models have been designed to mimic the

empirical collective behaviours of human beings in emergency, little work has been conducted

to apply some of these ideas to the field of emergency navigation. Although in the previous

chapter we have proposed a routing algorithm to guide diverse evacuees with respect to their

83
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requirements and capabilities, this algorithm sticks to the original routing metrics during an

entire evacuation process and are insensitive to sudden changes in the hazard environment such

as abrupt congestion or injury of civilians. For instance, this algorithm provide one single

routing metric for each category of evacuees and cannot rapidly adapt to the sudden changes

of individuals’ physical conditions and their immediate environments. Moreover, the proposed

routing metrics in Section 4.3 may not function in the beginning of an emergency evacuation

owing to the lack of information (e.g. congestion has not been generated and the fire has

not spread beyond the area of fire origin). Thus, this algorithm tends to provide paths with

the shortest distance to exits for all evacuees in the beginning and may induce congestion.

Therefore, to further optimise the egress paths for evacuees, in this chapter, three dynamic

grouping mechanisms are proposed to shift the category of an evacuee in terms of its on-going

physical condition and surrounding environment. To comply with these mechanisms, we divide

evacuees into two classes and present two separate routing metrics which consider spatial hazard

information to direct the associated class of evacuees.

5.2 Review of Cooperative Strategies in Emergency Nav-

igation

Crowd management issues, which are likely to arise in congested sites of modern urbanised

societies, has aroused a new interest in recent decades owing to their interactive effect on

evacuations. Destructive crowd behaviours such as stampede, which can prolong the clearance

time of an evacuation process, may lead to serious fatalities [HFV00b]. Hence, in order to

optimise the design of crowded sites and estimate the evacuation time, much work has been

dedicated to investigate and design crowd behaviour models [ZZL09, GGO+99] such as cellular

automata models [BMV04b, YS07], social force models [HM95], fluid-dynamic models [Hen71,

HFMV02] and agent-based models [GJ05, Bon02]. For instance, Ref. [SGS14] employs a

heterogeneous cellular automata model to simulate the evacuation process in a retirement house;

evacuees initially belong to three groups (middle-aged people, nursing staff and older people),
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and can form groups automatically owing to the follow-the-leader effect. Ref. [Sha09] presents

a multi-agent simulator namely AvatarSim to mimic the grouping behaviours in emergency;

AvatarSim consists of a fuzzy agent-based model, a geometrical model and a social force model

and can simulate group behaviours, navigational behaviours and human social behaviours.

Another tendency of this research field is to design emergency navigation algorithms with

underlying electronic systems to guide appropriate evacuation behaviours. In this literature

review, we focus on the area of emergency navigation since our proposed work is an emergency

navigation algorithm.

Although much research on multi-agent systems [HL04], robotic systems [BK04] and autonomous

systems [GSSR97, GC98b] has shown the benefits of cooperative grouping behaviours in improv-

ing the system performance, little work has been done in the field of emergency navigation.

Ref. [GG12a, GG13b] presents a resilient emergency support system (ESS) to disseminate

emergency messages among evacuees with the aid of opportunistic communications; evacuees

choose the shortest paths to exits and exchange hazard information to evacuees in proximity;

the impact of “passive” cooperation of information-sharing among evacuees is evaluated with

different communication ranges. Ref. [GB14] proposes an infrastructure-less emergency navi-

gation system to guide evacuees with the aid of smart handsets and cloud servers; To balance

the remaining battery power among portable devices, evacuees are organised in loose groups

to increase the possibility of multi-hop relaying. Ref. [HEH03] presents an emergency rescue

evacuation support system (ERESS) with specific mobile terminals that can maintain commu-

nication with the aid of a mobile ad hoc network during disasters; an ERESS holder and the

surrounding non-holders can form a group and follow the evacuation route with the shortest

time to exit; the moving speed of a group is predicted based on the number of evacuees in the

group.

In conclusion, most of the previous research concentrates on designing crowd behaviour models

to mimic real emergency situations rather than using navigation algorithms to guide appropriate

evacuation behaviours. Although several dynamic grouping algorithms have been proposed, the

aims tend to focus on providing resilient communications during a disaster.
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5.3 Assumptions, Simulation Models and Scenarios

The building model in our experiments simulates the three lower floors of the EEE building at

Imperial College London, which is detailed in Section 3.2. To gather sensory data and calculate

appropriate routes for evacuees, a WSN based emergency navigation system, which contains

SNs and DNs, is pre-installed in the built environment. SNs are deployed in the middle of two

DNs to monitor the situation of the surrounding area. DNs, which function as CPN nodes,

emit SPs to search and measure paths to exits and provide appropriate paths for evacuees

in proximity. Hence, DNs form a cognitive packet network and act in a cooperative manner

via learning others’ experience, although each DN possesses limited computing power, they

together can solve desired paths rapidly and adaptively. Real-time decisions can be sent to

evacuees via visual indicators that are connected with DNs. DNs can also transmit suggested

paths to portable devices carried by the evacuees.

In this chapter, the evacuees are considered under two categories based on their age:

• The Class 1 agents include evacuees within the age range 16 - 50 years.

• The Class 2 agents include evacuees outside the above age range, or people may have

been weakened or hurt during the evacuation.

The health level of each evacuee is initialized to a value of 100 and decreased based on fatigue

and exposure to the hazard. Each category of evacuees is characterized by their speed and their

resistance to fatigue and the hazard. Table 5.1 illustrates the speeds of the two categories of

evacuees.

Walking Speed Class 1 Agent Class 2 Agent
Direct 105 cm/s 84 cm/s
Upstairs 65 cm/s 53 cm/s

Downstairs 71 cm/s 57 cm/s

Table 5.1: Speeds of the two categories of evacuees

The speeds for the Class 2 agents are obtained by multiplying the corresponding Class 1 agent

speed by a 0.8 factor, which is determined by the ratio between the walking speed of young
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adults and aged people in [Tra97]. During the simulation, if the health level of an evacuee falls

below 20, its speeds drop to half of the values indicated on the table. We model the lower

resistance of the Class 2 agents by multiplying the effect fatigue and hazard have on the health

level of Class 1 agents by a factor of 1.5.

In the simulations we set the probability of a created civilian agent belonging to either of the

two categories to 0.5. A civilian agent is randomly initialized at a particular node on the

building graph. We also assume that all the evacuees are in possession of a wireless device that

can receive the computed path of a DN.

5.4 Routing Metrics

The routing metrics are the QoS goals that are pursued by SPs and optimised by the RNN

algorithm. When an ACK brings back sensory data to the source node, collected information

will be extracted and then measured by routing metrics, the result will be used as the input of

RNNs. In this section, we propose two metrics that integrate with spatial information gathered

by SNs to guide evacuees. As shown in Figure 5.1, we hypothesise that DNs are located at

the vertices of the building graph and calculate advices for evacuees in proximity. SNs are

located along each edge and provide real-time information with respect to the conditions of

their immediate environment that will be involved in computing the optimal paths. Spatial

information of a DN d(i) is obtained by virtue of observations from a set of nearby SNs,

which is defined as Nd(i). A SN s(i) is considered to belong to set Nd(i) if the Euclidean

distance between the SN s(i) and the DN d(i) is not greater than a certain distance R, i.e.,

Nd(i) := {s(i) ∈ S : D[d(i), s(i)] ≤ R} where S is the set of all SNs in the building and

D[d(i), s(i)] represents the Euclidean distance between a DN d(i) and a SN s(i). Term R is

defined as the radius of a “spatial information” circle (as shown in Figure 5.1) that has its

centre at d(i). Each SN s(i) estimates the hazard intensity Hes(i) along the edge it is located

as:

Hes(i) =

 1 if no hazard is present

k · 103 otherwise
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where k is an integer in the interval [1, 8] that indicates the level of the detected hazard. Each

SN also records the time instant when it first detects the hazard.

Figure 5.1: DNs are located on the black dots while SNs are positioned on the red rings. SNs
in the green circle belong to the spatial set of the Node 570002.

Each DN can obtain the hazard intensity estimated by the SNs along all its incident edges. The

DNs can also obtain sensory data from all SNs within their spatial set when R takes a nonzero

value. A DN d(i) uses these measurements to compute the effective length of all its incident

edges as follows:

Ee
es(i)

= les(i) · [Hes(i) +

∑n
j=1;j 6=iHes(j)

n− 1
] (5.1)

where es(i) represents the edge that SN s(i) locates on. Ee
es(i)

is the effective length of the edge

es(i); les(i) is the physical length of the edge es(i); Hes(i) is the estimated hazard intensity by the

sensor s(i); term n is the number of sensors belonging to the spatial set Nd(i) of the DN. If

R = 0, the summation in (5.1) evaluates to zero and the effective length becomes:

Ee
es(i)

= les(i) ·Hes(i) (5.2)

When the hazard is first detected, each DN computes its initial predicted hazard reach time as:

tinitial =
D[(d(i), f)]

a
(5.3)

where D[(d(i), f)] depicts the Euclidean distance between a DN d(i) and the fire source location
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f , a is the estimated hazard spread rate. Similarly, when R is nonzero and one of the SNs in a

DN’s spatial set first detects the hazard, the DN can also compute the hazard reach time from

the SN as:

tpredn =
D[d(i), s(i)]

a
(5.4)

where D[d(i), s(i)] represents the Euclidean distance between a DN d(i) and the hazardous

sensor location s(i), a is the estimated hazard spread rate. A DN will update tpredn when fire

propagates to a new s(i) nearer to it.

A DN regularly computes its hazard time thaz, which is the estimated time before a node

becomes hazardous, as follows:

◦ If R 6= 0 (considering spatial information)

thaz = min{(tinitial − telapsed), min
s(i)∈Nd(i)

[t
s(i)
predn − t

s(i)
enode]} (5.5)

◦ Otherwise

thaz = tinitial − telapsed (5.6)

where telapsed is the elapsed time since the hazard breaks out; Term t
s(i)
predn is the initial predicted

time for the hazard at SN s(i), which belongs to spatial set of the DN d(i), to reach the DN. It

can be evaluated by using (5.4); Term t
s(i)
enode is the time elapsed since the sensor s(i) detected

the hazard. If a SN in the spatial set of a DN has not detected the hazard, the DN sets the

value of [t
s(i)
predn − t

s(i)
enode] to a very large number.

The two metrics that we consider in the experiments are described as follows. Time metric

customises paths for prime-aged adults (“Class 1 group”) while safety metric is associated with

children and the elderly (“Class 2 group”).

Time Metric: the primary goal of this metric is to choose egress paths that minimise the
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evacuation times of the evacuees. The path traversal time is estimated as follows:

Gt =
Nπ−1∑
i=1

{
Ee
edπ(i),dπ(i+1)

V
+ t

dπ(i)
delay} (5.7)

where π represents a particular path and Nπ is the number of DNs on it. Term dπ(i) depicts the

i-th DN on the path. Term Ee
edπ(i),dπ(i+1)

is the effective length of the edge edπ(i),dπ(i+1)
connecting

the nodes dπ(i) and dπ(i+1) while V is the average speed of this category of evacuee. Term t
dπ(i)
delay,

which is detailed below, denotes the time cost at the node dπ(i).

Each DN can be considered as a “server” in queueing theory terminology. The service time

at a DN is viewed as the time cost for evacuees to decide the next direction (by obtaining

suggestions from the DN via portable devices) and traverse the node. DNs provide services

in a first come first served fashion and evacuees will wait in line until the service is available.

Therefore, t
d(i)
delay can be calculated by using the Little’s Law as follows:

t
dπ(i)
delay =

qcdπ(i) + tdπ(i) · (λ̄dπ(i) − µ̄dπ(i))
λ̄dπ(i)

(5.8)

where qcdπ(i) is the present queue length of node dπ(i), tdπ(i) , which contains transmission time on

edges and the queueing time at nodes, is the time for an evacuee to reach node dπ(i). Term λ̄dπ(i)

and µ̄dπ(i) are the average arrival and service rates of node dπ(i), these values can be observed

and computed by DNs. Term t
dπ(i)
delay will be set to zero if (5.8) evaluates to a negative value.

This complies with the non-decreasing property of a QoS metric stated in [Gel03a].

Safety Metric: in this metric, we seek the shortest-safest path, which is the shortest path

among the paths that minimise the hazard intensity, to ensure evacuees move ahead of the

spreading hazard. For a path π between the origin node dπ(1) and the destination node (exit

node) dπ(Nπ), this metric is evaluated in terms of the hazard intensity and physical length of

the route:

Gs =
Nπ−1∑
i=1

[K[tdπ(i) − thaz] · bdπ(i) + Es
edπ(i),dπ(i+1)

] (5.9)

where tdπ(i) is the predicted time for an evacuee to reach node dπ(i), thaz is the time elapsed
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since the hazard breaks out, term bdπ(i) is the hazard growth rate at node dπ(i) and Es
edπ(i),dπ(i+1)

is a safety value for the edge between nodes dπ(i) and dπ(i+1). The safety value ensures that Gs

never evaluates to zero for an entirely safe path which prevents the inverse of the metric (G−1
s ))

from being undefined. In our treatment, we set this safety value as the effective length of the

edge. The function K[x] takes the value x if x is nonnegative and zero if x is negative.

we integrate the spatial information, which radius is determined by the aforementioned range

parameter R as shown in Figure 5.1, into both routing metrics: for the time metric, the spatial

information can prevent the system from directing the evacuees close to hazardous regions,

while for the safety metric, the spatial information facilitate in updating the initial prediction

of the hazard time.

In this system, DNs are responsible for storing collected information and evaluating the path

metrics given in (5.7) and (5.9). Therefore, a DN should observe and store the following data:

• The effective length Ee of all its incident edges.

• The elapsed time telapsed since the hazard occurs.

• The observation of its queue length, average arrival and average service rate. An estimate

of the average arrival/service rate is regularly updated by using the number of the evacuees

that have arrived/departed the node during a certain time period.

5.5 Cooperative Strategies

Although much research has demonstrated that cooperative strategies can benefit cyber-physical

systems, most studies focus on large-scale robotic systems [GSSR97, GC98b, BK04] and few

has been directed to the field of emergency navigation. Due to the complexity and diversity

of hazard environments, an overall well-performed algorithm which normally integrates several

metrics may be insensitive to sudden local changes such as abrupt congestion. Hence, in this

section, we present three dynamic grouping mechanisms to assist the emergency navigation

algorithms to optimise the crowd behaviour.
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5.5.1 Health-aware Grouping

To the best of our knowledge, previous studies in emergency navigation persist on a single

decision algorithm during the whole evacuation process and do not adjust in accordance with

individuals’ physical conditions and their immediate environments. Although we have divided

evacuees into two groups with separate routing metrics in Section 5.4, we believe it is necessary

for evacuees to be able to switch groups during an evacuation if certain conditions are fulfilled.

For instance, when an individual which belongs to the “Class 1 group” gets injured, it should

be adapted to the safer “Class 2 group” due to the reduced mobility and injury.

This Health-aware grouping mechanism enables evacuees to change groups and the associated

algorithms rather than stick to the pre-defined groups: any evacuee in the first category whose

health level has dropped below a certain percentage of its original value will be immediately

considered as a Class 2 agent. The detailed process of the mechanism is shown in Pseudocode

4 and a list of symbols used is summarised in Table 5.2.

Notation Definition
Gid Represent the group ID of an evacuee
Gone Represent the group ID of “Class 1” evacuees
Gtwo Represent the group ID of “Class 2” evacuees
Gcon Represent the group ID of “congestion-ease” evacuees
Yo Represent the initial health value of an evacuee
Yc Represent the current health value of an evacuee

Bu
Represent a Boolean value to indicate if an

evacuee can be assigned to the congestion-ease group
Vn Represent the number of linked neighbour nodes of a vertex
Vt Represent a threshold value of Vn
Ne Represent the total number of evacuees in the vicinity of a node
Ro Represent the routing list in the mailbox of a CPN node
Ri
o Represent the i-th item in Ro

Q Represent the QoS value of a path
Mt Represent the movement depth of evacuees

N c
hop

Represent the number of hops that has
been traversed by an evacuee since being
assigned to the “congestion-ease” group

α Represent a constant value and is set to 0.7
β Represent a constant value and is set to 2

Table 5.2: List of symbols used in the Pseudocode 4 and 5.
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Pseudocode 4 The process of changing an evacuee from “Class 1” to “Class 2”. DN, decision
node.
1: When an evacuee reaches the vicinity of a DN, obtain Gid of the evacuee
2: if Gid ∈ Gone then
3: gain the health value Yc, Yo of the evacuee
4: if Yc < αYo then
5: Gid ← Gtwo

6: end if
7: end if

The health value of an evacuee is affected by the fatigue level and exposure to the hazard.

In reality, it can be calculated by a portable device carried by evacuees. The fatigue level

is determined by the walking distance of an evacuee, which can be updated when reaching a

sensor node. The impact of hazard can be evaluated by the hazard intensity of all the adjacent

sensors. Hence, the current health value of an evacuee can be obtained by using (5.10).

Yc = Yp − fDw − h
∑n

i=1Hes(i)

n
(5.10)

where Hc+ represents the current health value of an evacuee and Yp represents the previous

health value of the evacuee that just before this movement starts, term f is a constant fatigue

rate that coordinates the relation between health value and walking distance Dw since last

updates. Term n represents the number of adjacent sensors and Hes(i) is the associated hazard

intensity. Term h is a constant that coordinates the relation between the health value and the

hazard intensity.

5.5.2 Congestion-aware Grouping

The second mechanism is proposed based on the observation that certain vertices located in

broad areas such as a hall can still have a long queue and the connected paths are not sufficiently

used. These vertices are normally linked with “bottlenecks” such as staircases where stampede

or continuous congestion may occur. Although both the time metric and safety metric take

predicted congestion level of a route into consideration, the effect of other factors in the metrics

such as “effective length” may induce evacuees at a vertex to choose an identical path. To ex-
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clude the influence of other factors, we consider the potential number of congestion encountered

on a path as a secondary QoS metric and propose a congestion-alleviate mechanism to balance

the main QoS requirement and the secondary QoS need. This congestion-ease policy makes

use of the mailbox of CPN nodes and chooses a less congested path with acceptable main QoS

value (safety level or egress time) rather than the top ranked path when the congestion level is

high. The process of the mechanism is shown in Pseudocode 5 and the symbols used are also

listed in Table 5.2.

Pseudocode 5 The process of switching from “Class 1” or “Class 2” group to the congestion-
ease group. DN, decision node.

1: When an evacuee reaches a vertex in the vicinity of a DN
2: Examine Gid of the evacuee
3: if Gid /∈ Gcon then
4: Set Bu ← False
5: if Vn > Vt then
6: Sense the total number of evacuees Ne in proximity.
7: /* If the queue length at a vertex is larger than or equals to a certain value Nt, then

switch the newly arrived evacuee to congestion-ease group. */
8: if Ne > Nt then
9: Gid ← Gcon

10: Access Ro in the mailbox of the DN
11: Obtain the QoS value Qt of the top ranked path in Ro

12: Re-rank Ro with respect to the potential congestion level of routes
13: for each item Ri

o in Ro do
14: Obtain the QoS value Qi of Ri

o

15: if Qi 6 βQt then
16: Set Bu ← True
17: Break;
18: end if
19: end for
20: end if
21: end if
22: /* If a suitable path exists */
23: if Bu = True then
24: Choose the path associated with Qi as the decision
25: else
26: Choose the original top ranked path associated with Qt as the decision
27: end if
28: else
29: if N c

hop = Mt then
30: Re-assign the evacuee to its original group
31: end if
32: end if
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5.5.3 Traffic-balance-aware Grouping

Although distributed emergency navigation systems are more robust in hazard environments in

comparison with centralised counterparts, they may not lead to a global optimum in terms of

load-balancing by pursuing individuals’ goal and may induce unexpected stampede or conges-

tion. Furthermore, when a disaster occurs, no matter what metrics (e.g. distance, congestion

level, safety level) are involved, emergency navigation algorithms tend to provide paths with

the shortest distance to exits in the beginning. This is because destructive crowd behaviours

have not yet been generated and the initial intensity of the hazard is low. Hence, initial dis-

tribution of evacuees has a significant impact on the result of an evacuation process. Inspired

by “uniformity principle” [Fra81], we present a load-balancing grouping mechanism to disperse

evacuees among staircases or exits when a hazard occurs. This mechanism can be used during

the whole evacuation process but currently we only employ it in the initial stage.

As is stated in the “uniformity principle”, in order to achieve minimal building evacuation time,

all evacuation routes should be saturated and clear their last evacuee at the same time. Hence,

the number of evacuees to each evacuation route should be assigned in proportional to the flow

rate of the evacuation route. Since staircases where evacuees may congregate due to reduced

speed can be considered as the bottlenecks, we simplify the graph representation of the EEE

building as shown in Figure 3.3 (This graph model contains two exits on the first floor, two

staircases that connect the first floor to the second floor, and three staircases that connect the

second floor to the third floor) and establish a queueing model as shown in Fig. 5.2 based on

the following assumptions:

1. The evacuees on upper floors do not affect the clearance time of evacuees on lower floors;

2. The staircases or exits will be operated at near-full capacity before civilians on this floor

have all evacuated.

The above assumptions can match the realistic situation: for instance, an evacuee Ex
3 on

the third floor has low likelihood to pass or disturb an evacuee Ey
2 on the second floor, on

the contrary, Ey
2 may affect Ex

3 as it may be involved in congestion and block Ex
3 ; For the
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A

B
F

G

E
C

D

Figure 5.2: Queueing model of the building. Each server represents a staircase or exit. Server
A and B represent two exits on the first floor, server C and D represent the two staircases that
connect the first floor to the second floor, server E, F and G represent the three staircases that
connect the second floor to the third floor.

second assumption, as staircases are bottlenecks owing to the reduced speed and limited space,

evacuees will soon congregate at these locations when a disaster occurs. Hence, we can consider

each bottleneck as a “server” and calculate the clearance time for N evacuees to traverse an

evacuation path π using the algorithm introduced in Ref. [CH93].

T πc (N) = L(π) +
N

µ(π)
(5.11)

where Tc(N) represents the time to evacuate N evacuees from an evacuation path π. Term

L(π) depicts the shortest time for an evacuee to traverse path π (which also refers as “lead

time”). On the second or third floor, L(π) is the transmission time for an evacuee to traverse

the shortest route from the staircase to the nearest exit, whereas on the first floor, L(π) is zero.

Term µ(π) represents the service rate of the bottleneck on path π, which is the capacity of

bottlenecks such as staircases.

According to the “uniformity principle”, all evacuation paths should have the same clearance

time to achieve the shortest building evacuation time. Hence, the number of evacuees assigned

to each staircase or exit can be solved by using equation set (5.12).

 T πc (Nb(i)) = T πc (Nb(j)) ∀b(i), b(j) ∈ B∑|B|
i=1 Nb(i) = Nt

(5.12)

where b(i) represents the i-th staircase or exit. Term B represents the set of staircases or exits

on a floor while |B| depicts the number of staircases or exits. Term Nt represents the total
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number of evacuees on a floor and Nb(i) depicts the number of evacuees assigned to the i-th

staircase or exit. Since Nb(i) represents the number of evacuees, rounding operation is required

to obtain closest integer to Nb(i). If Nb(i) is smaller than zero, this means that no evacuees will

be assigned to this bottleneck. Hence, Nb(i) will be set to zero and a re-assigning process will

be performed to allocate evacuees to other bottlenecks.

The next step after determining the number of evacuees to each staircase or exit is to assign

each evacuee to a specific staircase or exit. Because the employed model assume that each

staircase or exit are operated at near-full capacity, evacuees should be assigned in a way that

the overall distance to staircases or exits is minimised while fulfilling the number restrictions

to each staircase or exit solved in (5.12). This problem is similar to the NP-hard “knapsack

problem” but is even more complex. The formulation of this problem is shown in (5.13).

minimize Da =
Nt∑
i=1

|B|∑
j=1

K
e(i)
b(j)D(e(i), b(j))

subject to:
Nt∑
i=1

K
e(i)
b(j) = Nb(j)

Nt∑
i=1

|B|∑
j=1

K
e(i)
b(j) = Nt

(5.13)

where Da denotes the overall distance from evacuees to staircases or exits. Term K
e(i)
b(j) ∈ {0, 1},

if evacuee e(i) uses staircase or exit b(j), K
e(i)
b(j) = 1, otherwise, K

e(i)
b(j) = 0.

Since assigning evacuees to staircases or exits while fulfilling the above conditions is a NP-hard

problem, we propose a greedy algorithm to approximate the near-optimal solution. Because

most of parameters involved in the algorithm can be calculated in advance, the algorithm can

be performed efficiently. The details of the mechanism are shown in Pseudocode 6. On each

floor we appoint a decision node to perform this algorithm. In reality, the appointed decision

nodes should possess a computing unit with higher computing power. The location of the node

should be approximately in the center of the floor to obtain positions of evacuee rapidly.
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Pseudocode 6 The process of assigning evacuees on one floor to each staircase or exit (bot-
tleneck) when a disaster occurs.

1: When a disaster breaks out, send the location of evacuees on the floor to the appointed
decision node

2: Retrieval the shortest paths D(e(i), b(j)) from each evacuee e(i) to each bottleneck b(j)
3: Generate a row vector Db(j) = [D(e(1), b(j)), D(e(2), b(j)), . . . ](i = 1 . . . Nt) for each bot-

tleneck b(j)
4: for all the evacuees e(i) on the floor do
5: Find the shortest D(e(i), b(j)) and label the associated evacuee e(i)
6: end for
7: for all the bottlenecks b(j) on the floor do
8: Compare the number of labeled evacuee Lb(j) in row vector Db(j) with Nb(j)

9: if Lb(j) > Nb(j) then
10: Label the associated row vector Db(j)

11: else
12: Continue
13: end if
14: end for
15: for all the labeled row vectors do
16: for all the labeled evacuees do
17: /* Retrieval the associated D(e(i), b(j)) and minus the corresponding value in the

unlabeled row vector */
18: Dabsolute(e(i), b(j)) = |Dlabeled(e(i), b(j))−Dunlabeled(e(i), b(j))|
19: end for
20: end for
21: Sort all the Dabsolute(e(i), b(j)) in ascending order
22: Replace the bottlenecks in Dlabeled(e(i), b(j)) with the bottlenecks in Dunlabeled(e(i), b(j))

until the number of evacuees to each bottleneck reaches the desired value

After assigning each evacuee to a specific bottleneck, rather than using the top-ranked path,

DNs will choose the best path that contains the specific bottleneck for the evacuee. If no such

path is discovered, DNs will perform the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to calculate a route

(from the source node to the specific bottleneck) for the evacuee. Evacuees will stick to the

given paths until satisfying the restriction of movement depth.

5.6 Experiments, Results and Discussion

We conduct two experiments to investigate the performance of the proposed routing algorithms.

For each experiment, we run 5 simulations each under four different levels of occupancy (30,

60, 90 and 120) in the aforementioned building model. In the first experiment, we compare
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six scenarios under the same conditions: in the first two scenarios we use a single metric to

guide all the evacuees and do not employ the cooperative strategies; while in the remaining four

scenarios, we use two metrics, one for each category of evacuees, under different levels of spatial

information. The level of spatial information is determined by the operating communication

range of the DNs, which is set by the variable R. Meanwhile, the three cooperative strategies

are employed in these scenarios. In the second experiment, we concentrate on evaluating the

effect of the proposed grouping strategies by comparing with scenarios without these strategies.

Our results are averages over the 5 simulations and are presented as bar charts with error

bars, which indicate the average over 5 simulations and the maximum/minimum value in any

of the 5 simulations, respectively. Before presenting the results, we define the following two

performance metrics in making comparisons:

1. “Average percentage of survivors” represents the average percentage of the number of

survivors for each level of occupancy. An evacuee is considered as a “survivor” if it has a

health level greater than zero at the end of a simulation.

2. “Average count of congestion” represents the average number of congestion encountered

by all evacuees of 5 simulations. “Count of congestion” is defined as the number of

congestion encountered by evacuees during an entire evacuation process. Congestion is

considered to occur when an evacuee reaches a node where one or more evacuees have

queued up for service. In other words, an evacuee is considered to encounter congestion

when it reaches a node with a non-zero queue.

5.6.1 The Performances of the Proposed Algorithm

Average Survival Rate

As shown in Figure 5.3, for low levels of occupancy (30 and 60 evacuees), the safety metric (SM)

achieves better performance than the time metric (TM), which gives the worst performance

overall. This is because unlike SM which tends to guide all the evacuees to the safest path,
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Figure 5.3: The average percentage of survivors for each of the decision algorithms. The results
are the average of 5 randomized simulation runs, and error bars show the min/max result in
any of the 5 simulation runs.

evacuees using TM may take the risk to traverse potential hazard areas in order to reduce the

evacuation time. However, some evacuees may perish due to the decreased mobility caused by

injury. The combined metrics (CMs) achieve the best performance because they can naturally

ease congestion by generating separate channels for two categories of evacuees. Moreover, rather

than stick to the quickest path with higher risk, injured evacuees can switch to the safest path

due to the benefit of dynamic grouping and therefore reduce fatalities.

On the other hand, for high population densities (90 and 120 evacuees), CMs obviously achieve

the best performance among all the algorithms. This is because the congestion level has a

considerable impact on the system performance in densely-populated scenarios. For 90 evac-

uees, because CMs can assign evacuees to a third group when severe congestion occurs (queue

length > 3) and suggest a less congested path with an acceptable QoS level, paths in broad

areas are more sufficiently used and evacuees can reach exits with less latency. Moreover, the

traffic-balance-aware grouping mechanism that initially distributes evacuees to bottlenecks can

significantly reduce the likelihood for a path to be overused. Additionally, at this level, TM

can be seen to perform better than SM. This is because TM can alleviate congestion more

efficiently in comparison with SM.
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Among all CMs, CM with R = 300 achieves the overall best performance. This reflects that

the range of spatial hazard information (R) can affect the system performance. When R is too

small, evacuees are insensitive to the hazard and may choose risky routes. Hence, spreading

hazard may block the chosen route and evacuees will have to traverse a detour path. On the

contrary, if R is too large, some paths with acceptable safety level may also be excluded and

this can induce insufficient use of routes.

In summary, CMs gain better results than other algorithms because of customising different

evacuees with desirable paths as well as the use of dynamic grouping mechanisms. Towards

comparison algorithms, SM gains good performance in low occupancy rates but bad perfor-

mance in high occupancy rates. This is because in order to keep all the evacuees far away from

the hazard, SM only directs evacuees to safest paths and has the potential to cause jamming.

When the population is low, this issue is negligible but can induce continuous congestion in

densely-populated scenarios. Conversely, TM achieves unacceptable performance in low occu-

pancy rates but improved results in high occupancy rates. This is because the quickest paths

tend to traverse areas with potential risks and evacuees with low health level may perish owing

to the fast spreading of the hazard as well as significantly reduced mobility. In high popula-

tion densities, the embedded congestion ease mechanism of TM is less effective because injured

evacuees with significantly reduced mobility become “obstacles” for other civilians and induce

continuous congestion.

Average Count of Congestion

Figure 5.4 presents the average count of congestion in each scenario. As expected, CMs gain the

least average count of congestion in all scenarios. This is because by dispersing evacuees with

respect to their physical condition especially mobility, evacuees can be assigned to different

paths and reduce congestion. Moreover, the use of the congestion-aware grouping and the

traffic-balance-aware grouping can also reduce congestion. SM achieves the highest congestion

level during the evacuation processes as it tends to congregate all the evacuees to the safest

path and cause continuous congestion. TM, on the other hand, achieves lower congestion level
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Figure 5.4: The average count of congestion for each of the decision algorithms. The results
are the average of 5 randomized simulation runs, and error bars show the min/max result in
any of the 5 simulation runs.

than SM because of the embedded congestion-ease mechanism.

5.6.2 The Effect of Dynamic Grouping
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Figure 5.5: The average percentage of survivors for different dynamic grouping mechanisms.
The results are the average of 5 randomized simulation runs, and error bars show the min/max
result in any of the 5 simulation runs.

Figure 5.5 shows the average percentage of survivors for CM with R = 300 and Ht = 70
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with different dynamic grouping mechanisms. As can be seen clearly, compared with “CM

without dynamic grouping mechanism”, the use of each individual mechanism can significantly

improve the survival rates in high population densities. Among the three scenarios of using

only one grouping mechanism, the traffic-balance-aware grouping gains the best performance.

The results also indicate that integrating the three mechanisms can achieve better results than

only using one single mechanism.

5.6.3 Discussion

Our main objective is to investigate the possible improvements in emergency navigation by

tailoring different QoS requirements to different groups of evacuees and dynamically assigning

evacuees among groups with respect to the on-going situation. Evacuees are initially assigned

into 2 groups with different QoS needs and can be assigned into 3 groups with diverse primary

goals (safety level, egress time and congestion level). Additionally, evacuees are originally

allocated to one of the bottlenecks (staircases or exits) on its floor. In our experiments, we

ensure that the algorithms are compared under identical conditions by using same parameters

for implementing our methods in all the experiments. From the results of the experiments, the

most desirable performance, in terms of consistency in the performance metrics, is obtained

when the system is sensitive to the on-going service requirements of evacuees.

Due to the way we consider the evacuee routing problem, the results of the performance metrics

cannot be interpreted individually. Since the primary goal of an emergency navigation algorithm

is to guide evacuees out of the hazardous area, an algorithm should be judged at least by the

percentage of survival. In addition, in our formulation, evacuees will have to queue up to

be serviced by the DNs as only one evacuee can be serviced at a time. In a real emergency

situation, the longer these queues are or the more the evacuees experience them, the more the

evacuees will panic and become impatient. As a result, they might distrust the system and not

wait for the right decisions. This means that a good algorithm should also minimize count of

congestion. Hence we believe that these metrics are sufficient to judge performance and the

most desirable algorithm must perform comparatively well in all metrics.
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In the results, as expected, CMs with spatial information achieve the best performance in all

levels of population densities and CM with R = 300 performs most consistently in all our

simulations. By considering spatial hazard information, CMs become more sensitive to the

hazard and can avoid civilians from being guided into hazard. Furthermore, the use of dynamic

grouping can reduce congestion and improve the survival rate.

SM gains acceptable performance in low occupancy rates but its performance decreases with the

increase of population density. This is because in order to keep all the evacuees far away from

the hazard, SM only directs evacuees to safest paths and causes jamming in densely-populated

environments.

We observe the opposite behaviour from TM. In terms of survival rate at low occupancies,

its performances are unacceptable. This is because the quickest paths tend to traverse areas

with potential risks and evacuees with low health level may perish owing to the fast spreading

of the hazard as well as significantly reduced mobility. Meanwhile, it shows good congestion

awareness for low levels of occupancy but the performance drops, comparatively, with increased

occupancy. This is mainly because the injury of an evacuee can significantly reduce its mobility

and therefore can become a “obstacle” for other civilians and induces continuous congestion

especially.

The comparisons between using and without using dynamic grouping indicate that the three

cooperative strategies can facilitate evacuees in an evacuation process.

5.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a multi-path routing algorithm to direct different types of

evacuees with respect to their on-going requirements. Spatial hazard information is combined

into routing metrics to prevent evacuees from being guided into hazards and provide a more

accurate prediction on the fire propagation. Two cooperative strategies which adjust the type

and the associated decision algorithm of evacuees are presented with regard to evacuees’ physical

conditions and surrounding environments. Furthermore, since the congestion-ease mechanisms
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do not function at the beginning of an evacuation process owing to the fact that the evacuees

have not congregated yet, a load-balancing strategy is proposed to distribute evacuees among

all the staircases and exits to ease congestion. The results indicate that the use of dynamic

grouping can achieve higher survival rates. The simulation results also imply that appropriate

setting of parameters such as the range of spatial hazard information can significantly improve

the performance of the routing algorithm.



Chapter 6

Evacuee Flow Optimisation Using

G-network with Multiple Classes of

Positive Customers

Previous queueing theory based emergency navigation algorithms in built environments nor-

mally treat each significant location (such as doorways and staircases) as an “independent”

queue and all the evacuees in a homogeneous manner. Hence, the interactions among linked

queues caused by the re-routing instructions generated by the emergency navigation system,

the panic behaviours such as evacuees not following the evacuation instructions, as well as the

influence of diverse mobilities of evacuees are ignored. In this chapter, we extend the work in

Chapter 4 and propose a CPN based multi-path routing algorithm to direct diverse categories

of evacuees with the aid of a G-network model. The G-network based model is used to analyse

the latency on a path via capturing the dynamics of diverse categories of evacuees under the

influence of panic and re-routing decisions from the navigation system.

106
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6.1 Introduction

Since destructive crowd behaviours such as herding and trampling caused by congestion can

induce serious injuries and fatalities during an evacuation process, sometimes even more severe

than losses caused by fire, many congestion-free algorithms or congestion-ease algorithms have

been proposed to optimise the evacuee flows. Congestion-free algorithms such as the network

flow based algorithms [CFS82, LHS03] allocate evacuees to building components such as rooms,

stairs and corridors with respect to their capacity. However, these algorithms are suitable for

normal evacuations but are impractical in emergency situations since the spreading of the

hazard is not taken into account. Moreover, in order to avoid congestion, evacuees must reach

each target position precisely on schedule and may have to wait idly at certain locations,

which is unrealistic in an emergency evacuation process. On the other hand, congestion-ease

algorithms such as queueing model based algorithms [MS91, CSQ05, SS09, LMM09, DG13a]

and routing protocol based algorithms [Fil10a, GG12a, BDG13b] re-assign evacuees to less-

congested paths in accordance with the collected sensory information. Queueing model based

algorithms normally estimate the potential number of evacuees at each node on a path in

terms of the arrival rate and service rate, and redirect evacuees accordingly. The detailed

literature review of the queueing theory based emergency navigation algorithms can be found

in Section 2.3.2. The major drawback of these algorithms is that they consider each node (such

as a doorway) as an independent “queue” rather than considering all the nodes as a “queueing

network” and ignore the interaction effects among “queues”. Routing protocol based algorithms

commonly send network packets to collect congestion information on the paths and utilise

network routing protocols to optimise the evacuee flows. However, network routing protocol

based algorithms normally make decisions based on the collected congestion information rather

than the estimated congestion level of a path. Therefore, when evacuees traverse that path,

the congestion status could have changed owing to the highly dynamic nature of an evacuation

process. Hence, in this chapter, a queueing network model namely G-network [Gel91b, Gel00]

is utilised to analyse and estimate the congestion level at each node by capturing the dynamics

of diverse categories of evacuees from a global point of view and a CPN based algorithm is used
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to direct diverse categories of evacuees to exits.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. We first describe the framework of the

cloud enabled emergency navigation system in Section 6.2. The system approximation model

is then described in Section 6.3. The simulation models and assumptions are introduced in

Section 6.4 and the experimental results are presented in Section 6.5.

6.2 System Description

To guide evacuees out of a hazardous built environment, we propose a hybrid indoor emergency

response system that integrates an on-site WSN which consists of SNs and CNs, and an off-

site cloud based decision support subsystem (CDSS). SNs and CNs are pre-installed at PoIs

such as doorways or corridors where evacuees may congregate. SNs are utilised to collect

hazardous information from their surrounding environment and record the arrival and departure

of evacuees in proximity. CNs are responsible for relaying information among SNs, evacuees and

the CDSS: sensory information gathered from a SN is transmitted to a CN in proximity and

then uploaded to the CDSS, on the other hand, evacuation instructions such as suggested paths

are transmitted to CNs and then sent to smart phones carried by evacuees in the vicinity of CNs.

The CDSS is introduced to perform intensive computations due to limited computing power of

the on-site WSN. A graph representation of the physical built environment is reconstructed on

the cloud server. Each PoI is coupled with a computer agent to manage the uploaded sensory

data from the SN installed at this PoI and calculate desired paths for evacuees in the vicinity

of the PoI. A virtual CPN node is installed at each computer agent to generate smart packets

to retrieve sensory information from other agents and search egress paths for evacuees. The

discovered paths are stored in a routing list of each virtual CPN node, the top-ranked paths

will be sent to evacuees as suggested evacuation instructions. A G-network model with multiple

classes of positive customers is also deployed in the CDSS to analyse the congestion level of

paths.

Evacuees are assumed to carry portable devices that can receive evacuation instructions within
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the communication range of CNs. To avoid the possible direction oscillation problem [CCWH08]

caused by communication latency or the fast-changing environment, previous work [Fil10a,

BG14a] set a movement depth for evacuees to restrict the number of nodes that an evacuee

should traverse before accepting new path suggestions. Hence, portable devices only display

new path suggestions for evacuees when fulfilling the movement depth restriction. In this

chapter, we set a similar timeout value for the received path suggestion. When the previous

path suggestion is expired, the portable devices carried by evacuees are allowed to receive new

paths from the next CN in contact. However, if a hazard is detected in the vicinity of a SN,

the path suggestion stored in the portable devices in proximity will be considered as expired

and thus disposed, so evacuees can instantly receive the latest path suggestions from the SN

and can switch paths to avoid being directed into the hazard.

Off‐site CDSS

On‐site WSN

Evacuees with 
portable devices

Figure 6.1: The architecture of the proposed hybrid indoor emergency response system.
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6.3 System Approximation Model

The physical environment of the targeted building is represented by a directed graph consisting

of nodes and edges. Nodes represent PoIs where evacuees of the same class are handled in a first-

come-first-served manner while evacuees of different classes can be served in parallel. Sensors

are installed near the PoIs to collect the necessary information. Edges are the physical links

between PoIs, and are modelled as a processor sharing system [FGS96] to represent the facts

that the time taken to traverse an edge is affected by the number of evacuees on it. In contrast

with previous queueing theory based algorithms which treat each node as an independent queue

and all the evacuees in a homogeneous manner, we employ a G-network model with multiple

classes of positive customers to analyse the interaction effects among evacuees, the effects of

routing decisions towards evacuees, and the influence of diverse mobilities of evacuees towards

an evacuation process.

G-networks [Gel00], which were inspired by the random neural network [Gel89], are a class

of queueing network models with additional control capabilities such as negative customers

[Gel91b] that remove normal positive customers from the system, batch removals [Gel93], trig-

gers [Gel93] and resets [GF02]. G-networks have been used in a wide range of applications,

including describing the workload in computer systems [Onv95, GP98], realising energy ef-

ficiency in packet networks [GM11], as well as modelling energy systems [Gel12a, Gel12b],

populations of biological agents [Gel07b] and gene regulatory networks [Gel07a].

The model that is utilised to capture the dynamics of an evacuation process and analyse the

effects of diverse mobilities, routing suggestions from the navigation system and the interac-

tions among evacuees is based on the G-network model with multiple classes of signals and

positive customers [GL98]. Positive customers and triggers in the original model are employed

to represent evacuees and routing suggestions from the navigation system, respectively. Nega-

tive customers in the original model are removed since they do not have any specific entity to

represent.

When an emergency occurs, since evacuees within a building will not begin to evacuate at the
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same time, the average external arrival rate Λni,k of evacuee category k at a PoI ni can be

computed by the sensor node in proximity via recording the time when signals of the smart

phone carried by evacuees of category k are detected. The average service rate of evacuee

category k at PoI ni is denoted by rni,k which depends on the area of the PoI and the average

velocity of this class of evacuees. An evacuee of class k that leaves PoI ni will either head to

another connected PoI nj with probability P (ni, nj, k) or stop near the PoI ni due to injury or

fatality with probability dni,k, hence, we have:

dni,k +
N∑
j=1

[P (ni, nj, k)] = 1 (6.1)

where N is the total number of PoIs in the building.

In our case, the probability P (ni, nj, k) for an evacuee of class k to traverse from PoI ni to

a linked PoI nj can be determined by the suggested path given by the emergency navigation

system. If PoI nj belongs to the suggested path, then P (ni, nj, k) = 1, otherwise, P (ni, nj, k) =

0.

Owing to the highly dynamic nature of a hazardous environment caused by the spreading

hazard and the unstable evacuee flows, evacuees should update their egress paths frequently.

Hence, in addition to the initial egress paths, re-routing decisions from the cloud-based system

arrive to PoI ni with average rate λ−ni , instructing evacuees of class k in vicinity to move to PoI

nj with probability Q(ni, nj, k), where
∑N

j=1Q(ni, nj, k) = 1. The probability Q(ni, nj, k) is

affected by the suggested path (which is the top-ranked path discovered by smart packets in the

Cognitive Packet Network based algorithm) and the pre-set time-out value of the path sugges-

tion. The time-out value, which is employed to avoid path oscillation, is the time interval that

an evacuee must stick to the previous path suggestion before accepting a new path suggestion.

Additionally, in reality, evacuees may not follow the evacuation instructions owing to panic or

other psychological reasons. Hence, Q(ni, nj, k) is also affected by the panic behaviours. The

algorithm to determine Q(ni, nj, k) is detailed in Algorithm 7, and a list of symbols used in the

algorithm is summarised in Table 6.1
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Algorithm 7 The process of determining Q(ni, nj, k)

1: for all the neighbour node nj of the node ni do
2: if Scni,k = Spni,k then
3: if nj = Scni,k then

4: Q(ni, nj, k) = 1− Per + Per
Nn

5: else
6: Q(ni, nj, k) = Per

Nn
7: end if
8: else
9: if Te < Tt then
10: if nj = Spni,k then

11: Q(ni, nj, k) = (1− Per)× Tt−Te
Tt

+ Per
Nn

12: else if nj = Scni,k then

13: Q(ni, nj, k) = (1− Per)× Te
Tt

+ Per
Nn

14: else
15: Q(ni, nj, k) = Per

Nn
16: end if
17: else
18: if nj = Scni,k then

19: Q(ni, nj, k) = 1− Per + Per
Nn

20: else
21: Q(ni, nj, k) = Per

Nn
22: end if
23: end if
24: end if
25: end for

Notation Definition

Scni,k
Represents the next hop on the current (latest)

suggested path of evacuee class k from the source node ni

Spni,k
Represents the next hop on the previous suggested path

of evacuee class k from the source node ni
nj Represents a neighbour node of the node ni

Per
Represents the probability for an evacuee to randomly

choose the next node due to panic
Tt Represents the time-out value of a suggested path

Te
Represents the time elapsed from the node ni

received the current suggested path
Nn Represents the number of neighbour nodes of the node ni

Table 6.1: List of symbols used in the Algorithm 7.

With these assumptions, the steady-state probability that a PoI ni has one or more evacuees

of class k is given by [GL98]:

qni,k =
λ+
ni,k

rni,k + λ−ni,k
(6.2)
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where λ+
ni,k

is the total average arrival rate of evacuee class k to PoI ni, including evacuees that

were initially at ni and are arrived from other PoIs:

λ+
ni,k

= Λni,k +
N∑
j=1

qnj ,k[rnj ,kP (nj, ni, k) + λ−nj ,kQ(nj, ni, k)] (6.3)

Notice that the quantities qni,k are coupled, and therefore (6.2) is a nonlinear equation that

can be solved numerically. Term Λni,k is initially determined by
Ne
t Rk
NTr

and then adapts with

the arrival of evacuees. Term N e
t represents the total number of evacuees in the system, N

stands for the total number of PoIs, Rk represents the approximate proportion of evacuee class

k in the population and Tr represents the average reaction time of evacuees, which is the time

interval between receiving the alarm message and starting the evacuation.

For the physical paths (edges) of the building, the arrival rate of evacuees of class k to a physical

link eij connecting PoIs ni and nj can be calculated as:

λ+
eij ,k

= qni,k[rni,kP (ni, nj, k) + λ−ni,kQ(ni, nj, k)] (6.4)

Furthermore, the service rate of the edge eij is approximated by:

reij ,k =
Vk
Leij

(6.5)

where Leij is the physical length of the edge, and Vk is the average speed of an evacuee of class

k when no other evacuees are concurrently using the path. The utilisation of the path segment

then becomes:

qeij ,k =
λ+
eij ,k

reij ,k

= qni,k
[rni,kP (ni, nj, k) + λ−ni,kQ(ni, nj, k)]Leij

Vk

≡ qni,kR(ni, nj, k)

(6.6)
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Hence, the total steady-state probability that node ni has one or more evacuees is given by:

qni =
∑
k∈K

qni,k (6.7)

where term K is the number of categories of evacuees. Similarly, the total steady-state proba-

bility that edge eij is busy is given by:

qeij =
∑
k∈K

qeij ,k (6.8)

Based on (6.7) and (6.8), we can calculate the average number of evacuees at each PoI and

edge:

Nni =
qni

1− qni
, Neij =

qeij
1− qeij

(6.9)

Sometimes qni and qeij may be larger than 1, then Nni and Neij are replaced by the empirical

values.

Hence, by using Littles formula, the average traversal times on each PoI and edge are given by:

Dni =
Nni

λ+
ni

, Deij =
Neij

λ+
eij

(6.10)

where λ+
ni

and λ+
eij

are the total arrival rate of all evacuee classes entering node ni and edge eij,

respectively. They can be computed from expression (6.11).

λ+
ni

=
K∑
k=1

λ+
ni,k

, λ+
eij

=
K∑
k=1

λ+
eij ,k

(6.11)

where K is the categories of evacuees in the system. Since there are 3 categories of evacuees in

this case, K = 3.

To search appropriate paths for each categories of evacuees, we use the CPN based routing

algorithm with diverse routing metrics (goal functions) that are proposed in Section 4.3. In

this chapter, We use three routing metrics (distance-oriented metric for aged evacuees, time-

oriented metric) to customise paths for aged evacuees, prime-aged evacuees and children or ill
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evacuees, respectively. Each routing metric has an associated class of SPs to search the desired

paths for the specific category of evacuees.

6.4 Simulation Models and Assumptions

To evaluate the proposed routing algorithm for diverse categories of evacuees, we employ the

DBES to conduct a series of fire-related simulations. The building under consideration is the

three lower floors of Imperial College’s EEE building. Vertices represent PoIs, which are places

that SNs and CNs are pre-installed, such as doorways, staircases or locations that evacuees

may congregate, while edges represent physical paths between PoIs.

We assume there are 3 categories of evacuees: aged people, prime-aged people and children

or ill people, and the population ratio among them is 1:3:1. Hence, 20% of the population is

aged people or children/ill people, while 60% of the population is the prime-aged people. Each

categories of simulated evacuees has different movement speeds and initial health values. The

speed of the aged people, prime-aged people and children or ill people is set to 1.2 m/s, 1.5 m/s

and 1.2 m/s, respectively. The health value of the aged people, prime-aged people and children

or ill people is initialised to 100, 100 and 80, respectively. Each evacuee is assumed to carry a

portable device with a pre-installed software that can provide necessary personal information

(e.g. gender, age) to CNs in contact, so the system can identify the category of the evacuee.

We also assume that the probability for an evacuee to randomly choose the next node due to

panic is 0.1. In other word, at each PoI, evacuees have a 10% chance of picking the next hop

randomly rather than following the path suggestion from the cloud servers.

The suggested paths at each PoI are calculated by the cloud servers arrive at the CNs every

4 seconds (λ−ni,k = 1/4) and the time-out of a suggested path is set to 12 seconds (Tt = 12).

Initially, the simulated evacuees are randomly distributed in the building.
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Figure 6.2: The GUI of the Simulator.

6.5 Results and Discussion

The experiments are carried out on scenarios with 30,60,90 and 120 evacuees in the afore-

mentioned building model. Both the newly proposed algorithm that combines the CPN based

algorithm with the G-network model with multiple classes of positive customers (CPNGNET-

WORK MULTI) and the previous CPN based algorithm for diverse categories of evacuees

presented in Section 4 (CPN MULTI) are conducted for comparisons.

Figure 6.3 shows the average percentage of survivors for both algorithms. Compared with

CPN MULTI, CPNGNETWORK MULTI achieves higher survival rates on the average in sce-

narios with different occupancy rates. This is because rather than treating each PoI as a

independent queue in the CPN MULTI algorithm, CPNGNETWORK MULTI considers the

interactions among linked queues with the aid of the G-network model. Hence, the effect of

evacuees that do not follow the evacuation instructions is better presented and the predicted

latencies at the nodes and on the edges are more accurate. Furthermore, by modelling the

probabilities for a arrived routing suggestion to direct an evacuee to the linked nodes in Al-

gorithm 7, the movement of evacuees under the instructions of the CPN based algorithm is

closely approximated. Therefore, the delays at the nodes and on the edges is better estimated.
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Figure 6.4 shows the average number of congestion occurred during an evacuation process. As

can be seen, the use of G-network model can considerably reduce the average congestion level of

paths and therefore reduce the number of congestion generated during an evacuation process.

This is because the use of G-network model can better analyse the latencies of each node or

edge. Hence, SPs can find more desired paths for evacuees based on these information (the

congestion level of a path affects both the time-oriented metric and the safety-oriented metric).
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Figure 6.3: The average percentage of survivors for the CPN based algorithm without and with
the G-network model for multiple classes of positive customers. The results are the average of 5
randomized simulation runs, and error bars show the min/max result in any of the 5 simulation
runs.

6.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a CPN based multi-path routing algorithm to customise

different paths for different categories of evacuees. A G-network with multiple classes of positive

customers is used to periodically calculate the utilisation rate of each node and edge in the

network. Little’s formula is then used to calculate the average delay of each node and edge.

The average delay of a path can be calculated by summing the average delay of each node and

edge on it. The average delay of a path is used in the proposed routing metrics to search desired

paths for evacuees. The G-network model can mimic the movement of evacuees under the joint
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Figure 6.4: The average number of congestion occurred during an evacuation for the CPN based
algorithm without and with the G-network model for multiple classes of positive customers.
The results are the average of 5 randomized simulation runs, and error bars show the min/max
result in any of the 5 simulation runs.

influence of the CPN based decision-making algorithm and panic behaviours, and therefore

give a more accurate approximation of the path latency. Compared with original CPN based

algorithm, the proposed algorithm achieves improved survival rates in scenarios where evacuees

do not always follow the instructions of the emergency response system due to panic.



Chapter 7

Energy-aware Navigation in Large-scale

Evacuation using G-networks

Previous studies on emergency management of large-scale urban networks have commonly con-

centrated on system development to offload intensive computations to remote cloud servers or

improving communication quality during a disaster and ignored the effect of energy consump-

tion of vehicles, which can play a vital role in large-scale evacuation owing to the disruptions in

energy supply. Hence, in this chapter, we propose a cloud-enabled navigation system and the

associated algorithm to direct vehicles to safe areas in the aftermath of a disaster in an energy

and time efficient fashion.

7.1 Introduction

Compared with emergency evacuations in confined spaces which primarily demand time-critical

responses, large-scale evacuations trigger sudden massive demands on the transport network

and require efficient traffic management and resource allocation mechanisms. During urban-

scale evacuations, traffic infrastructures including roads built for daily activities can suffer high

congestion levels which prolong the evacuation process. In addition, non-eco-driving at less

fuel-efficient speeds as well as the frequent acceleration and deceleration caused by braking can

119
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consume a large amount of fuel, which has a significant impact on large-scale evacuations due

to the disruption in energy supply. Hence, in this chapter we propose a cloud-enabled system to

guide vehicles to safe areas in the aftermath of large-scale disasters with the aid of a G-network

model [Gel91b, Gel93]. The G-network model is used to comprehensively mimic the behaviours

and interactions of individual vehicles and the navigation system in an evacuation process and

analyse the effect of the re-routing decisions towards the vehicles. A gradient descent algorithm

is employed to reduce the evacuation time and fuel consumption of vehicles by optimising the

probabilistic choices of linked road segments at each intersection.

The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. We first review related work in Section 7.2,

then describe the system framework in Section 7.3.1 and the approximation models in Sections

7.3.2 and 7.3.3. The energy efficiency and latency routing metrics are introduced in Section 7.4.

By using the gradient descent optimisation in Section 7.5, the long-term probabilistic routing

decisions for vehicles are selected so as to achieve energy and time efficiency. The simulation

model and assumptions are discussed in Section 7.6, and the related and experimental results

are presented in Section 7.7.

7.2 Review of Emergency Navigation in Large-scale Dis-

asters

7.2.1 Emergency Navigation in Large-scale Disasters

Previous work on large-scale evacuations has mainly focused on system development to offload

intensive computations to the remote Cloud or maintain and improve communication quality

during a disaster. For instance, early warning systems such as [LLKG11, GN12] leverage ex-

isting public cloud services to gather and disperse multimedia emergency information among

evacuees; users can upload observed emergency situations via portable devices and share within

the community. Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) and cloud computing technologies are

utilised in [AAMA11] to establish an urban-level intelligent disaster management system; in-
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formation from multiply sources and locations is gathered to make effective decisions, and the

Lighthill-Whitham-Richards model is used to simulate the traffic flows in the city. On the other

hand, emergency communication has also raised considerable interests since it plays a critical

role in emergency response. For example, [GG13a] utilises opportunistic communications (Op-

pcomms) among portable devices carried by evacuees to disperse emergency messages in a

“store-carry-forward” manner, while [LAGG10] employs application-layer multicast to rapidly

deliver emergency traffic without the support of a dedicated network infrastructure. However,

in large-scale disasters such as earthquakes, energy utilisation can also have a significant influ-

ence on the evacuation process due to the disruptions in energy supply. Indeed, fuel shortage

has been reported in several recent earthquake-related disasters [Bro15], but this aspect has

been largely ignored in the emergency management literature.

7.2.2 Energy-efficient Traffic Management

Energy-efficient traffic management has received considerable attention recently, due to strong

regulations and ambitious targets concerning the reduction of green house gas emissions. In

particular, a number of route planning algorithms have been proposed to reduce energy con-

sumption of vehicles during daily usage, by integrating various macroscopic and microscopic

scale traffic/energy models [B+10]. The work in [YS13] employs Dijkstra’s algorithm to calcu-

late fuel-efficient paths in terms of the physical length and the estimated fuel consumption on

each road segment which is estimated from the average travelling speed. Similarly, an energy-

efficient routing algorithm for electric cars is presented in [LKK+15], where a cost function

is defined for each edge in the network in terms of road slope, vehicle speed, vehicle accel-

eration, journey time and road surface conditions; since edge weights may evaluate negative

values which cannot be handled by Dijkstra’s or A* algorithms, the Bellman-Ford-algorithm

is employed to compute the most energy efficient paths. A fuel-efficient driving strategy for

high-way vehicles is proposed in [KWLW10], using the Max-Min Ant system [SH00] to optimise

the vehicle speed and acceleration commands. By re-routing traffic and giving speed advice at

signalised intersections, [VMvA10] presents a comprehensive intelligent transportation system
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to balance traffic and reduce fuel consumption with the aid of vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-

infrastructure communication technologies; experimental results show that the proposed system

can significantly reduce the number of stops and the average waiting time at intersections as

well as the overall fuel consumption. In summary, although much work has been dedicated to

reducing the energy consumption of vehicles for daily usage, to the best of our knowledge, there

are no studies that consider optimising both energy and latency in large-scale evacuations.

7.3 The Navigation System

In this section, we describe the system framework and the approximation model of the proposed

navigation system. The fuel consumption models of the vehicles are also presented.

7.3.1 System Architecture

Fig. 7.1 shows the architecture of our proposed system. We assume that a SN and a CN

are pre-installed at each intersection. SNs are roadside cameras that can detect and count

vehicles in roadways while CNs are communication units that are responsible for information

exchanges between vehicles and cloud servers. When the evacuation process starts, if the

existing communication infrastructure is non-operational, we assume a few cloud access points

can be quickly deployed to maintain communication between the cloud servers and the CNs.

The collected sensory data is periodically uploaded to the cloud servers, which are responsible

for calculating the shortest path from each intersection to the entrance of the safe area, as well

as running the G-network based algorithm to compute possible re-routing decisions at each

intersection. A re-routing decision activates a timeout upon arriving at a CN: when a vehicle

reaches an intersection and the latest re-routing decision has not expired, it will follow the

re-routing advice calculated by the G-network based algorithm; otherwise, it will follow the

shortest path to the safe area. Thus, we call our approach the G-network assisted Dijkstra’s

shortest path (GDSP) algorithm. We assume evacuees can use portable devices or vehicle-

mounted devices to communicate with the CNs and obtain support at intersections during the
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Cloud Servers

Cloud Access Points

Sensor nodes and communication node 

Vehicles

Figure 7.1: The architecture of the proposed framework for large scale evacuations.

evacuation.

7.3.2 System Approximation Model

The transportation network of our targeted area is represented by a directed graph consisting

of nodes and edges. Nodes are PoIs such as intersections where vehicles may congregate, and

are modelled as a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue. Edges are the physical links between PoIs,

and are modelled as a processor sharing system [FGS96] to represent the facts that the time

taken to traverse an edge is affected by the number of vehicles on it, and that the order in which

vehicles reach the next PoI is not necessarily FIFO. Rather than choosing the shortest paths for

vehicles to reach the safe areas, we use a G-network model to optimise in a centralised manner

the probabilistic choices among all possible roads to achieve both time and energy efficiency.

The model we use to capture the dynamics of an evacuation process is based on [Gel93],

and has only positive customers and triggers representing vehicles and re-routing decisions,

respectively. We assume that positive customers (vehicles) that have just started to move will
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join their nearest PoIs, and this “external” arrival of vehicles to ni occurs at an average rate

of Λni . The average service rate of vehicles at PoI ni is denoted by rni which depends on the

physical characteristics of the node including the size and number of intersecting roads. A

vehicle which is leaving PoI ni will either head to another connected PoI nj with probability

P (ni, nj) or pull up at the side of the road with probability dni , where dni +
∑N

j=1[P (ni, nj)] = 1

and N is the total number of PoIs.

In addition to the above navigation decisions which are taken by the evacuees, re-routing

decisions from the cloud-based system arrive to PoI ni with average rate λ−ni , instructing the

leading vehicle to move to PoI nj with probability Q(ni, nj), where
∑N

j=1Q(ni, nj) = 1. This

probability is a key parameter to be optimised in our system, as previous research [GM11] has

indicated that it can significantly affect performance. With these assumptions, the steady-state

probability that a PoI ni has one or more vehicles is given by [Gel93]:

qni =
λ+
ni

rni + λ−ni
(7.1)

where λ+
ni

is the total average arrival rate of vehicles to PoI ni, including vehicles that were

previously parked or at other PoIs:

λ+
ni

= Λni +
N∑
j=1

qnj [rnjP (nj, ni) + λ−njQ(nj, ni)] (7.2)

Notice that the quantities qni are coupled, and therefore (7.1) is a nonlinear equation that can

be solved numerically.

For the edges of the network, the arrival rate of vehicles to a road segment eij connecting PoIs

ni and nj can be calculated as:

λ+
eij

= qni [rniP (ni, nj) + λ−niQ(ni, nj)] (7.3)
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Furthermore, the service rate of the road segment eij is approximated by:

reij =
Veij
Leij

(7.4)

where Leij is the physical length, and Veij is the average speed of a vehicle when no other

vehicles are concurrently using the road segment. The utilisation of the road segment then

becomes:

qeij =
λ+
eij

reij
= qni

[rniP (ni, nj) + λ−niQ(ni, nj)]Leij
Veij

≡ qniR(ni, nj) (7.5)

LetKni(t) andKeij(t) denote the number of vehicles at time t in PoI ni and edge eij, respectively,

then the joint equilibrium distribution of the number of vehicles in the network has a product

form [Gel93] and is given by:

Pr(Kni = ki, Keij = kij, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N) =
N∏
i=1

qkini(1− qni)
N∏

i,j=1

qkijeij (1− qeij) (7.6)

From the above expression, one can compute interesting measures such as the average number

of vehicles in each intersection and road segment, the response time (or equivalently the travel

time) along a road segment, and the average speed of vehicles along a road segment which is

obtained as the ratio of the physical length Leij and average response time.

7.3.3 Fuel Consumption Models

The fuel consumption of a vehicle is well known to be significantly affected by the speed,

acceleration level [YS13] and loading weight [YLYZ15]. In this section, we employ two separate

models to characterise fuel consumption on the road segments and intersections. These models

are used by both the re-routing algorithm in estimating the energy cost of a decision as well as

the simulator in calculating the total cost of the evacuation process. However, the algorithm

relies on the G-network model in order to estimate the speed of a vehicle which is then used to

compute fuel consumption, while the simulator employs a more realistic vehicle mobility model

as described in Section 7.6.1.
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The work in [YS13] establishes mesoscopic models for light-duty gasoline vehicles, mid-duty

diesel vehicles and heavy-duty diesel vehicles based on collected emission data. The models

reflect the relation among average travel speed, travel distance and fuel consumption of a

vehicle, and are suitable for modelling consumption on road segments. For example, the fuel

consumption factor FCL in kg/100km for light-duty gasoline vehicles is described in terms of

the average travel speed v̄ km/hr as follows:

FCL =
125.015

v̄
− 0.097v̄ + 9.22 ∗ 10−4v̄2 + 7.056 (7.7)

On the other hand, fuel consumption at the intersections is mainly affected by braking events,

which occur e.g. when a vehicle reaches an intersection with a non-zero queue. Although the

deceleration part of the braking cycle does not have an obvious impact on fuel consumption,

remarkable fuel utilisation is observed during acceleration when the vehicle operator releases the

brake pedal and starts to depress the accelerator. Based on [JP98, And01], the vehicle specific

power (VSP), defined as the instantaneous power per unit mass of a vehicle and measured in

kW/Metric Ton, for light-duty or mid-duty vehicles is given by:

V SPlm = 0.037v + 2.358 ∗ 10−5av + 6.859 ∗ 10−6v3 (7.8)

where v is the instantaneous speed of the vehicle in km/hr and a is the acceleration in km/hr2.

The energy consumption of the vehicle is then obtained by multiplying V SPlm by the weight

of the vehicle, and integrating over the duration of the acceleration period. The total fuel

consumed in this process is subsequently calculated from the energy density of the fuel.

7.4 Routing Metrics

The QoS requirements during a large-scale evacuation are typically related to evacuation time

which, however, can be influenced by the availability of energy supply. Hence, in this section

we define a compound objective function that includes both evacuation time Dt and fuel con-
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sumption Ct. Specifically, to achieve energy efficiency while maintaining an acceptable level of

delay, we combine these two metrics as follows:

Ft = Ct + εDt (7.9)

where ε is a constant that determines the relative importance of the two metrics. The above

objective function is computed based on the G-network representation of the network, and is

optimised periodically during the evacuation process using a gradient descent algorithm.

7.4.1 Time-aware metric

The total evacuation time in the network includes delays at both intersections and road seg-

ments, and depends on the congestion level. The average number of vehicles at an intersection

ni or a road segment eij can be derived directly from (7.6) yielding:

Nni =
qni

1− qni
, Neij =

qeij
1− qeij

(7.10)

Using Little’s formula, the average traversal times are given by:

Dni =
Nni

λ+
ni

, Deij =
Neij

λ+
eij

(7.11)

while the total average delay experienced by a vehicle in the network is:

Dt =

∑N
i=1Nni +

∑N
i,j=1Neij∑N

i=1 Λni

(7.12)

where the numerator is the total average number of vehicles in the network, and denominator

is the total rate at which vehicles join the network (e.g. start the evacuation or arrive from

outside the evacuation area).
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7.4.2 Energy-aware metric

Since fuel consumption of vehicles depends not only on travelled distance but also on speed

and acceleration, the energy-aware metric should take into account congestion at both road

segments and intersections. Using (7.7), the total average fuel consumption, measured in kg,

by the vehicles traversing the road segment eij is:

Ceij = Neij

Leij
100

FCL (7.13)

where FCL is a function of the average speed of vehicles veij that can be estimated from the

queueing model as:

veij =
Leij
Deij

=
Leijλ

+
eij

Neij

(7.14)

Next we describe how the G-network based algorithm estimates fuel consumption at the inter-

sections. Due to the stop-and-go behaviour in traffic waves at each intersection, we can relate

on average the number of breaking events to the number of vehicles Neij . To further simplify

computations and the data collected by the algorithm, it is assumed that whenever a vehicle

encounters congestion (at least one other vehicle at the intersection), then it will decelerate

and accelerate once. Thus, if we denote by clm the fuel consumed by a vehicle in this process,

which will be estimated in Section 7.6.2 using the energy model (7.8) and the mobility model

of the simulator (7.26), then the total average fuel consumption at intersection ni becomes:

Cni =
∞∑
k=1

(k − 1)clm Pr(Ki = k) =
∞∑
k=1

(k − 1)clm(1− qni)qkni = clm
q2
ni

1− qni

and the total fuel consumption in the network is given by:

Ct =
N∑
i=1

Cni +
N∑

i,j=1

Ceij (7.15)
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7.5 Gradient Descent Optimisation

To minimise the objective function (7.9), we use a gradient based algorithm to select appropriate

Q(ni, nj) which is the probabilistic re-routing decision from intersection ni to intersection nj,

where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N . Using the above analysis, (7.9) can be expressed as:

Ft =
N∑

i,j=1

[
1.25015

N2
eij

λ+
eij

− 9.7 ∗ 10−4L2
eij
λ+
eij

+ 9.22 ∗ 10−6
L3
eij
λ+
eij

2

Neij

+ 7.056 ∗ 10−2LeijNeij

]

+
N∑
i=1

clm
q2
ni

1− qni
+ ε
( N∑
i=1

Nni +
N∑

i,j=1

Neij

)
(7.16)

where the denominator of Dt is incorporated into ε since it does not depend on the optimisation

parameters. To evaluate the partial derivative of Ft with respect to Q(nx, ny) – which is difficult

to compute directly – we utlise the chain rule:

∂Ft
∂Q(nx, ny)

=
N∑
k=1

∂Ft
∂qnk

∂qnk
∂Q(nx, ny)

(7.17)

Using (7.2)–(7.5) and (7.10) we can write (7.16) as follows:

Ft =
N∑

i,j=1

{
1.25015Leij

Veij [1− qniR(ni, nj)]2
− 9.7 ∗ 10−4LeijVeij + 9.220 ∗ 10−6LeijV

2
eij

[1− qniR(ni, nj)]

+
7.056 ∗ 10−2Leij + ε

1− qniR(ni, nj)

}
qniR(ni, nj) +

N∑
i=1

[
clm

q2
ni

1− qni
+ ε

qni
1− qni

]
(7.18)

Taking the partial derivative of the above expression with respect to a specific qnk yields:

∂Ft
∂qnk

=
N∑
j=1

R(nk, nj)

{
1.25015Lekj [1 + qnkR(nk, nj)]

Vekj [1− qnkR(nk, nj)]3
− 9.7 ∗ 10−4LekjVekj

+ 9.220 ∗ 10−6LekjV
2
eij

[1− 2qnkR(nk, nj)]

+
7.056 ∗ 10−2Lekj + ε

[1− qnkR(nk, nj)]2

}
+
clmqnk(2− qnk) + ε

(1− qnk)2

(7.19)
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Also, the partial derivative of qnk for a specific Q(nx, ny) is given by:

∂qnk
∂Q(nx, ny)

=
1

rnk + λ−nk

N∑
j=1

{
λ−njqnj

∂Q(nj, nk)

∂Q(nx, ny)
+
[
rnjP (nj, nk) + λ−njQ(nj, nk)

] ∂qnj
∂Q(nx, ny)

}
(7.20)

Notice that:

∂Q(nj, nk)

∂Q(nx, ny)
=


1, if j = x, k = y,

−1, if j = x, k 6= y,

0, otherwise

(7.21)

where the second case arises from the identity Qnx,ny = 1−
∑

k 6=yQnx,nk . Now define the N×N

matrices A(i, j) = rnjP (nj, ni), B(i, j) = λ−njQ(nj, ni), and C = diag(rn1 + λ−n1
, . . . , rnN +

λ−nN )−1, then we can write (7.20) in a more compact form as:

∂qn

∂Q(nx, ny)
= C(AT + BT)

∂qn

∂Q(nx, ny)
+ CHT

xyqn (7.22)

where Hxy is a N ×N matrix whose elements are:

Hxy(i, j) =


λ−ni , i = x, j = y

−λ−ni , i = x, j 6= y

0, otherwise

(7.23)

Combining (7.19) and (7.22), the partial derivative of the cost function becomes:

∂Ft
∂Q(nx, ny)

=

(
∂Ft
∂qn

)T [
IN −C(AT + BT)

]−1
CHT

xyqn (7.24)

where IN is the N × N identity matrix. Finally, we compute Q(nx, ny) using the following

iterations:

Qn+1(nx, ny) = Qn(nx, ny)− η
∂Ft

∂Qn(nx, ny)
(7.25)

where η > 0 is the learning rate.
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7.6 Simulation Model and Assumptions

To evaluate the proposed routing scheme for vehicles, we employ the DBES to conduct earthquake-

related simulations. The area under consideration is located in London as shown in Fig. 7.2.

Vertices represent PoIs, which are broad areas where vehicles can queue in lines and receive

suggestions, while edges represent available roads in the aftermath of a disaster. As mentioned

previously, each intersection is equipped with a SN which collects on-site information and a

CN which uploads the gathered information and transmits advice to nearby vehicles. The CNs

can communicate with each other and a few cloud access points, and can be quickly deployed

in the affected area in case of infrastructure failure. Hence, certain cloud servers outside of the

disaster area can be available to provide optimal solutions in a centralised manner.

The re-routing decisions calculated by the cloud servers arrive at the CNs every 4 seconds

(i.e. λ−ni = 1/4) and the time-out of the re-routing decisions is set to 1 second. Initially, the

simulated vehicles are randomly distributed in the area. Moreover, all the simulated vehicles

are assumed to be light-duty with identical physical attributes, and the gross vehicle weight

rating is 3 Metric Ton.

Figure 7.2: The transportation network of the targeted area in London city.
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Figure 7.3: The GUI of the DBES under this scenario.

7.6.1 Vehicle Mobility

According to [ON15, SS09], the average travel speed of a vehicle highly depends on the density

of the road segment it is on. Thus, we use the mobility model proposed in [SS09] to represent

the travel speed of vehicles in our simulator. Specifically, if a vehicle arrives at a road segment

without other vehicles, we assume that the vehicle will move at the most fuel-efficient speed;

otherwise, the speed of the vehicle will depend linearly on congestion as follows:

v =

 vo, if no other vehicle is present

σ vo
c

(c+ 1− n), otherwise
(7.26)

where σ is a constant, vo is the most fuel-efficient speed of the vehicle, n is the total number

of vehicles, and c is the capacity of the road segment which depends on its maximum density,

number of lanes, and length.

On the other hand, drivers at intersections are affected by the space headway, and will perform

either the free-flow behaviour or the car-following behaviour [Ahm99]. In particular, if an

intersection is unoccupied, the driver can choose its desired speed, while if the intersection is in

use by at least one vehicle, then the speed and acceleration are governed by the leader [Ahm99].
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We assume that the leader and followed vehicles at an intersection will first accelerate to 60

km/hr after a braking event, at an acceleration rate of 64,800 km/h2 (18 km/hr/s).

7.6.2 Fuel Consumption

The fuel consumption of vehicles travelling on a road segment is calculated in the simulator

based on the mobility model in (7.26) and the fuel consumption factor FCL in (7.7). Also,

since the gross vehicle weight rating is assumed to be 3 Metric Ton, the power consumption

of vehicles at intersections (in kW ) can be computed from (7.8) as:

Plm = V SPlm × weight

= 0.111v + (7.074 ∗ 10−5)av + (2.058 ∗ 10−5)v3 (7.27)

The time for a stopped vehicle to accelerate to 60 km/hr at a rate of 18 km/hr/s is 9.26 ∗

10−4hr, and the energy cost of this process in KWh can be calculated by integrating the above

expression and noting that the speed of the vehicle v is related to acceleration a and time t by

v = at (starts from a standstill):

Elm =

∫ 9.26∗10−4

0

Plmdt = 0.111at+ 7.074 ∗ 10−5a2t

+ 2.058 ∗ 10−5a3t3 dt = 0.1314kWh (7.28)

Since energy density of gasoline is about 44.4 MJ/kg or 12.432 kWhr/kg, the fuel consumption

for a single braking event is:

clm = Elm × energy density ≈ 0.01kg (7.29)
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7.7 Results and Discussion

The experiments are conducted for scenarios with 50, 100 and 500 vehicles representing light,

moderate and heavy traffic conditions, respectively. We compare the performance of our G-

network assisted Dijkstra’s shortest path (GDSP) approach against the standard DSP algo-

rithm.

Fig. 7.4 shows the average evacuation time per vehicle for both GDSP and DSP. The simulation

results indicate that GDSP achieves similar performance to DSP at low traffic density (50

vehicles) and shorter evacuation times at higher traffic densities. This is because DSP tends

to guide all the vehicles towards the shortest path, causing severe congestion. As a result, the

travel speed of vehicles is reduced and evacuation process is prolonged. On the other hand,

GSDP reduces the likelihood of such bottlenecks by distributing vehicles at each intersection.

The average overall fuel consumption during the evacuation process is shown in Fig. 7.5, where

GDSP achieves less fuel consumption in all of the three scenarios. The reason is that, when

using GDSP, the probabilistic choices to the linked road segment are optimised periodically at

the intersections, allowing vehicles to be re-routed to unoccupied paths where they can travel

at more fuel-efficient speeds. In contrast, DSP guides vehicles to the congested shortest paths,

where vehicles perform braking operations frequently, thus consuming more fuel.

7.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a cloud based architecture and the associated algorithm to

direct vehicles to safe areas in the aftermath of a large-scale disaster. A G-network model is

used by the algorithm to represent the movement of vehicles and their interactions with the

navigation system. To reduce the overall fuel consumption and evacuation time, re-routing

decisions at intersections are computed based on a compound routing metric, and gradually

optimised using a gradient descent algorithm. Simulation results indicate that our approach

achieves better fuel efficiency and evacuation time than when vehicles follow shortest paths
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Figure 7.4: The average evacuation time of different scenarios in seconds. The results are the
average of 5 randomized simulation runs, and error bars show the min/max result in any of the
5 simulation runs.
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Figure 7.5: The average total fuel utilisation of different scenarios in kilograms. The results
are the average of 5 randomized simulation runs, and error bars show the min/max result in
any of the 5 simulation runs.

to destinations, and the improvements in performance become more pronounced as congestion

increases.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Summary of Thesis Achievements

During an emergency evacuation, different groups of people possess different relative risk of

death. For instance, children and aged people are relatively more vulnerable to disasters owing

to the low mobility and low resistance to hazard. Therefore, it is desired to customise distinct

evacuation routes for different groups of people. However, previous emergency navigation algo-

rithms normally ignore the different requirements of evacuees and treat them in a homogeneous

manner. Evacuees are commonly directed to exits by using a single routing metric and could

induce unnecessary congestion, injuries and fatalities. This research question is identified and

addressed in this work by proposing a CPN based multi-path routing algorithm and several

cooperative strategies.

Due to the highly dynamic nature of evacuation processes, it is difficult to calculate the optimal

path for evacuees in a real time manner. Hence, as a first and very important step, we borrow

the concept of CPN and adapt it to the evacuation route planning problem [BDG13a]. As a

heuristic algorithm, the proposed CPN based routing algorithm can discover optimal or near-

optimal paths for evacuees rapidly. We compare the proposed CPN based routing algorithm

with the classical Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, the results indicate that the CPN based

algorithm outperforms the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm in term of evacuee survival rates

136
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and path-finding efficiency.

Next, on top of the CPN framework, several routing metrics [BG14b, Bi14] are proposed to

calculate distinct egress paths for different categories of evacuees. To the best of the author’s

knowledge, this is the first attempt to customise distinct paths for different groups of evacuees

with respect to their specific requirements in the research field of emergency navigation. To

alleviate the congestion generated during the evacuation process, a congestion-ease mechanism

is proposed and embedded into the routing metrics. The simulation results show that the

proposed multi-path routing algorithm can improve the overall survival rates while fulfilling

the specific requirements of each category of evacuees.

To further improve the sensitivity of the multi-path routing algorithm to the sudden changes

in the hazard environment such as injury of civilians or abrupt congestion caused by evacuees

of the same category. Two cooperative strategies [AB15, ABG15, BA15, BAG15] are proposed

to adjust the category and the associated routing metric of evacuees with regard to evacuees’

physical conditions and surrounding environments. Since the congestion-ease mechanisms em-

bedded in the routing metrics do not function at the beginning of an evacuation process due

to the fact that the evacuees have not congregated yet, another cooperative strategy is pre-

sented to distribute evacuees among all the staircases and exits to prevent or ease the future

congestion from happening. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first attempt to

use cooperative strategies to direct evacuees in a coordinated manner in the research field of

emergency navigation. The results indicate that the use of cooperative strategies can improve

survival rates.

Moreover, to provide a more accurate prediction to the congestion level of each egress path

during an evacuation process, we combine the CPN based routing algorithm with a G-network

model to analyse the congestion level on a path via capturing the dynamics of diverse categories

of evacuees under the influence of panic and re-routing decisions from the navigation system

[Bi16]. By modelling the probabilistic choices of evacuees towards all the linked queues, the

G-network model closely approximates the movement of the evacuees under the instructions of

the CPN based algorithm. The simulation results indicate that the use of the G-network model
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can improve the survival rates and ease the congestion during an evacuation process when there

is a certain likelihood that evacuees do not follow evacuation instructions due to panic.

Finally, we extend our work to large scale evacuations, and propose a cloud based navigation

algorithm [BA16] to direct vehicles to safe areas in the aftermath of a large-scale disaster in

an energy and time efficient manner. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first

attempt to optimise fuel consumption of vehicles during an urban scale evacuation process.

A G-network model is used by the algorithm to represent the movement of vehicles and their

interactions with the navigation system. To reduce the overall fuel consumption and evacuation

time, re-routing decisions at intersections are computed based on a compound routing metric,

and gradually optimised using a gradient descent algorithm. Simulation results indicate that

our approach achieves better fuel efficiency and evacuation time than when vehicles follow

shortest paths to destinations, and the improvements in performance become more pronounced

as congestion increases.

8.2 Future Work

After several decades of study and exploration, emergency navigation in built environments has

become a mature research field. However, due to its open and inclusive nature, new technologies

always tend to influence, change or even revolutionise this research area. The research presented

in this thesis can be extended in several directions. In this section we discuss open issues and

provide possible directions for future work.

Previous work in the field of wireless sensor networks focuses on investigating novel protocols to

reduce traffic or save energy. However, packet behaviours and significant parameters involved

are mostly pre-configured in a supervised-learning fashion rather than using a unsupervised

learning paradigm and therefore may not adapt to uncertain or fast-changing environments.

In Chapter 4, we have designed a CPN based multi-path routing algorithm with four routing

metrics to direct different groups of evacuees in a built environment with a pre-deployed WSN.

Currently, some parameters involved in CPN are pre-configured in a supervised-learning fashion
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and therefore may need to be calibrated manually in different network topologies. Moreover,

previous research in [DG14] has shown that these parameter contribute significantly to the effi-

ciency of route discovery and information collection. For instance, the drift parameter, which is

defined as the possibility for a SP to choose the next hop at random over the RNN’s advice, is

a tradeoff between path-finding efficiency and quality. Low drift value leads to slow but steady

discovery while high drift parameter resolves paths quickly but may stagnate with sub-optimal

solutions. The number of hops that a SP can traverse before it is dropped also has a remarkably

influence on the performance of CPN based systems. If the time-to-live of SPs is too large,

the system will be overburdened with packets that are in effect lost. On the other hand, if

the live-time constraint is too small, some distant exits will not be reached. Additionally, the

fixed packet rate of SPs in the current CPN based routing algorithm may induce unnecessary

energy consumption when appropriate paths have been discovered and the network situation

stays unchanged. Hence, future research will be directed to reduce the energy utilisation and

communication delay in the WSN-based routing algorithm by utilising a proper queueing net-

work model and searching algorithms [Gel10, AG13]. Potential differentiated services (DiffServ)

mechanisms will be also developed to optimise the behaviours and satisfy the QoS requirements

of different categories of SPs which are associated with diverse groups of evacuees.

In Chapter 3, we have designed diverse simulated civilians with distinct health and mobility

models. To increase the reality of the simulation model, further research is needed to improve

the accuracy of mobility models by using the empirical relation between the density and speed

of evacuees [SSKB05, JHAAAB08]. Compared with emergency drills, computer simulations are

commonly utilised to investigate the effectiveness of emergency management algorithms due to

their time-efficiency, repeatability and cost-efficiency. However, many human behaviours dur-

ing emergency evacuations have been ignored. Hence, future research will also be directed to

develop a human-computer interface for the DBES to generate an artificial hazard environment

with virtual reality and augmented reality technologies [GHK05]. By evacuating volunteers

from the artificial hazard environment, their emergent behaviours can be collected and em-

pirical collective behaviour models of human beings can be developed from the actual crowd

measurements.
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In Chapter 7, we have proposed a cloud based architecture and the associated algorithm to

direct vehicles to safe areas in the aftermath of a large-scale disaster with the assist of a G-

network model and the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. In future work, we will consider the

use of heuristic routing algorithms such as the CPN to guide vehicles, which eliminates the need

to run our solution on top of a shortest path routing algorithm which can be time consuming

and computationally complex in a large-scale network. Moreover, we believe that the proposed

G-network model can be an effective tool in optimising the daily traffic flows in urban networks.

Indeed, current studies on road traffic optimisation typically make a simplifying assumption

of a fixed number of origin and destination pairs. On the other hand, G-networks can achieve

long-term objectives while allowing randomness in both the destinations of vehicles and the

individual’s choice at each interaction [GC98b]. For instance, the “negative customers” in the

G-network model that can delete a positive customer after arriving at a queue and do not

receive service themselves can mimic the process that a vehicle reaches the destination and

stops at the depot (depart from the network). We also believe that the proposed algorithm

can be extended to other systematic and repetitive issues, such as the clearance of improvised

explosive devices (IOD) and land mines [GK00a, GK00b].
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